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uipiscol y canonigo desta Stu. Iglesin a la qwil 10 dw el d i h donJoan
que le tncxo de Romu y le k70 Victoria.
Maesfro de urpirla del Papa

Manuscript Mus. B. 30 beiongs to one of the thirty-five polyphonic choirbooks

that are presemd in the archive and l'brary of the Toledo Cathedral, It contains an
exclusively Marian repertory by Tords Luis de Victoria: three Marian masses (Ave
maris stella, De Beata Maria, and Gaudeamus), th=eemagnificats @rimi, qumn' and

ocsavi tonz], the Vespers psalmmotet Nisi Dominus, and the m a popular of the
Marian antiphons, Salve Regina. This choirbook, copied in the Vatican scr@torium ca
1576-1577 by J o h a ~ e sParvus, is of great importance because it transrnits markedly

dîfferent versions of eight of Victoria's compositions i5st published in his 1576

Venetian prinr: Liber primus qui missas, psalmos. Magnificat.
S i n a Victoria's mgnificats fiom the Toledo manuscript wen examineci in this

author's master's thesis, this dissertation focuses d

y on the rest of the repertory.

The nature and rasons for variant readings between the manuscript (prepared for the

Toledo Cathedral) and the printed source (aimd at a general market) are conducted in
a broad histoncd and theoretical context. In order to trace the main innuences on
Victoria's compositional practice, his multiple b o m wing techniques are discussed
within the concept of Renaissance imitutio.
Chapter I discusses the provenance of the manuscript in the background of the

Franco-Re-h

and Spanish repenory preserved in the polyphonic choirbooks in the

Toledo CathedraL It also outlines the liturgical and devotional fnnction of the Marian
compositions nom the Toledo muscript and the related Venetian publication In the
search of Victoria's sources of inspiration, his Missa Ave maris stella (Chapter I I ) and
Missa de beata Virgine (Chapter m) are coqared wnh the paraLiel mass settings
based on the

samt

pre-existent chant melodies by his Franco-Flemish, Spanish, and

Iraüan predecessors. Special attention is given to the investigation of Vktoria's
compositional procedures in his Missa Gaudeamzu baseù on the motet Jubilase Deo by
his Spanish compatriot Crist6bal de Morales (Chapter IV).

The Nisi Dominus and Salve Regina compositions are presented in the contes
of Victoria's own multiple conaibutions to psalrn and antiphon settkgs representing
tlrmugh-composed, altemtim, and polychoral style of performance (Chapter IV and

V). These srnaIl-scde genres are also used as the depamire point for illuminating
V i c t o ~ ' s compositional process relateà to his borrowing of the conventional
contrapuntal as weîi as chordal patterns (Chapter \W. The final chapter evaiuates the
characteristic features of the manuscript in the context of our notion of Spanish style in
the sacred Latin repertory of the Renaissance. My emphasis is placed on the role of

Victoria in aansplanting sorne of the elements of the Spanish tradition, as represented
in the Sevilibn repertory, to the mainsaeam of Renaissance music.

This dissertation wouM never have been completed without the advice and

encouragement of my advisor Eugem ûamer and other rnembers of the faculty of the
Department of Music at the University of Calgary. The financial support for this project
was provided in part by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of C d a

and the Dean of Fie Arts at the University of Calgary.
1 am also indebted to Mitchell Brauner, University of Wsconsin at Milwaukee, for
bis advice on P m s ' manuscripts and to Robert Snow, University of Texas, for sharing

with me his research materials on Spanish Salve Regina settings. Further, 1 wish to th&

James Hume for his assistance in the translation of Victoria's Latin dedication to his 1576

publication. A word of special thanks is dincted to Don R a d n Gontalvez, the archivist

of the Toledo Cathedra1 Liirary, for dowing me to e&e

the manuscript B. 30 and

communicating to m ment research materials on the cathedral's music sources.

Fmally, 1 would like to express my appreciation for the assistance to the staff of
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INTRODUCTION

When the manuscript Mus. B. 30 h m the chapter lirary of the Toledo Cathedral
was fint introduced to me by my advisor Eugene Cramer, the prospect of studying its

history and content seemed to me irressaile.1 Especiaily intriguing was that aIl of the
eight compositions by T o d Luis de Victoria are transrnitted in dBerent versions in his

Venetian publication of 1576: Liber primur qui missas, psalmos, Magnificat. Also, the
choirbook has su€tèreà (as have rnany other books in the Toledo archive) nom the hand of

a "trophy hunter" who cut off the fist of four elaborately painted inicials together with the
titie/dedicatory page, ieaving its patron and possible other important information,
including index and dates, unknown.
The task of determinhg the provenance of th& choirbook began during my studies
at the rnaster's IeveL After a presentation of my initial findings at a Graduate symposium
in Calgary, Dr. Mitchell Brauner, then teaching at the University of Albuta, immediately

recognized the hand of "his" scribe, that is, Johannes P m s . His expertise in the study of
Vatican manuscripts was pivotal to my paleographical investigation of Mus. B. 30 in
Toledo as well as

0 t h

books produced by Parvus in Rom. The examination of the

manusaipt's paper (cma papale), its watermark (two aossed arrows wÎth a star), and its
assembly ( g a t h e ~ g sof four bifolia), as weiï as Parvus' text and music scripts revealed
that Mus. B. 30 was copied în the Vatican scriptorium c a 1576-77.2 A description of this
1 The existence of this source has already been documcnted in the musicologicai
literature by Rubio and Stevenson; see Felipe Piqueras Rubio, Codices pol~0rzicos
toledanos, es@o cn'tico de los mismos con motivo del vi centennmrh de la catedral
prima&, Toledo (n-p., 1925), 55-56 and Roben Stevenson, "The Toledo Manuscript
Polyphonie Chonbooks and Som M e r Loa and Linle Known ~~h
Sources," Fontes
arnS musicae 20 (1973): 87-107,
2 This dating places the copying of Mus. B. 30 after filscicle 6 of MS Rom,
Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticaaa, Cappella Sistma 54, CappeIIa Sistina 21 and Lucca A. 8,
but before Cappella Sistina 198. For a comprehensîve study of the Vatican books copied
by J o h a ~ e Parvus
s
see MitCheII Bramer, "The Parvus Manuscripts: A Study of V a h n

choirbook, the transcriptions and a detailed cornparison of the three magnificats @ M ,
quani, and actavi torii) with the 0righ.I 1576 print, as well as 1581 and 1600 reprints,

was fist presented in my master's thesis and, subsequently, published in E@

Mwic.3

The present study, thenfore, will focus on the rernainhg repertory of Mus. B. 30:
the Missa Ave maris stella, Missa de beata Man'a, Missa Gaudemus, the ni^ Dominus
psah, and the Salve Regina antiphon. The interrelation between the Toledan manuscript
and the Venetian print of 1576 wiil rernain a focal point in this dissertation; however, its

examination will be conducted in a rnuch broader historical and theoreticai context than
that pursued in rny master's thesis. The interpretation of the stylistic and technical features

pertinent to the chronology between the manusnipt and the printed versions of Victoria's
magnificats wi. be subjected to new Cnticism owing to a different methodological

approach used in the investigation of the rest of the manuscript and my incnased
knowledge of the Spanish repertory4

In order to search for Victoria's sources of inspiration in the formation of his
compositional style,this snidy will draw upon the paralle1 mass settings based on the s a m
pre-existent chant rnelodies (Ave maris stella hymn and Missa de beata Virgine cycle) by
his Franco-Fiemish, Spanish, and Itaüan predecesson. The emphasis wïii be espeaally on

an investigation of compositionai techniques mastered by W 6 b d de Morales because
Victoria's indebtedness to his dder Spanish compatrïot goes bcyond direct bonowing in
his Gazideamus parody rnass and extends to his paraphse masses as well A large number

of Marian masses in the Renaissance repertory allows us to observe how c o m n
composàonal and p e r f o d g practices were adapted to current mnds reflec~gliturgical
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Polyphony, ca. 1535-1580"P h D . dûs., Brandeis University?1982). The manuscripts
fkom Vatican City, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, CappeIla Sistina will be abbviated in
this mdy as CS.
3 See Lucy Wojcïcka-Ehza, '"AManuscript Source for Mapnincats by Victoria,"
Early Music 25 (1997), 83-98 and Lucy Wojcidsa, 'The MagnÏfkats by Tom& Luis de
Victoria in ToIedo-Biblioteca capitular, MS Mus.B. 30: A Cornparison with the 1576
Printed Edition" (Master thesis, University of Calgary, 1989).
4 My mthodologiml approach pertinent to the issues of Victoria's revising and
borrowing procedures wiil be fkther expanded upon in the finalsection of Chapter L

refomis and regional or personai taste. By tracing an apparent line in the chain of
borrowing, it wül

&O

be possiie to point to some of Victoria's reasons for the

discrepancies found in the manuscript and printed sources.

The variant readings of the Salve R e g i m and the Nisi Dominus in Mus. B. 30 wiU
be compared in the context of the conventional procedures established in the Marian
antiphons and psalm compositions, Instead of focusing on any specific rnodels by

Victoria's predecessors, the psalm and antiphon settîngs nom Mus. B. 3G wiU be
discussed against the background of his own conmiutions to these genres. Whüe there
have already been studies devoted to Victoria's paraphrase and parody masses,5 his

antiphons and p s a h have not yet received a close examination. Accordingly, diis
dissertation wîll provide a survey of Victoria's settings of Vespers psalrns as welt as the
Salve Reginu antiphon

-

a genre of special importance in Spanish Iiturgical and laic

custom devoted to the veneration of the Virgin Mary.The enmination of the Small-range
compositions such as Salve Regina and Nrsi Dominus will also allow us to focus on some
of the characteristic feanrns of Victoria's compositional process, specincally, those
c 0 ~ e ~ t ewith
. d the Spanish tradition of singhg infabordon style.
M y previous comparison of the versions of Victoria's rnagnincats ikom the Toledo

manuscript Mus. B. 30 and the Venetian print implied that stylistic developnts in

Renaissance music in generai, and Victoria's personal growth as a composer in partic&,
can only partially jusw the need for revisions in the sources produced such a short t

h

apah In this study, therefore, the examination of the di&ences between the two sources
See Patrick John Brin, 'The Parody Masses of Tom& Luis de Victoria" (E%.D.
diss., University of Kansas, 1995); Michael John Noone, 'The Technique of Victoria in
His Paraphrase Masses, with Transcriptions of the Missa pro D-ctis d 4 (1583) and the
û#iciwn Defunctum d 6 (1605)" (Bachelor of Arts thesis, Univeof Sydney, 1978);
Thomas Rive, "An Examination of Victoria's Technique of Adaptation and Reworkmg in
his Parody Masses with Pareicular Attention to Harrnonic and Cadential Romdures,''
AnMusical 24 (1969): 1-20; Robert Stevenson, Spmish Cathedral M W C in the
Golden Age (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of riilifornia Rtss, 1961),373-418,
and Njlcs Saxton, ' m e Masses of Victoria" (UM. thesis, WestniinSter Chok Cokge.
Princeton, 1951).

will go beyond the matter of chronology and it wiU be conducted in the context of

Victoria's bias for technical solutions favored in the Spanish and Itaüan centus. Since the
concept of the Spanish style in sacred music of the Renaissance defies a simple definition,
the quest for Victoria's comection to his national herirage wjn embrace many aspaits of

compositional, performance, and liturgicai traditions relevant to a particular setting. The
cornparison of the readings fiom a manuscript destined for Spanish use, as opposed to the
print addressed to broader Italian and international market, gives an insight into Victoria's
O wn

perception of a 'national style".
By conduaing these muiti-level comparisons of the repertory fkom the Toledan

manuscript, involving the paraUef settjngs in the same genres by Victoria and his
predecessors, it win be possiiIe to demonstrate versatile applications of borrowing
techniques by Renaissance composers. The main goal of this mdy is, then, to use the
repertory of Mus. B. 30 as a springboard for illuminating the concept of hitatio, broadly

undemood h m as the bomwing fiom a modeL It is ais0 hoped that the exmination of
these previously unknown venions of Victoria's setrings in the context of the Marian
repertory will enhance our understanding of Victoria's style and his role in aansplanting

some of the musical traditions fkom the relative isolation of the Iberîan peninsula into a
cosmopolitan Roman niilieu and, vice versa, innoduchg the Italian mthod of composition

to the Toledan ecclesiastical center,

CHAPTER 1

Toledo MS B. 30 and its Related Printed Sources
Renaissance Poiyphonic Choir-books in the Toledo Cathedra1
The sumihg musical sources and archival evidence in Toledo Biblioteca
CapituIar, Archivo de Obra y Fbbrica, and the A c t a capinclares attest to the rich
ecclesiastical and musical traditions cultivated in the Spanish prirnatial cathedraI.1 In
addition to the medieval chant manuscripts (e.g., Res. 18-22), which may have been
inspirational in the efforts to nstore the Mozarabic liturgy by the learned reformer
Cardinal Francisco Xidnoz de Cisneros (1495-1517):

the cathedral ho& a valuable

coilection of thaty-five polyphonic choirbooks (MSS Mus. B. 1-34, and Res. 23).3 The
com@ation of a series of five beautifully i l l u d t e d p a r c h n t books (B. 16, 18, 19, 32,
and 33) began during the pontificate of Cardinal Juan Tavera (1534-45). The fim
1 Many o f the medieval chant and motet sources from the Toledo Cath&
are
now preserved in the Biblioteca Nacional in Madrid (e.g., Mozarabic hymns in MS 1001,
and conductus and motets of am anriqua in KS 20486). See Higinio Angl6s, Cardiogo
Musical de ici Biblioteca Nucional de Ma&d, VOL 1, Man~~~m~tros
and VOL 2, Impresos,
Libros Linirgicos y TetXms Musicales (Barcelonê Consejo superior de investigaciones
cientifïcas, 1946 and 1949).
2 Cisneros was involved in publishg the important chant books, such as the
Missale (1500), the Brevi~ntun(1502), the Intodum toletmm (1519,the Manuale
sacramentonun, and the Passiomum toletanwn (1516). These chants, distinct firom the
Roman sources, have been in use in Toledo and other centers in Spain at the end of the
fifteenth century, and, consequently, semeci as the pre-existent rnelodw for many of
Spanish polyphonic settings of the deenth-cenhuy. See Higimo Anglts, "Early Spanish
Musical Culture and Cardinal Cisneros's Hymnal of 1515," Aspects of Medieval and
RenaLssance Music: A Birtcrffen'ng to Gustave Reese, ed. Jan Rue (New York,
Noaon,1966), 3-16.
3 The s i g l i a Mus. B. refers to the music codices contained in the Biolioteca
referrrd to as MS B.), and Resenato @es.j to the holdings in
Cupitziitzr (h&
Archivo de Obra y Fabrica.
4 For the description of the f%t book produced in Toledo in the context of the
archival documents in the Archnto de Obra y Fabricu, see Michad Noone, "'Amanuscript

manuscript B. 16, complet& in 1542 under the supeMsion of Diego Upez de Ayala (the

obrero of the cathedral), begins with the two popular senligs of paraphrase masses by
Josquin ( M hde beato Virgine and Missa super pange lingua). It also indudes three
o t h a masses, one by Jean Mouton (Missa dictes m y toutes vos pensées), one by Noel

Bauldeweyn (Misso in diapason), and one by Andrés de Tomntes (Missa super Nisi
Dominus) who, by then, was an "in-house" chapehastert as weli as an Et Incarnarw by
ûist6bal de Morales, famed as a singer of the Papal chapel in Rom (1535-1545). niis

book reflects, then, both locd and international musical tastes and sets the tone for the rest
of the repeztories that w u e later copicd in the Toledan sniptonum

The presence of Josquin's works in Toledo is not surprishg since his music was
held in high esteem throughout the Iberian peninsulas The choirbook B. 9, copied during
the tenure of Cardinal Juan Maninez Siliceo (1546-47), contains five of Josquin's masses

(L'homme anné super voces musicales, Ave maris srella, Malheur me but, Faysant
regretz, and Adfigam), and B. 27 two additional masses (Gaudeamus and Hercules D u
Ferrariae). Erom the five sources of Josquin's motets (MSS B. 10, 13, 17, 21, and Res.
23), the manuscript Res. 23 is of s p e d importance because it ako contains the extensive
Franco-Fieniish repenory.6 Sorne of the composers represented in this book were
c o ~ e ~ t etodthe Fnnch royal chapel of Louis XII and Francis 1 (e.g., Josquin, Mouton,

Févin, Longueval, Richafort, Gascongne, L'Htritier, and Terache); others had careers in
Antwerp (Bauldeweyn), Cambrai (Courtois), and in the service of Charles V (Thiiault).

The repertory includes masses, rnagnificau, and motets for the principd feasts of the
case-study. The C o q h t i o n of a Polyphonie Choirbook," in Cornpanion to Medieval and
Renaissance Music, ed. Tess Knighton and David FaIlows (London: LM. Dent & Sons
Ltd, 1992), 239-246.The documents in the Obra y Fdonca c o m p k m n ~ the
g
cathedral's Acta capitzikresprovide the oames ofpatrons, sm'bes, and i l l ~ t o r of
s the
manuscripts produced in the cathedral's saiptoniim
5 Roben Stevenson, "Josquin in the Music of Spain and PortugaL" in Josquin des
Prez Proceedings, ed. by Edward Lowinsky (London: M o r d UniveRess, 1976).
217-246,
6 Robert J. Snow, 'Toledo Cathedra1 MS Reservado 23: A h a Manuscript
Rediscovenxi,"Jou132af ofMusicofogy 2 (1983): 246-277.

iïturgical year and for votive celetnations of the Viigti Mary and for the dead This
particular book, which is of Flerrrish ongin (ca. 1515-lS38), was presented to the chapter

of Toledo Cathedra1 as a gift by an as yet unideno'died patron.
Despite the strong bias for Franco-Flemish music in the repertory of the Toledan
choirbooks, Spanish c o q o s e n are well represented Nanirany, some of the music
p e r f o d in Toledo was composed by Tonentes, the three-term maesno de capilla
(1539-1545, 15474553, 1571-1580). In addition to B. 16, he is well represented in
several MSS by his Lamentations, ma@cau,

hymns, fabordon psalms and the Missa de

beata Virgine dS (B. 10, 12, 18, 21, 33. and 34). The simple functional hymns and

Lamentations by Gin& de Boluda (1581-1592),a iater chapelmaster of bcal mortance,
were copied into a parchment manuscript B. 8 which is bound together with another
manuscript copied on paper. This supplement, which contains three of Victoria's niasses
*

of 1592 (Missa Qumn' toni à4, Missa super Ascen&ns Chriktus dS, and Vidi speciosam

ù6) represents the only Toledo codex, besides B. 30, that is devoted to Victoria's
compositions. Another Toledo chapelmaster, Alonso Lobo, who was elected in 1594, is
represented by Passions, hymns, and motets in MSS B. 22,24, and 25.

The Toledo manuscripu r e W repenory performed throughout Spain, because
s o m of the chapelmasters had connections with othet well-established cathedrals.
Bernadino R i r a , for example, c a m to Toledo directly fiom the Cathedra1 of ~ v i l a
where he served fiom 1559 to 1563. This, incidentdy, is the tirne-penod when Victoria at
age 11-15 was a choirboy in his h o m town Consequently, he could have been farraüar
with some of the compositions by Riira contained in B. 6, such as the two M m e de

beata VirgMe à4 and dfi, as weii as his magnificats and motets? R i ' s B. 6 and
VktoBa's B. 30 are the only choirbooks in the collection that are devoted exclusively to

one composer. We also know that the two centers shared a similar repertory because

Ribera brought with him for sale several old choirbooks previously ased in hila, NO of
which were Mo&'

prkited books of masses.4

Stevenson, Spanish Cathe&ai Music, 325.
Ibid,

8

Morales' career in R o m and other Spanish centers such as Avila (1526-1528),
Phsencia (1528-1531), Marchena (1548- l%l), and Malaga (1551-1553) m e d him a

reputation as a truly cosmopolitan composer. Despite the fâct that Morales served in the
Toledo Cathedral for only two years (1545-1547), he is the best-represented composer.

His masses, hymns, magnincats, Marian antiphons, psalms, and motets are copied into no
fewer than thirteen of the Toledo books (MSS 7, 13, 16, 17, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 29, 31,
33, and 34).

The treasures in the Toledo Cathedral show concordances with many manuscripts
from other Spanish centers especially with MSS 1 and II fkom the famous Marian shrine of
Guadalupe. The two institutions, king under the jurisdiction of the same archbishops,

often shared their musicians, rtpwory, and, consequently, nniüar perfomhg pm~tices.~
Manuscript B. 7, copied in Granada, represents composen comected with the Capilla
Real and Cathedra! in Granada (Rodrigo Ceballos and Santos de Aliseda, respectively).

Other close ties can be observed between Toledan (e.g., B. 17 and B. 21) and Sevillian
(e-g., TarazC 2-3) repertory.10 In addition to the

works by Morales, who was onginally

kom Seville, the Toledo m m u s ~ t contain
s
works by Francisco de Peiîaiosa, Pedro de
Escobar, Francisco de la Torre, and Francisco Guerrero. One can, therefore, l e m the
history of Spanish Renaissance music by studying the contents of Toledan polyphonk
choirbooks since these repnsent a cross-section of npertories nom important musical

establishmnts by three generations of composers iÎom Peiialosa to Victoria11

For the description of rle repertorks (ca. 1560-1610) fkom MSS 1and 11, see
David bwford, 'Two Choirbooks of Renaissance Polyphony at the Monasterio de
Nuesma Seiïora of Guadalupe," Fontes ARis MuRcae 24 (1977): 145-74.
Io Woifgang Fnis,"Qistdbal de Modes and the Spanish Tradition." Revisra de
Muncologfa 16 (1993): 61-62.
l1 The desaiptions of tweaty choir-books fkom the Toledo Cathedral can be f o n d
in Charles Hamm,Census-CataIogue of Manascript Sources of Polypbnic Music (MM1550) (Neuhaussen-Stuttgart: AnieDcan lnsMute of Musicology Hhssler Verla& 1984),
3: 202-216.
9

The Provenance of MS B. 30

On June 15, 1580, the inventory of the holdings of the Toledo Cathedral was
ordend anci, on August 15 of the s a m year, the kt of twenty-two polyphonic books then
in use by the cathedral choir was compüed by the chapelmaster Andrés de Tonentes.12

The note rehting to item 8 of this înventory, cited in the fkontispiece of this study, reads:
Another large polyphonic choirbook, bound in carfskin-coveredbuarclF,
rmbossed with ten bras-tipped ciamps and eight plates rtailed to the corners.
copied on a superior paper,
contains marses and mugnr~cats,
with an iIlmWtll~tion
in afionrispiece,
with the coat of anns of Don h a n Nuvama,
precenror and canon ofthis Holy Chwch
to which the above rnentioned don Joan gave it,
who brought itfiom Rome.
Composed by Victoria,Chapelmaster to the pope.13

This description fits the large rnanusaipt B. 30 (75 x 50 cm) which has the fkont
(shown in the fkoutispiece), as weli as back boards covered by brown tooled Ieather with

bras corners and clasps. The book was, indeed, copied on a high quaüty cana papale and
it contains three niasses (Ave man3 srella, De beara Maria, and Gaudeamtc~)and thne

magnificats (prfmiyquani, and octavï) foiiowed by the Nisi Dominus psalrn and the
Marian antiphon Salve Regina (see Table 1.1). From other information provided by

Torrentes, we leam that the choirbook was prepand for the Toledo Cathedra1 because,
onginally, it containeci the illurrrinated coat of arms of Canon Joan Navarra in the

fiontispiece or, possiily, in the fint calligraphie initial, both of which are now missing (see
Plate 1.1).

l2 The content of this innntory is now preserved in the Bîbkoteca Nacional in
Madrid, MS 1447. See Roben Snow, The Epnnt Music by Rodngo de Cebailos, Detroit
Studies in Music Bibliography 44 (Detroit, 1980), 22.
13 The note under i
tem 8 of this inventory is also cited and translatecl in Stevenson,
Spanish Cathe&ai MtcsftCSfcY
470.

Table 1.1: Compositions by Tomik Luis de Victoria in MS B. 30

folios

Masses:

à4
à5

Ave maris stella
De beata Mana

à6

Gaudeamw

Magnificats: à 4

Primi toni

Anima mea
Et exSultavit

OSv - 71'
7Iv- 76'

Quarti toni

Anima mea
Et multavit

76V - 82r
$2' - 76r

Octavi toni

Anima mea
Et multavft

89'

Salve R e g i ~

- 95'

95" - 101'

107'

- 114'

It is not known exactly when Navansi traveied to Rom. However, his reference to
Victoria as the Pope's chapelmaster indîcates that it could have b a n after 1575 because in

that year Victoria, as moderator mwi~aeof the German CoIiege in Rome, became the
chapelmaster of S. Apollinare. This is the year when Gregory XIIIt a generous paaon of
Jesuits, gave the Gemian CoIIege new quarters attached to this church and, consequently,

was responsibte for Victoria's appohtmnt.14 At the tirn: when a composer's repuution
was measuied by his closeness to the Pope, Victoria cemidy made efforts to mess his

papal connections as, for instance, in the dedication to the Bavarian Reverend and Prince

Ernest in the Liberprim of 1576:

l4

Stevenson, Spanish CathedrafMusic, 358.

"...Gregory XII, who hm made hirnserfworthy of heavenfirst by h& merits
anci virtues and now by his dignity and runk piously founded this Collegefor
the educaiion of G e m n yourh in the besl disciplines and in religiouî mords.

Could 1, indeed senting as Moderutor of Music in t h t Cdege, dedicute the
fiuits of my genius morejustIy or willingly fo anyone else but you... "1
It is clear that in Spain the distinction between the chapelmaster

of the institution

founded and supported by the Pope, such as S. Apollinare of the Gexman College, and
that of his private chape1 was not clearly drawn.

Plate 1.1: MS B.30, folios 1-2'

For the cornpiete Engiish translation of this dedication, see Appendix 1.

In order to introduce bis music to a prospective empbyer, to generate incorne

Erom the sales of his choirbooks, and to secure his future lucrative non-residential
benefices, Victoria made sure that all of the important eccIesiasacal centers in Spain
received his publications.16 For example, the Liber prUnus of 1576 was presentd to the
catheârai chapters in h

a and SeviUe in 1577 and 1578, respectively.17 The archives of

the Toledo Cathedral contain three notices which refu to the paymnts for Victoria's latu

publications: the Motecta festonun of 1585 (September, 1588), Missae quatuor, quinque
of 1592 (July, 1593), and Missae, MagnijTcat, motecta of 1600 (February, 1601).18
However, no record can be found in Toledan archives regarding the Liber prVnlrs of 1576.
It seems, thenfore, that the manuscript B. 30 was prepared specificdy for Toledo in place

of the publication with which it shared the same repertory. The paleopphical
investigation of the manuscript indicates the date of copying of its music by J o h a ~ e s

Parvus in the Vatican scriptorium as c a 1576-77.19
It is quite possible that Victoria himselfcornmissioned this book to be presented to
the chapter of Toledo CathedraL However, there is no record in Toledo that the chapter
or canon Navana ever reimbursed Victoria for his music. Since this choir-book was
destineci for a place outside of Cappella Sistina or Cappella Giulia, the Vatican archives

do not hold any information about its preparation. Taking under consideration that the
production of a manuscript of such quality was a very expensive endeavor, and that
Victoria was a shrewd businesmian, he cerrainly rnust have had a sponsor who showed an

For the report on Victoria's incom nom the Spanish eccksastical centers such
as Cordova, Segovia, Sigüenza, Toledo, and Zamora,see Stevenson, Spmish Cathedral
mu sr'^, 365-367.
l7 Ibid, 161.347, and 466. The records fkom the Acta capitulares of the cathedral
of A v i l a r e k to the acceptance of the LioerprVnus, which was presented by the
composer's unde Juan Luis de Vktoria (Jancwy 9 and September 6 of 1577), and fiom
the Sevinian Cathedralrefi.Jing to the paymnt to Victoria for this particuiar book
(September 3, 1578).
l8 François Reynaud, Lu Polyphonie Toiédane et Son Milieu. Des Premiers
ï ' h i g m g e s aux Environs & 1600" (Paris, T d o u r CNRS Editions, 1996), 356-357.
l9 It xem that there was s o m urgency i
ncoraple~gthe project because some of
the calligraphie inieials were not e n t d
l6

interest in Spanish music and was weU comected in Rome so that he couid have access to
the Vatican scriptorium20 Besides canon Navarra, who is the most probable sponsor of

this project because of the pnsence of his coat of arms, another possiile patron could be

Cardinal Gaspar de Quiroga. He became the Archbishop of Toledo in 1577 and soon
began the iniplernentation of the liturgicd r e f o m of the Coucil of Trent and,
consequently, was interesteci in new repeaories. He also was known as a generous
protector of scholars and bis interest in musical m e r s is well documnted.21 Cardinal's
Quiroga's predecessor, Banolomé de Carrama (1557-76). would be a politically
undesirab1e patron because of his troubles with the Inquisition and eventual seventeen-year
hprisonrnent on suspicion of heresy. Quiroga's successor, ho wever, Cardinal Albert (son
of the Emprcss Maria and Archduke of Fianders) rnay be taken under
consideration. Victoria, in the dedication to his 1592 book of masses indicates that sorne
other works (caetera opera) were previously issued under Caràinai Albert's patronage.
We do not know about any other of Victoria's publications that were previously dedicated
to thk Cardinal, so caetera opera may possibly allude to the works presented in Toledo

MS B. 30." Victoria's Missae quatuor, quinque of 1592, as the foIiow-up to his Liber

pnMus of 1576 (dedîcated to Rince Emest), and Missanun Libri Duo of 1583 (dedicated
to Cardinal BoneE,

a nephew of Pope RUSV), contains new masses for the feasts

ihroughout the entire year. In any case, the names of the recipients of Victoria's fifieen
20 SOfar we know of oniy a few manuscripts which were not prepared for in-house
use by the Papal chape1or the Cappella Giulia. In addition to Toledo B. 30, there is a

rnanusaipt p ~ p a r e dfor the archïepiscopal serriinaty in Lucca, MS a8 (see Brauner, 'The
Parvus Manusaipu," 262) and the recently discovered manuscript in the private
collection; see Beth L, Milier, "A New Source Atuibuted to Joannes Parvus," Ratista
Musïcologi" 16 (1993): 144-153.
21 For example, În the lcnuda& 1592 to Cardinal de Castro, regarding the
acquisitions of Gu-O
's libros de c m s (MS S Mus. B. 11, and 26) Quiroga refers to
his muses previously printed in 1566 and 1582. See Stevenson, S'nish Cathedra1 Music,
179.
Stevenson specuiates that these other works are not c ~ ~ t x t with
e d Victoria's
music and -y refer to the Catechîsmur or Avisos para soidados y gente de guerra. For
the translaaon of the appropriate passage see R Stevenson, Spanish Cathedra1 Music,
369.
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publications Çmcluding Gregory XDI, Philip II, and Cardinal Ono von Truchsess)

dernomte that he carefully selected his panons of the highest status only.

The Marian Repertory in MS B. 30
Since niedieval tims, the polyphonic repenory reflected very well the rituals

connected with the celebrations of the cult of the Virgin Mary. The number of coditkd
Marian feasts incnasingly gnw dong with the number of new churches, s h ~ e s and
,
chapels built specincally in her honor. The new additions to the Iiturgy in the form of

tropes, antiphons, hymns, cantic1es. and 0th- Marian texts fomied the basis on which the
polyphonic repertory thriveù. Although in the Franco-Flemkh circles the Marian vogue
reached its peak (as far as the composition of new pieces is concemed) in the f
h
tpart of

the sixteenth century, in Spain, and in the centers under Spanish influence, it heid its

momentum wefl hto the seventeenth centmy.
In the sixteenth century the most important Marian feasts in the Catholic Church
for which polyphony was composed were connected with the cornmernoration of events of
the Vrgin Mary's He such as the Nativity (Septernber 8), the Annunciation (March 25),
the Assumption (August

13, the Imrnaculate Conception (December

8). and the

Plaification of the Virgin (Feùruary 2).23 The veneration of the Virgin Mary took place
within the weU-estabhhed liturgical ntuals; for example, in the Saturday Onice of the

Blessed Vigin Mary (Offàcium sanctae Mariue in sabbato), as weil as in many other
votive ntuals f?om whkh the Salve seNice phyed the moa hporrant role. The connection

of the VÏrgin Mary with the Tnmty (God, Christ, and the Holy Spirit), often refleccted in
the Christian thought and iconography, made it possible to link Marian repertory with

othu rimals of the church year. For exampIe, the pafanelism with the cult of Christ,
justified by Mary's Nativîty, allowed Marian compositions to be performed during
euchanstic ritu& such as Chrisanast.de, Corpus ChrisE, or the Forty-hou. Devotion of

the Sactament, M o , the Virgin Mary's mediaring powers between rmmkkd and God led
23 Thue are, in addition, a vaSety of lessa féasts that r e k t Iocal traditions for
which polyphony was composed; for êxarnple, the Visitation (July 2)-the Presentation
(November 21),Our Lady of the Snows (August 15), etc.

to the rise of the innumerable votive services held in times of n a t d &asters, plagues, or
in pleading for personal health, proSpenty and, ultimately, sdvatioa The Virgin Mary's

mortai and etemal q d t i e s made lier capable of receiving prayexs not only for the living,
but also for the dead Therefore, compositions such as the Marian m a s and the Marian
antiphon Salve Regina often were included with the items prescribed in the liturky for the
dead. The Marian votive celebrations ultimately became the fist and most hqortant

medium for the endowed seMces hekl in the cathedrals, at the church's aitars founded by
the conhternities, or in the private chapek of the nobGty.24
To support the growing d e m d for the Marian ~pertory,aii of the major
Renaissance composers contriiuted a great amount of functional music to be performed
during the linirgy of the Mass and the Divine 08ace as well as during more informal

devotional services. fiom al1 of the Marian masses, the Missa d e beata Virgine, suitable
for performance during all of the M a r h celebrations, holds the supenor role as the genre
most ofken set polyphonicdy.~ Coqosers usually are represented by more than one
mass of this %d and the swiving sources indicate that this particular geme was
dissemînated in the greatea quantity.26 For example, Josquin's Missa de beata Virgine à4
found in the Toledo manuscript B. 16 represenu one of twenty-six known manuscript
sources.27 Morales' Marian masses, Missa de Nuesrra Senoru a4 (Toledo B. 27) and

24See Barbara Haggh, 'TheMeeting of sacrtd ritual and secular piety:

endowments for music,"in Cornpanion to Medieval and Renaissance Music," ed. Tess
Knighton and David FaUows (London: J.M. Dent & Sons Ltd., 1992),64. See also
IKristine K Forney, "Music, Ritual and Patronage at the Church of our Lady, Antwerp,"
Eorty Music History 7 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Ress, 1987): 1-51.
Josephson iists no less than one hundred extant Missae de beata Virgine, see
Non Sigurd Josephson, 'The Mbsa De Beara Virgine7'(PhD. diss*,University of
ralifoniia, Berkeley, lm),
269-278.
26 Most of the leadhg Spanish composers wrote a pair of masses, e.g., Morales,
Guenero, Bernârdmo d e Ribera, and Sebastian de Vivanco.
27 ksquîn"sniass is noteworthy among ail Mhae de berna Virgine not only for iu
exceptionaüy large number of p r h and manuscript sources, but also for its nurnerous late
and keyboard intabuMons. For the k
tof printed and nianuscript sources, see Albert
Smijers, d,
Imn W&n 30 and 31, Missen 16, Vereeniging Vor Nederhdsche
Mnziekgeschiedenis (Anisterdam-G. Alsbach, 1952), xlii-xiv (14 sources w9h cornpiete

*

Missa De beata Virgine à5 (Toledo B. 29)

&O

belonged to his most often printed and

copied works.28 VictoTiB7sMissa de beata Maria à6, entered as the third item in B. 30,
represents yet another setting performed in Toledo alongside with those by Riira (a4
and à5 in B. 6), Torrentes (&5 in B. 33), and Guerrero (à4 of 1582 in B. 11).

Victoria's second rnass in B. 30, Missa Gaudeamus, is most suitable for singing
during the feast of the Assumption because it is based on the chant incipit appropriate to

the occasion. It s e m i s that the genre of the Gazidemus mass was more widespread than
the extant sources have led us to bekve. For example, thc inventory of the choirbooks of

Philip II fkom 1602 lists an unspecfied number of Josquin's Gaudeamus xnasses fiom

which only one is known to us; for example, h m Toledo B. 27.

Victoria's Missa

Gaudemt(s, based on the motet by Morales, pays a mbute to the best-represented

composer in the Toledan Cathedrai. The rnodels by Josquin and Momies for Victoria's
-

-

-

rnass); Helmuth Osthoff, ed., Josquin Desprez, 2 vols. (Tutzùig: Hans Schneider,
1962/19651), 1: 234 (17 MS. Sources); and Richard Sheds summary of the eighteen
complete and partial sources for the Missa de Beata Virgine in 'Workshops on
Performance and Interpretation," Josquin des Prez. Proceedings of the Internan'onul
Josquin Festival-Conference,New York, 197'2,ed Edward Lowinsky (London: Oxford
University Press, 1976), 7 1 2 413.
Morales' masses for four and five voices each appeared in five publications.
They were k t issued in the V e n e h anthologies (Exceilenrissmi musici Moralis
Hispani. Gombeni. ac Jacheti, c m q u m r vocibus rnLrsae and Quinque m h e Moralis
Hispani. ac Jacheti. both published by Gblarno Scotto, Venice, 1540) before they were
printed in Rome in his two books of masses of 1544 published by Valeno and Ludovico
Dorico (Chrisruphon' Moraiis Hyspalenris missam: liber primus, and liber secunduTp
respective1y). The hgrrrents of Mordes' masses ais0 appeared in the vihuela intabulations
in Entiquez de Valdenabano, Silva de Sirenos (Vanadolid, 1547); and in Miguel de
Fuenllana, Orphefiica fyra (Seville, 1554). For the list of the manuscript and p ~ t e d
sources for his Marian masses see Stevenson, Spmkh Cnthedral Music, 67-68;and
Higùiio AngEs, ecL. Cristdbal dé Morales. Opera Omnia, vois. 1 and 3, in Monumentos
de la Musica EspaiIoIa, vols. il and 15 (Rom: Comejo superior de investigaciones
Qentinms. Institut0 Espaîiol de Musicoiogia, 1952 and 1954), 11: 61-64 and 15: 29-31.
This seris wîll be reférred to in th& study by the sigium MME.
29 Robert Stevenson, 'The Toledo Manuscript Polyphonie Choirbooks," 87.The
Gloria fkom the Gaudeamus mass by Juan Feniamlez de Maded @artially presemed in
Paris, Bibliothèque nationale, nouv, acq. Fr.4379) is aansaibcdin Robert Stevenson,
SpanïSh Music in the Age of Colwnbw (Hague: Martinus Nij%off, 1960), 178-179.

Missa Ave maris stella are also presewed in Toledo in B. 9 and B. 29, respectively. This

m a s could be sung dukg al1 the feasts for the

Mary because of its association

with the hymn Ave maris stella, which npresents a reg& item of the Vespers service.
This hymn, making the association between the stars and Virgin Mary sitting on the

celestial &one, belongs to those items hquently performed duruig processions and other
votive rituals.30

From aü of the components of the Vespers service, the Marian cantide Magnificat
was by far moa often set polyphonicdy. Toledan books contain an extensive repertory in
this geme in eight codices (B. 1, 4, 12, 18, 24, 25, and 34). from which B. 18 deserves
special attention because it contains a senes of sixteen magnincats in di&=rent toms by

various composers such as Torrentes, Morales, Peiiaosa, Rabancda, Gascogne, and
L'H6ritïer. Ail of the To1edan books devoted to the rnagnincats also contain other items
for use during the Vespers such as hymns, antiphons or psalrns. Victoria's Magnincats
primi, quimi, and octavi toni provide the polyphonic settings for the odd and even-

numbend verses. The Vespers for Sundays and important feasts were celebrated twice:
h
t
,
as a vigil ceremony anticiparing the féast day; and second, at the end of the feast day

Victoria's thoroughly polyphonic set couid, therefore, be performed during the Fht,
usuaIly more elabonte, Vespers. However, since the Spanish practice favored the

30 Toledo B. 24 contains the setting of the hymn Ave maris stella by Juan Navano,
and B. 8 by Boluda, however, we know that the Toledo Cathedral also owned a book
s
have not survive& see Stevenson,
containhg Morales' Ave m&s stella s e t ~ gwhich
Spanish Cathedral music, 337. Since the Spanish Church was one of the fkst to
mipIement hymns into the liturgy, polyphonic hymns have always played an important role
in the Renaissance repertory. Victoria published his hynms in the publication of 1581
dedicated to the V i r a Mary. Other Spanish composers who also conmbuted extensively
to this genre are Guerrero, Navarro, D d de la Cueva, Peiialosa, Escobar, Esquivel
Ceballos, Tonentes, Alonso Lob, Vivanco, and Diego Onit .For the discussion on the
manuscript versions of the hymns by Guerrexo and Navano (which were revised according
to the text h m the Breviarïum Romanm of 1568 for the pubkations of 1584 and 1590,
respecàvely), see Robert I. Snow, 'ZiturgïcaI Reform and Musical Revisions: Reworking
of their Vespers Hymns by Guerrero, Navano and Dlirbn de la Cueva," Livro de
homemgen a Macmô Santrago Kastner (Lisbon: Fondaçao Calouste Gulbenkian, 1992),

465-99-

aitermtinz performance, the odd-numbered verses, dtemated with the chant, couId be
Sung polyphonically during the F ~ s t ,and then the even-numbered verses during the

Second Vespers. The third possibiüty for performance was to sing the even-numbered

verses during the F ~ s Vespers
t
as devised, for instance, in the mernoriai fkom 1604
descriiing the methods of cekbratmg the principal feasts in the Toledo Cathedral during
the chapehastership of Alonso Lobo."

In addition to the masses and magnificau, B. 30

&O

contains two polychoral

settings of the psalm Nisi Dominur and the Marian mtiphon Salve Regina. Although the
Nisi Dominus belongs to the group of Vespers psalms, the version fiom thk manuscript

indicates that this composition was m t e d as a psalmmotet since it lacks the necessary

minor doxology nomially sung at the conclusion of ail psaims when they were used in
Office Hom. The only 1iturgical occasion which would c d for the omission of the

doxology would be the penod h m Pwion Sunday to Easter. The Gloria Pani, of

course, could be chanted or lifted fiom other polyphonic item composed in the s a m
tone.32 Aithough in perforrning tradition t had been customary to relate the tone of the
Vespers psalms to that of the Magnificat perfiormed at the sarne service, the Nisi Dominw,
king in the sDnh tone, does not show any relationship in this regard

to

any of the three

Magnincats in B. 30 (being in the kst, forrnfi. and eighth tone). In general, the psalm Nisi
Dominw does not figure prominently in Vespers polyphonic coUectionsP3 Since it is the
-

31 From this documcnt (preserved in the Barbieri collection at the Biblioteca
Nacional in Madrid) we learn that the polyphony in the ToMo Cathedral was to be sung
on 140 days inc1uding 55 Sundays, the major Marian and other feast days. We also lem
about the use of organ and bands of instnmentaiists accompaoying the singing. For the
sunanary of penormance dirrcàons for principal occasions (e-g., (3hnstmas Vespers and
Holy Week), see Stevenson, Spanish Cathedrai Music, 337.
32 The mgnikat doxologies were often adapteû fimm the psalms. Victoria's
doxology of the polychoralpsalmDMt Dominur, for exampk, îs identical with that of the
Magnflcat p h i toni (except for the initial phme), and the doxology of the Magr@Zcat
sd roni is the reworking of that in the Luetatus s u . . In the Roman Ms. Mus. 130 (which
is going to be discussedin Chapter V of this study) the doxologies of the B e a m vir a4
-.
and Nisi Domima à8 nom the p ~ t e version
d
of 1576 also show sorne sirnilannes.
33 The fim important publicarions of the Vespen psaims include those by Adrian
wiuacrt (1550) and Daego OItiz (1565).

fourth p s a h in the Marian and fémale saints cursus, it was ofien orriitted when only
selected psalms were required to be p e r f o d polyphonicaüy. Although the stmiving
sources fiom the Toledo Cathedral do not hclude any examples of rhis psalm, the chant
Nisi Dominur seems to have enjoyed certain popdarity because Torrentes based his mass

in B. 16 on this particuk chant.
Another indication that the NLn' Dominur was intended as a psaim-motet is the fact
that in the 1576 pMt (Liberpnrnus) both the Nisi Domintu composition and its last verse

B e a u vir with the doxology received separate entries in the index (See Table 1.2).
During the less-stnictwed events such as conmiernorations, dedications, or processions,

the whok psalm, a couple of verses or even one verse could be sung.34 Also. if Victoria's
intention was to include a Vespers psalrn in his 1576 publication, it would be more
appropriate

to

choose a Dint Dominus or Luudate pueri? which represent the most

versatile psalms in the no-

routine of psalm singing during Vespm.

In addition to the psalms, Marian and other festive occasions made also use of
prayers, litanies, motets, and antiphons. The final composition in B. 30, the polychoral
anriphon Salve Regina, represents the moa versatile setring suitable for performance
during the enrire year in all of the above discussed liturgical and para-liturgical situations.

In addition to its Iiturgical function as the Marian antiphon Sung at the end of the
Complim and Vespers service, the m s t important occasion for which this paaicular

Marian antiphon was composecl was the evening Salve service heId reguiarly in the Marian
chapels or dtars. Akhough these were more infornial gathe~gswithout standardized
repertory, the polyphonic Salve Regina antiphon represented a nguk item performed
with other polyphonic Marian antiphons and motets interspersexi with the c h t i n g of the

versicle Deus in adjuorium m e m intende, the response Domine ad adjuvandum me
f&na,

and the concIuding Benedicamus Domino. The siirviving sources show that the
-

The records in Spain as weU as in Rome indicate that the celebrations of the
major Marian féasts took an extraordinary elaborate fonn For exarriple, for the
description of the celebration on the day of the Visitation (JuLy 2, 1649) in the monastery
of GuadaIupe?that foilowed the customs and pesormance practice of the cathedral in
Toledo, see David Crawford, 'Two Choirbooks of Renaissana Polyph~ny~"
149.

Salve service piayed an important role in the Marian celebrations both on the Iberian
peninsula and the con~ent.
Taking under consideration that the Nisi Dominur and Salve Regina were probably

composed by Victoria w M e in the Coilegium Gennanicwn (1566-W 8 ) , it is important to
consider the perfomiing opportunities for singuig polychord music in Rome. Records
show that in the Gemian ColIege in addition to the liturgical music presuibed for the Mass
and the OfiSice, the polychoral psalms, motets, and antiphons were o k n Sung during

various liturgical and civil occasions. For

exarrq!Ie, the

polypho& motet-psalm Super

flwtina Babyionis (also without the doxology), which appears together with the Nisi
Dominus in the Venetian print of 1576, was Sung in 1573 during the ceremony of the

separation of the Gemran students fiom Italian boarders in the Ge-

ColIege. This

particuiar performance was given by the members of the Papd chapel and took place in

the large hall of the Palazzo della Valle25 It was common to invite both Papal singers and
insaunientalists by the Cokge and other Roman institutions during the feast dayd6 Since

polychoral singing played an important role in the Gemÿui ColIege, it is no t surprishg that
the prolinc composers of polychoral music in the late sixteenth century (e.g., Ruggiero

Giovaneilî and Anru'bde Stabile) worked for this institution.
We also know that there was a special emphasis placeci on polychoral singhg in
the communities c o ~ e c t e dto Spanish and other churches in R0rne.3~The church of S.
--

-

p
p

-

35 Stevenson, Spanish Cathedra1Music, 357-358. There were many other
occasions for slliging polychoral psaims in the German College, for example, as the
thanksgiving for benefits received by the coliege. For a discussion on the performiog
practice in the Gemw CoRege d e r the renorship of Michele Lauretano (1573-87),see
Thomas D. Cdey, Jesuits and Music: I. A Sîudy of the Musiciam Connected with the
German Coilege in Rome M g the 17th Cenmy and of their Activities in Nonhern
Europe (Rom: Typis Pontificiae UniveTSitatis Gregorianae, 1969), 31 and 76-87.See also
Noel O'Regan, "The Performance of Palcsmna: S o m Fmher Observaaons," Emly
Music 24 (1996): 149-150.
36 Graham Dixon, "The Pdomuuice of Pakmha," Earty Music 22 (1994): 667-

675.

Noel O'Regan traces co~ectionsbetween Roman polychoral sacred music and
the conhemÏtks of the Santîsniia Trinità dei Pekgrini in comection with Palesaina,
and the Spanish archcorh~nityof the Resimection, in the case of Victoria. See the

Giacomo de@ Spagnoli, in particular, organized lavish celebrations in Piazza Navona
where polychoral music was katured, Victoria's settings of Salve Reginu and Nisi

Dominus could have been Sung, for e x q l e , during the processions during the Feast of

Corpus Christi or the Forty-Hour devotion

to

the Sacrament, An increasing polychoral

repertory for two and more choirs written for Roman churches in the last quarter of the
sixteenth cennuy is especially reflected in many pruits h m the early 1590s. However, the

only source of Roman polychoral music so far identifiexi that was tcansmitted to Spain is
the manuscript in Tarazona Çrarazl6). It contains the repertory of Palesnina and his

younger compatriots active in the last decades of the sixteenth and the early seventeenth
centus, such as Anniie Stabile, G. B. Nanino, Ruggiero Giovanelli, Rospero Santini and
Annibale Zoil0.38 In light of the

k t

that polychoral singing in Spain was not weil

established until the last decade of die suneenth century and became de-spread only
duMg the reign of Phi@ III (1598-1621),39 the polychoral repertory in MS B. 30 must

have presented a certain novelty in the late 1570s.

---

-

introduction to Giovomi Pierlwgi da pales ni^: Three pieces for tripLe choir,d,Noel
O'Regan (Edmbargh: Edinburgh Univemty Music uiiprint, 1994). and idem, "Victoria,
Soto and the Spanîsh Archcodkatemity of the Resuuection in Rom," Early Music 22
(1994): 279-295,
38 Owen Rees, "Roman Polyphony at Tarazona," E@ Music 23 (1995): 411419.
39 Luis RobIedo, "'Qu&ons of Pezfbrmance Rarrice in Pbilip m's Chapel," Eurfy
Mun'c 24 (1994), 216-217.

MS B. 30 and Its Reiated PubIications
Ahhough the Marian repertory figures promhently in the books of the Toledo
Cathedrai, B. 30 is the only manuscript devoted exclusively to the celebrarions of the

Virgin Mary during both the Mass and the Vespers services. In other Toledan books,
where the Iiturgical orpimion pplayed an important role, such as MSS B. 21 and 22 (for
Holy Week and for the Iiturgy of the dead) and in Res. 23 (for the feasts of the entire
year), the repertory was c o q i l c d h m the works of several composen. This rnethod of

organization cm be also found in other sixreenth-century manuscripts Li the Vatican and
Franco-Fiedh courts.40 The manuscripts prepared for the Sistine Chapel for example,

are compilations of the genres appropriate for specific liturgical situations. The
manuscripts with the masses are usuaily accoqanied by a few motets as in C.S. 17 which
was pnpand for the Mass on

&an days of

the V i r a Mary. This partïcular source

contains six masses and five Marian antiphons which were composed by dinerent
composers (Richdort, Morales, Festa, and Jachet). The motets are also included in the

compilations of the hymns and magnificats appropriate to the Divine Ofnces (e.g. C.S. 15,
18, 29, and 44). These are, of course, much fewer in number because papal Vespers dîd

not play as important a role there as, for example, in Toledo or Venice. Whenever the
manuscripu were devoted to one composer thcy contained one genre only, for exarrrpIe,
the Magnificats by Festa (which were copied by P m s to CS. 18 during the prepmtion

of those works for publication).

40 See Robert Snow, 'Toledo Cathedral MS Resemado 23", 276; and Bonnie
Blackburn, Music for Trevisto Cathedral in the Late SUleenth Cennuy. A Reconsnzc~tion
&the LostManuscript 29 ~d 30 ( London: Royal MnScal Association, 1987), 29. For
the m a comprehensive study ofthe papal repertory in the first part of the sixteenth
centriry, see Richard Shen 'The Papal Chapef ca 1492-1513and its Polyphonie Soums"
P6D.diss., Princeton University, 1975).

Table 13: Contents of the 1576 p ~Liberprimus
t
Masses:

* Ave maris srella
Simile est regnum coelorwn

* De Beata Maria
* Gauàeamus

Dum compierenhu

Ave Mans steffa

Anü phones:

*

Pnmi toni

Anima mea
Et arsdtavit

*

Quarti toni

Anima rnea
Et multavit

*

Ocravitoni

Animamea
Et exruitavit

*

Alma Redemptoris
Ave Regina coelorum
Regina coeli
Salve Regina
Salve Regina
Vidi speciasam
Ardens est cor meum
Nigra sunt
O sacrum convivium
O Domine lesu Christe

Motets:

Antiphons:

*

Salve Regina
Regina caefi
Ave Maria

* Compositions which appear in m r e n t versioos in the ToIedo Mur. B. 30 .

Arrangemnt by genre (masses, moteu, lamentations, hymns, psalms, and

magnificats) was aiso prefind in the rnid-sixteenth century publications. However,

towards the end of the century there was a growing tendency for more comprehensive

colIections. Victoria's Venetkm pubkation Liber primw of 1576 (Table 1.2), which
contains works in different genres and for various liturgicd occasions, provides an
example of such a book The comection between this publication and the Toledo
nianuscript B. 30 is established by the fan that they share the same repertory. T h

relationship is finrther strengthened by the fact that the pieces are grouped in the sarne
order. This order, in k
t,reflects a generai principle of assernbling s k k printed
coflections, where the masses are followed by rnagnificats and motets.
The content and organization of the compositions in B. 30 therefore indicates that
the selected compositions suitable for the Marian celebrations may have k e n singled out

fiom the 1576 publication, perhaps, during or irnrnediately aftu its issue. However, the
repertory of the manusmpt could be a catalyst for a much larger print. The content of the
Liber primus reflects the publisher's desire to produce a more thorough selection of pieces

suitable for the Mass and Vespers services on the feasts connected with the Marian cuit
The expanded repertory includes polyphonic settings of the Vespers hymn Ave mris
srella and the thm 0 t h Marian antiphons which becarne mandatory in the Vespers after

the introduction of the Breviary of 1568.41 From the Marian-related motets. the print &O

includes the Ave Mariu prayer or votive antiphon for the Annunciation or a patron saint

This item could also be performed in many other situations, such as at the end of Oflice
Hom, at the Salve sem*ce,or dming processions (e.g. Corpus Chris& Ascension, Palm
Sunday, Purification, etc.). The pMt also includes the Nigra swn motet, WU
couid be

used as an antiphon in Vespers on Feasts of the Bbssed Vagin Mary, and the Vidi
speciosam, suitable d e g the

feast of the Assumption. Accordingy, ail of the motets

could be pexformed at the Mass @ossiMyat the Onenory, the elevation of the Host, or at

4l

After the Tridentine reform, the A h a redemptoris mater was sang h m Advent

to CEstms-time, Ave regim cuelonmr nom the Rirification until Good Friday, Regina
caeli at Eastertide. and Sdve regina h m Trinity Sunday to Advent

the end of the senrice), at Vespers (as the antiphons to the Vespers psaùnî or ar the end of

the office), or diiring em-liturpical obsnvances (especially, Ave Mmia, Salve Regina,

and Nisi Dominw). To satkîy more versatile needs, the repertory of the print catered to

vaious other IïturpicaI occasions, such as Corpus Christi (O s a c m convivium), Paim
Sunday (O Domine Iesu Christe), Eûster (Ardenr est cor rnem), Pentecost (Missa D m

cornplerentum and Salve Regina), and S e p t u a g e h (Missa Simile est regnum
coelonun). The printed collection of 1576, therefore, is designed for multiple liturgical
occasions.
The p ~ t e alternatives
d
of the eight compositions fkom B. 30 that appeared for the
h t time

in the Liber primus of 1576 were r e p ~ t e dseveral times in Victoria's

subsequent publications (Table 1.3 and 1.4).4* The rhne m s e s appeared in the
publication of 1583 (Missanun libri duo); the rhree magnincats were reprinted in 1581
(Cantica B. Virginis) and the revised Magnificat pnmi toni à8 again in 1600 (Missae.
Magnifcuts); the Salve Regina à8 was reprinted six times: in 1581(Cantica B. Virginis),
1583 (Motecta), two publications in 1589 (Morecra), 1600 (Missae, Magnificats), and

1603 (Motecta); and the Nisi Dominus d8 was mprioted in both 1581 (Hymnit o t i u anni)
and 1600 (Missae, Magnifcat). The publications containing Victoria's masses,
magniiïcats, psalrns, and antiphons are listed in Appendix 2; contents of the p ~ t e d
sources which contain compositions related to those in B. 30 are listed in Appendix 3.

a The editions of the works fiom the 1576 prinr by Anglès and Pedrell will be used
m this study (with the siglu MME and VicO, respectmly) as the main reference sources
for the works h m Victoria's Lîberprimur of 1576. In the transcriptions prepared fw the
musical exampies, however, a microfilm copy of the p ~ in C
t S. 212 was used.

Table W: Viitork's publications containhg related compositions fiom B. 30
PLACE~PUBLISHER

Liber Primus, qui Missas,
PsaImos, Magn@cur-..

Venice, Ange10 Gardano

Missa Ave man's srella
Misso de beata Maria
Missa Gaudearnus
MagnjCcat pnmi toni
hfagnificat quani foni
Magrupcat octavi toni
Nisi Dominus
Salve Regina

Cantica B. Virginisvdgo
Magnscat.. .

Rome, Francisco Zanetti

Magnificatprimi toni
Magnificat quarnrn
foni
Magnificat ocravi roni
Salve Regina

Rome, Francisco Zanetti.
Rome,Alessandro Gardano
Motecta, que (sic)p a r t h
quarernis, pam*m quinis,. .
Missarum Iibri duo que
parrim quaternis.,,

Rome, Francisco Zanecti

Morecta, que pmn'm
quarerm's.,.

Missa Ave maris stellu
Missa de Beata Maria
Missa Gaudeamus
Salve Regina

Murecta, que pam-m
~twrerms..Motecsa, que partim
auazertlls.,,

Salve Regina

Dillingen, Joannes Mayer

Salve Regina

Madrid, Ioannem Flandm

Magnificat primi toni
Salve Regim
Nisi Dominus
Salve Regina

Table 1.4: Modern editions of Victoria's printed versions.
COMPOSITIONS

MODERN EDITIONS
Eginio Angiès, rxl, T O M Luis de MME
Victoria abulerrsis, Opera Omnia.
Monumentos de la Mwica EspanOla.
Vols, 25, 26, 30, and 31. Rome:
Consejo supenor de mvestigaciones
cialtificas, 1965.

25:

1-30
58-98
99-138
31: 109-128

Missa Ave maris stella
Missa & Beata Mana
Missa Gaideamus
Salve Regina

--

Felipe P e M , ed., Ton& Luis de Vico
Victoria abulenîrF, Opera Omnia, 8
vols. Leipzig: Bnitkoph und Hariel,
1902-1913, reprinted m 4 vols.
Ridgewood, N.J.: The Gngg Pnss
Inc., 1966.

2

1-20
93-1 18
3: 1-15
8 1-94
37-46
41-80
7: 120-130
43-52

Missa Ave maris stella
Missa de Beuta Manu
M a g w c a t prirni toni (1576)
Magnificat primi toni (1600)
MagnajTcat quarnrn
toni
Magwcat ocrmi toni
Salve Regina
Nisi Dominus

Introduction to Victoria's Revising and Borrowing Procedures:

Methodology and Objective of this Study
Many of Victoria's compositions, which appeared in fifteen publications between
1572 and 1605, wen reissued with altemate nadings. His motets of 1572, in particular,

were subjected to numerous revisions in the five subsequent re-editionsP3 Other works
mch as the Missu Qum' toni and the Lanientations from C S. 186 (1565) were also
remodeleci when the opportunity for publishing presented itseif in the Missae

quatuor..Liber secundus (1592), and OfEcium Hebdomdae Sanctae (1585),
respectivelyP4 Also, Victoria rewrote the items of his Missa pro Defuncris à4 of 1583
(republished in 1592) that were included in the OffSciwn Defiactonun of 1605.45 Since in
the works examined so far, the tHne span between Victoria's original and final versions

ranges fiom eleven years (nom the fint print of his motets in 1572 to its h t re-issue in

1583), to as much as thirty-one years (nom the first to the last re-edition of the motets in
1603). the investigation of the variants presents an opportunity to observe a change in
Victoria's technical proficiency and in the development of his musical style.
In previous studies dealing with Victoria's revisions and the development of his
compositional techniques, the emphasis has, in general, cenrered o n the following:
Victoria's style changed fiom predorriinantly irnîiacive to more homorhythmic with a

preférence for fuller sonorities; in his revised works he searched for more concise
solutions; and, finally, his hamionic hguage becam more k

t with

a predo-t

use

of "authentic" progressions (Le., when the bass progressions employ a movemnt of the
43 Samuel Rubio, 'Historia de Ias rtediciones de los Moetes de T.L. Victoria y
signincado de las variantes introducidas en éllas', La Ciudad de Dios 162 (1950): 3 13351, and Idem, TMobra hédita y desconoada de Tom& Luis de Victoria," Lu Ciudod
de Dios 161 (1949): 525-559. See ais0 Stevenson, Spanish Cathe&d Music, 442-450.
Eugene C Cr-,
'Them c i m Heodomodoe Sanctae of Tom& Luis de
Victonê A Study of Selected Aspects and an Edition and Comentary (Volrimes I and Q
(PILD. diss., Boston University, 1973).
45 Noone, 'The Technique of Vitoria in his Paraphrase Masses," 102-162.

"

nfth). It has been pointed out that, in Victoria's later style, he made efforts to polish his

technicai w r i ~ gby getting rid of some of old-fashioned devices such as escape notes and
diminished fourths or augmented chords. While these statements indicate that Victoria

followed the general trends of development in polyphonie music in the last quaner of the
sixteenth cenniry, they do not reflect or explain aU the h e u of his compositional

procedures. It is m e that a newly-fashionabie post-Tridentine Roman style is clearly put
forward, for example, in the 1583 publication which includes the compact chordal version
of the Salve Regina dS. Also, Victoria's Hymni totiw mni of 1581, based on the texts

h m the Breviarim Romanwn of 1568 belongs to a senes of new hymn publications
which sprang up at that tim in an effort to introduce the updated versions reflec~g

b g i c a l reforms.
A close examination of Victoria's revisions in the subsequent re-editions of his

motets, however, reveals that the majonty of alterations introduced to these works do not
show any radical change of style*but rather a subtle manipulation in voice Ieading, the
addition or deletion of phrases, and in the notation of the musicaficta, refiecting dBerent
editorial poiicies of the publishg houses in Rome, Venice, or Madrid. Even though
certain technical de-

found in the early venions of Victoria's motets and other works

examhed (such as the omamented 4-3 suspension, long pedal notes, or plagal cadential

extensions) were less favored in the Iater versions, n m r o u s exceptions can be found
which indicate that Victoria's rewriting procedures were not as consistent as one might
suspect- While one can detect s o m of the connnon mthods of revision (e.g., the

exchmghg of vokes, varying the tmie interval between entries, and creating a Werent

combination of voices), Victoria's choice of a new technicd solution ofien refiects his
keen attention to a specinc musical context rather than a conscious desire for a stylistic
update.46

Cramer's investigation of Victoria's revisions highlights some of the
inconsistencies in the use of the t e c h i d details (e.g, dissonance treatment, ornarnental
resolution of the cadential4-3 suspension, and texnwl choices); see Eugene C Csamer,
' T o Luis
~ de Victoria's Second Thoughts: A Reappraisal," Caltcldcllt University Music
R&ew 6 (1985): 256-283-

The most hquentiy cited manifestation of Victoria's lare stylc is his prekrence for
the enlarged perfomiing forces most apparent in hk predomhantly polychoral ~ p e r t o r yof
the 1600 print that was issued with a part for organ However, for the b

t

products of

this technique, we can look as far back as the Ave Maria nom the 1572 print and Salve

Regina, Nisi Dominus, and Super flwnina Babylonis kom the 1576 prht.47 In the

cumulative publication of 1600, Victoria also included compositions for four voices and,
in the revised Magnificat primi toni d8, the newly composed tbree-voice canon was

placed dongside the polychoral declamatory sections. Furthexmore, in the new version of
the Missa pro Defùnctis à6, Victoria did not shy away fiom the aiternatïm style which, by
the nim of the cenniry, was considered an old-fashioned nvthod of composition in Rome

though it was

s
a popular in Spanish circles.

It is miportant, then, to stress that the

Requiem was composed for the f u n d of the Empress Maria and dedicated to her
daughter Rincess Margaret and, subsequently, was published in Madrid in the C@'Tciwn

Dejhctonun of 1605.
Taking under consideration the multiple aspects of Victoria's style already

apparent in his early career, it is cl= that dating or determining a chronologicai order for
his compositions solely on the basis of the stylistic trends and technical details can be

xnisleading. This is especially m e in the case of the Toledo manuscript B. 30 and the
related 1576 publication of Liber primuî, since the two sources were prepared at a very
close time spart, if not at the s a m time. Consequently, in this study, the different readings
will not be subgcted to any usual statistical mthods of analysis. uisread, the alteniate

solutions w3l be always presented in a broder musical context which will ailow me to
elucidate not only the nasons for their introduction, bat also to traœ Victoria's

compositional process. In order to reconstruct the sequence of decisions made by the

47 The @ormance
of polychoral music with the organ, evident in Victoria's prht
of 1600 mua have been connnon in Roman musical establishments throughout the
sixteenth centmy where the organ enforced or ofkn substinrted an unavaihble vocal part.
The references to singhg the poIychoral works with organ in the G e m CoIlege are
aven in Graham Dkon, 'The Pertonnance of Paksûi~,"Eariy Music 22 (1994): 669-70
and C u k y , JesuzeSuzts
and Murie, 78-83.

composer in a particular version, 1 will identify and then investigate the mthods of
treatment of the corresponding pre-existent chant melodies and polyphonic compositions
denved ftom hem which serveci as the direct mode1 or provided an inspiration for

victoria's own compositions*

In generd, the differences between the manuscript and printed versions of the
magnifacats, masses and two polychoral works do not involve a radical change of the

principal compositional procedures. For example, the formai and modal plan is cornmon to
both manuscnpt and printed versions, aIthough its execution sornetimes varies by
manipukithg the progression of the Iowest voice and the cadential patterns. While thue

are many unchanged portions, each of the major sections of the masses and antiphon or

verses of the magnincats and psalm received only siighrly different tTeatments in the two
versions. The basic perfoming forces are usuaily kept unchangeci, but in four instances we
can find an enlargeci texnuc in the manuscript version: kom f i e to six voices in the first
Hosanna of the Missa de beata Maria, nom four to five voices in both the Quia respent
verse of the Magnificat primi toni and Quiafecit in the octavi toni, and in the alternative
senhg of the six-part Sicut erar of the Magnificat qquom' tonî However, there are many
cases where Victoria introduces alternative vocal combhtions.
Aîthough examples cm be found both for more elaborate and economical
treatments, the manuscript version, generalfy, received more concise soiutions, which are

m a readily seen at the beginnïngs and endings of the conespondhg polyphonic incises.
There are actually only two instances where the ciiffierences Li length are quite substantiai.

These are in the manuscript versions of both the Gloria Pani fiom the Magnificat ocravi
roni and Hosanna 1 of the Missa de beata Maria which are shorter by eieven measares
each nom their corresponding sections in the printed version. However, the opposite

situation is &O foand in the truncated seaion of the p ~ t e version
d
of the Sanctus from
the Missu Gdemnus, for example. The rnost vaùiabie addition to Vitoria's repertory is
the second version of the "Sicut eraf of the Magnflcat p r t i toni, the "Et Jesum" of
the Salve R e g i ~ and
, Hosanna 1 in the Missa Gaudemntcs, d of which appear in the

manuscript only. The exatriination of the différences between the two sources, therefore,

win aivolve the whole spectrum of rewions, h m minor rhythmk and rnelodic

adjustmnts, to the rewriting of an enrire polyphonic section.

Shce some of Victoria's techniques of revision are closely C

O M ~ Cwith
~ ~those

applied in the process of emulating the pre-exhent polyphonic compositions, they will be
discussed in the context of the common bo~owingtechniques employed by Renaissance

coqosers. The cornparison of the works firom Toledo B. 30 with the related repertory by
Victoria and his predecessoa will provide a forum for discussing multiple interpretations
of the Renaissance concept of imitcatio, as descnbed by contemporary music theorists and
literary scholars.

Although the term imitatio has been readily accepteci in recent musicological
Wfitings, its interpretation and its application to musical composition have been less than

consistent. There is no agreement about what types of borrowing can be embraced by the
term imitah0.'8 Whether the Renaissance princlple of irnitatio inchdes the borrowing of

rnelodic material as descriibed by Zarho (Le idtutioni hannoniche of 1558) or it
embraces polyphonic segments only as discussed by Pietro Pontio (Ragionamenro of 1585
and Dialogo of 1595), Pedro Cerone (El melopeo y maestro, 1613), and Joachim
Burmeister (Musica poetica of 1606) remains unanswered49 Questions have been asked
whether musical bonowings are either inspired by the rhetorical imiratio discussed in

classical treatises and by Renaissance hurrianisu or do they constitute a purely musical
procedure which is a natural outgrowth of medieval compositional techiques.50 Should

48 For a comprehensive review of di&rent opinions ngardîng the use of the term
imitdo, see Honey Meconi 'Poes Imiratio Eh?," lneJOWM~
of Musicology 12

(1994): 152-178.
49 See J m s Haar, -0's
Definition of Fugue and Irnuato," Jourml of the
Amencan Musicologicai Society 24 (1971), 22654; and Lewis Lockwood, 'an'Parody'

as Term and Concept in 16%xtury Music," Aspects of Medieva1 and Renaissmce
Music: A Bir?mering to Gustave Reese, ed. Jan La Rue (New York: Norton,
1966), 560-75. The opinions of Pontio, Cerone and Burmeister wiU be presented in the
context of Victoria's Misa Gcludeamus in Chapter N of this mdy.
50 Brown draws paraüeis between concepts of imitatio in the writings of both
classicai rhetoriaans and Renaissance humanists and examples of emularion in sixteenthc e n q music See Howard Mayer Brown, "Emulation, Cornpetition, and Homage:

we consider imitatio as rnereIy an educational aid for students and young coqosers as
proposed by JOhannes Frosch ( R e m Musicanun, 1532) and Lodovico Zacconi (Prarrica
di musica, 1622) or dow it deserve spatial attention as an anistic technique used by the
best masters of the Renaissance?sI There is a growing trend in recent musicological

writings to use the terni imitaiio on a rnuch broader sale than first proposed by Lewis

Lockwood (1966) who d e s m i it in the context of the polyphonie borrowings m the
parody rnass of the iate sixteenth cenniry.52 It has been recognized that in every major

genre, such as chanson, madrigal, motet, magnificat, and insrnimental ricercar, the
sixteenth-century composer imitated existing worics by adopting similar mlodic and
cadential patterns, contrapuntal imitation (Fga), as weli as a modal plan." nie merences

Imitation and Theones of Imitation in the Renaissance," J o d of the American
Musicological Sociery 35 (1982): 1-48. Also, for concepts regarding application of
îmitatio to music see Warren Kirkendale, "Ciceronians versus Aristotelians on the
Ricercar as Emrdiun, IÏom Bemebo to Bach," Jowll(11of the American Mtuicological
Society 32 (1979), 1-44.
51 See Rob C. Wegman, "Another 'Imitarion' of Busnoys' Missa L'Homme a m i and Sorne Obsemations on hitatio in Renaissance Music," Journal of the Royal Musical
Association 64 (1989): 189-202 and James Haar,"A Sixteeth-Century Attempt at Music
Criticisxn," Journal of the Amenencan
Musicological Society 36 (1983): 191-209.
Lewis Lockwood, "A View of the Early Sixteenth-Century Parody Mass," in
The Depariment of Music Queens Cdlege of the Ciiy University of New York: TwentyF#h Anniversmy Festscwt (19374962).td.Albert Mell (New York: Queens College
of the City University of New York,1964). 53-77.
53 For the application of the tenn imitafio in the genre of rnass see also
Burkholder, ''Johannes Martini and the Imitation Mass of the Late Fieenth Cenhuy,"
Journal of the American Mtcs~*cologica[
Society 38 (1985), 470-524; and Leeman Perkins,
'The L'home m e Masses of Busnoys and Okeghem: A Cornparison" Journal of
Muricology 3 (1984): 363-96. David b o k uses a p p k imitutio in the genre of
magnificat in Orlando di Larsa'sImitation Magnflcats for Counter-Refonnan'onMunich
(Princeton,New Jersey Princeton University Ress, 1994); and Glenn E. Watkins and
Thornasin La May in the genre of madngdLi " 'hitatio' and 'EmuIatio ': Changing
Concepu of Oripmaiity in the Madrigals of Gesualdo and Monteverdi in the 1590s," in
C l d o Monteverdi: F e s t s c w Reinhoid Hmnmersten, eb Ludwig Fmcher ( L a a b c
Laaber-Verlag, 1986). 453-87. Michele Fkomson indicated that Ynitnrio îs particularIy
prevdent in p d l s e t ~ g of
s motets ushgpopolar liturgical texts in " m o n and
Innovation in the North-Itarian Motet, 1565-1605" (PhD. dissertation, University of
Pensylvania, 1988), I:chaps. 2-5 and in "A Conjunction of Rhetoric and Music: Structural

in definition and approach to principles of imitath are d

y owing to the nature of

studied repertory and, in generaI, they r e k t a predilection to embrace a much broader

m g e of techniques in a rnuch wider span of tirne.
This study will focus on Victoria's borrowkig techniques within Renaissance

imitatio applied in his Missa Goudemus, the parody rnass based on Morales' motet
Jubilate Deo. In the musicological literature, various t e m have been appkd to a mass

based on a pre-existent polyphonic composition including ''imitation mass" (Lockwood),
"transcription rnass" (Jeppesen), "elaboration rnass" (Rubsamen), "permutation mass7'
(Stevenson), and "parody mass" (Ambros and Peter Wagner). The last term is derived

fiom the appearance of the phrase "missa parodia" on the title page of a Mass by Jacob
Paix pubiished in 1587." Since there is no historical evidence that any of these terms were
ever used in refennce to Victoria's masses, this dissertation adopts the long-established

term 'larody mass" for Victoria's Missa Gazdeamus. Also, the phtase "parody
procedures" will refer to those conventional techniques associated with the borrowing
fiom the pre-existent polyphonic composition which cm be applïed to Victoria's two

paraphrase masses Ave maris steila and De beata Maria.

The more inclusive interpretation of hitaho wiIl also allow us to trace Victoria's
methods of boarowing on Merent levels staning fiom the chant to the adaptation of the
mdodic, conaapuntal, or hamionic patterns of the poiyphonic models by other
Renaissance rnasters. The discussion of techniques of imitutio, therefore, will go beyond
those corinionly associated within a sixteenth-century parody mass and win embrace
Victoria's borrowing of estabLished connapuntal and chordal patterns in the genres of the

Marian antîphon and p s h Each chapter will focus on a different aspect of Victoria's
Modeling in the Itaüan Counter-Reformarion Motek" J o m f of the Royal Musical
Associatiorz (1992): 208-246. The last Iisted source contains the extensive bibliography on
literary as well as musicalimitatio.
~4 For comp~chensive
reviews of terrninological controversks in respect to the
mass based on the proexistent polyphonic compos&ion, see David Crook, Ortondo di
Lasso's Imitaiion Magnifcats for Counter-Refimnarion Mwiich (Rùiceton, New Jersey=
Princeton Universîiy Ress, 1994), 147-209 and Brin, The Pmody Marses of Tomdr Luis
de Victoria, 1-32,

compositional process in order to provide a background for discussing the nature of
variants found in the Tokdo manuscrQt B. 30 and the Venetian p h of 1576. The
analytical methodology, therefore, will Vary h m chapter to chapter according to the
specific q u k e m n t s of the discussed genre of Marian masses, psalmmotet Nisi

Domhus, and Salve Regina antiphon. Those aspects of Victoria's compositional style that

ailow us to establish his links to the Franco-I;Lemish, Spanish, and Italian traditions will be
panicularIy saessed.

CHAPTER II

The Missa Aue Maris Stella by Victoria and Büs

Predecessors

The Tradition of Paraphrase Hymn-Masses
The mass that was chosen to be pIaced at the head of both the Toledo manuscript
and the Venetian print of 1576 is based on the plainsong Ave maris stelh, the hymn of the

Second Vespers kom the C o m n of the Feasts of the Blessed Virgin. Judging fiom its
stylistic features and technical devices, this composition certainly represents Victoria's
first attempt at the paraphrase mass geme.1 It is not surprising that Victoria chose the Ave

maris stella melody as the mode1 to test his proficiency in hancUing pre-existent material
and planning the large-scale stnicîures, because, in cornparison to other chant mlodies,

hymns provided relatively weil-balancd melodic, structural, and modal consa~ctssuitable
to the diverse contrapuntal treatmenu such as contufinnus, canon, and paraphrase. As
seen in ExampIe 2.1, the 6rst stanza of the hymn, comprising four six-syilabIelines, is set

to four rnelodic phrases in an ABCD design (transposeci here upward by a fourth to
conforni to its use in Victoria's rnass).2 The text is set syllabically except for the two
melismas ending the second (a) and fourth lines (D). The parameters of the Dorian mode

are cleariy established by the fkst phrase of the chant (A) which outlines the modal octave
1 The other tbree paraphrase rriasses by Victoria are based upon Mass cycles: the
Missa de Beata VVgine (Maria in MS B. 30) dli (1576),the Missa pro Defunchs d4
(l583), and the Missa pro D&cris à6 (1605).
The hymn Ave maris srella appears in the &th century St G d MS 95. This
version is provided according to the Liber tcrucflis(Toumak Desclée & Company, 1961),
1259. The notes in the brackets appear in the vemion published m his alternarim setting of
Victoria's hymn in 1581publication (VicO 5: 47-50; for a fuIL bibliographk citation of this
source see TabIe 1.4).

Example2.1: Hymn, Ave maris stelfa
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g-gl with its characteristic species of the fifth and fourth. The rising Hth kom the final g

to the con&al d1 is inverted in phrases B and Ce Such clear mlodic contour and the
unambiguous quality of the Dorian mode itseifcertainly made diis chant a mitable subject

for contrapuntal exercises in wnting counterpoint over a c ~ n c s f i r m uand
~ for numerous

polyphonic vocal as well as instnimental arrangemnts.3
Victoria conrriiuted two polyphonic settkigs of the Ave m m 3 stefItz among many
other Renaissance composers such as Guenero, Navano, Du& de Cueva, and Ceballos.
The popularity of this hymn m Spain is vaiidated by the existence of many arrangement for
insrnurienu such as organ and vihuelâ In Venegas de Henestros7sLibro de cjFo nwva
(Alcala: 1557). for example, there are six versions of this hyan conaibueci by Antonio de
Cabezh Also. in Miguel de Fuedana' Orphenica Lira (Sedie, 1554) thex are two
versions by the vihuelist fiom which one is a quodhit based on both Ave maris steflaand
Gaudemus chants. For the developmnt of the polyphonic Ave maris stella in 1430s and
1540s. see Glen Haydon, 'Xve m d k stelfafrom Apt to Avignon," in FestschifrfUr
B~KM
StBlein, cd.Martin Rubnke (KuseI, New York: Barenreiter,l967), 75-91. See
&O Masakata Kanazawa,'ToIyphonic Music for Vespers D e g the Fifteenth Cenniry7"
(PhD, disse,HarvarO University71966).
3

Although the Renaissance hymn-mass for a long time remained a favored vehicle

for traditional contus finnus and canonic devices established by the Franco-Fiemi&
masters, it also provided a testing gromd for more sophisticated mthods of manipulation

of boxrowed melody by the diverse rnethods of paraphrase. The sixteenth-cenniry
paraphrase mass ernbraces, thus, a complex of techniques ranging kom a simple nonimitative eiaboration of a mode1 mlody to a more sophisticatcd adaptation of t to a.U of

the voices in the imitative fab1ic.4 The reworking, &ormation,

and distribution of the

segmented melody became especially important in the architectural planning of the mass
settings of the longer texts such as the Gloria and Credo. While the skills displayed in
handling of the cantus fimm testifmi to the composer's proficiency, his ingenuity in

paraphrashg techniques ceaainly accenruated his artistry. By the time Victoria composed
the Ave maris steIîu mass, the genre of masses based on hymns was already well

established? It is interes~g,then, to detemine from whom Victoria learned his skills and
&O

to evaiuate his own compositional procedures by studying the variants in the two

versions of the same work.
There are three paraphrase masses h o w n to us that are based on the Ave m ' s
stefla chant which codd have served as models for Victoria's own work. These masses

are by Josquin des Pres (ca 14404521). CristObal de Morales (ca 1500-1553), and

Giovanni Animuccia (cê 1500-1571).6 Consequently, this chapter will examine those
For a comprehensive listing of paraphrase procedures and his mthodological
reco~lnnendationsfor anaiysis, see 1 . gGodt, "RenaissanceParaphrase Technique: A
DesCnptive TooI," Muric Theory Specmun 2 (1980): 110-18.
* Robert L. Marshall provides a description of a sixteenth-centuryparaphrase
technique in the context of Palesuina's nine hymn-masses in 'The Paraphrase Technique
of Palestrina in EZk Masses Based on Hymns," Journui of the Americm Muricological
Society 16 (1963):347-372.
Missam Josquin liber secundur (Venice: Ottaviano Petruccï, 1505) ;Morales'
L i b e r p h u s (Rome: Valerio Lmgi Dorico, 1544; reprinted in 1545in Lyons by Jacques
Moderne); and Animuccia's Liber prUnus (Rom: Valeno and Lu@ Dorico, 1567). For
modem editions coasult Smi'rs, ed., Josquin Werken 15,Missen 6,1935; An@%, d,
ûist6bal de MO&? Opera Omnia, Missmum Liber PrUnur, MME 11: 104-147;and
4

types of connections between the masses by Victoria and his predecessors that reach
beyond incidental sidarity of the melodic material based on the sam cannrs pnur facm
and the use of conventional contrapuntal strategïes.7 The alliances win. be evaluated in
regards to over-all planning, specinc technicd solutions, c o m n melodic material, and, in

general temis, the stytistic trends unique to the genre of hymn-masses. A closer look at the
interrelations between the settings by Morales (1544), Animuccia (1567), and Victoria
(1576) wS1 allow us to appreciate the versatllity of borrowing procedures that can be

embraced by the Renaissance principle of imitatio. The search for the syrnbolical

comection between the four settings of the Ave maris stella wiü, naturally, begin at the
introductory measures of the mass because the exordiwn constitutes a traditional place
where a Renaissance composer wodd signal his intentions to ernuiate a particular modeL
The comparison of the correspondhg segments, presented in Example 2.2, hplies a

sequence of borrowing that was inspirai by the original mode1 of Josquin (1505).

Josquin's Kyrie introduces the paraphrased fïrst phrase of the hymn melody in the nvo
pairs of voices i m i t a ~ gat the octave, fourth, and unison (A-S-B-T).
Exarnple 2.2: Missa Avr Ma* stella, Kyrie
a) Josquin de Prez

Bonaventura Summa, ed. h a m e Animucia. Missa Ave Maris Srella, PoIifonia Vocale
Sacra e Profana Sec. XVI, vol. 1 (Rome: Edizioni de Santis, 1940).
7 It is &O important to note that the Ave mmis srella masses of Josquin and
Animuccia were &O placed at the beginnings of their respective mass collecnons and the

22b) Morales, 1544
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Morales pnsents the chant with a simdtaneously conceived countersubject that is
answered by imitative voices that confimi the s a m mtervalic relation as in Josquin's

An additional voice
acconnmdates the canonic resoiun0 at the fourth below
the a h s . The inidal non-imitative duo is aansEormd by Animuccia by anticipating the

setting.

bonowed conntersubject with the rishg fourth, thereby creaiing a new contrapunral
at the beguining of the ToIedo manuscript B. 29 whüe his prht was
headed by the Mîssa & Beate Virgine.

LMSS by Moraks

relationship. This partikular answer, the ordu of the voice entries, and the imitation at the
octave with the relationship of a nNifoirnh between smicturai pairs are aIl bomwed by
Victoria However, by omitting the countusubject, he maint-

the united head motive as

found in the s e h g by Josquin.
2.2~)Animuccia, 1567

In order to establish his reputation as a mass composer, Victoria had to prove
that, wMe he had absorbed di the traditional techniques through mdy of reputable

models, he was capable of presenting his onpinai solutions in both the Toledo manuscript
and Venetian print Therefore, the variant readings in these sources will be discussed
against the background of the féatures pertinent to the genre of the hynin-mass as

developed by three coqosers of differeat generations and natiodities.

U d )T. L. de Victoria, MS B-30

Victoria's Indebtedness to the Franco-Fiernish Tradition
Josquin's hymn masses, the Ave maris stella (Venice: Peaucci, 1505) and fange
finguu (Niiderg: Grapheus, 1539) were the & to inmduce a new tradition of
paraphrase technique where portions of the borrowed melody were adapted to a form of

systematic imitation that penetrated the entire composition.8 Victoria's connection to
Josquin's Missa Ave mm3 stella is apparent in his choice of a four-voice texture and use
of the Sam: mode denved from the chant nielody in the Dorian mode. As is customary in
polyphonic senings, the final is transposed by a fourth to G by the use of B fiat. There are
no signincant ambigtities in defining the mode of the masses under discussion because the
typicd modal indicatoa of the Dorian mode (finals, confinah, interval of species, and
exordia) regdate the melodic, contrapuntal, and cadential fhmework of a polyphonic

Josquin's methods of treating the borrowed material within hk Ave mmis stella
mass is destxibed in Edgar H. Sparks, Cantw Finnus in Mass and Moteî 1420-1520
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of CialiforniaRess, 1963)' 336-339; and JO hn H.
Love& " The Masses of Josquin des Prez" (PhD. diss., University of Michigan, 1960),
132-143.
9 For a historical and theoretical account of polyphonic modality and for a
fundamntal study of the practicai application of modal classification to polyphony in the
Renaissance music, see Bernhard Meier, Die Tonarren der Warsischen VoMpoi'bnie
(Utrecht: Oosthoek, Scheltema & Holkerna, 1974); Englîsh translation by Ellen S. Beebe,
The Modes of CIassîc~~I
Vocal Poiyphuny Descrioed According to the Sources (New
York: Broude Brothers, 1988). Modern scholars, in general, a p that the mode of the
composition may be defÏned according to the structural voice based upon the chant
melody. There are stin s o m controversies expressed as to the methods of application of
modal chsification to polyphonic music and amount of ïts înfiuence on overd tonal
coherence of the composiàon. Disagreements range rnainly from the diffkrent ~qXXt0rkS
studied, and, in generd, two vkws corne to the fiont: (1) Powers considers polyphonic
modes as "Ztnreal"theoretical concepts and proposes "tonal types" insread; and (2) Perlans
believes that theoretical concepts played an important role in the compositional process
and had an impact on musical style. See Harold S. Powers, '2s mode real? Pieno Aron,
the Octenary System, and Polyphmy," B d e r Jahrbuchjùr hhnorische Mmi@rmis 16
(1992): 9-52 and Letnian Perkias, 'Mode and Structure in the Masses of Josquin,"
J o d of the Amenencan
Muricologicd Society 26 (1973):189-239.
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Both Vitoria and Josquin adopt &O the same p~ciplesof formal orgiLNZation
based on the mixture of the c a n u finnus and paraphrase technique. Although the
ordering of the bormwed material in their respective compositions shows individual

choices, they follow s i d a r strategies rangkig h m presenting the cunm pnus facm in
long notes and subrcting it to a flexiôe rhyhnic manipulation in the imitative
cornterpoint.

Table 2.1 The disposition of the hymn segnients (ABCD) in Victoria's Missa Ave Matfs
Steiiu.

Text
Kvrie I

Et interra pax.. .
Laudamus te
Gloficarnus
Domine Deus
Vnigenite
Filius Patris
Qui toilis
Tu solus
Cum Sancto

Hymn phrases

AD

Hymn phrases

Pamm omnipotentem
Et in mm.. .
Genitum
per qaem
Et incamatus
Dasms est

B
C

B
fiee
CD
Sanctus
Hosanna 1
Benedictus
Hosanna II
Agnus Dei 1
Agnus Dei II

ABCD

ABCD

Example 23: Hosanna
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In both versions of hû Ave maris srelfa mass, Victoria adopu the identîcal
segments of the hymn and maintains the same pruicipies of fonnal organization, combining
a canm finnus p ~ c i p l eof long-range emended hear borrowing with the syntactive
irritation of motivic fragments. The di&nnces between the two alternatives are Iirrgted,

for the rnoa part, to the surroundmg counterpoints rather than the chant-bearing voices.

The smictmal importance of the tenor canm jïnnus is e q a s u e d traditiody in
movements such as the Sanctus, Hosanna, and Agnus Dei (see Table 2.1). In the Agnus

Dei II, for instance, the cantusfimiur in the Tenor 1 (II
in the pMt) stands completely
apart kom the sunounding polyphony except for the head motive. In the Hosanna, where
the entire mlody appears with the text of the hynm, Vktorïa makes an effort to integrate

the accoqanying parts in the p ~ t e dversion only (Example 2.3).1* In the Sanctus,
however, Victoria relates the contufirmuî in the tenor to the top voice by fret canonic
writing. This partîcular movement (presented in Example 2.7) wiu be scruanized later on

in this chapter, because of its indebtedness to Morales' corrcsponding movemnt.
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The second nicthod of acating the cantw finnus is concemexi with the

presentation of the h a 1 pomons of the hynm in long notes of equal values. Since, in

cornparison to the nrst two phrases of the h p n , the mlodic features of phrases C and D
Ail d c a f i c r a in this and foIIowing exampies h m the manuscript venion has
the authoHty of the source (MS B. 30).
'0

are less suitable to imitative treatment, Victoria ailows them to stay coqletely outside of
the agitateci counterpoint of the accompanying parts. This procedure is used to unite

symbolically the conchding segments of the Christe (phrase C),Gloria @brases C and D),
and Credo (C and D) movements, and some of the d e r suwivisions (e.g., "Et

r e s ~ r r ~ in
t "Credo, m m 129-140)Y The excerpt nom the extended conclusion to the
Credo (Example 2.4) has been chosen to illustrate different approaches to the part writing
in the two versions. The point of imitation on "et vitam venncB"' is rnarked in the p ~ t e d

version by the syncopation and in the manuscript version by a highly florid motion of the
voices. This treatment of the borrowed rnelody signiscantly di&rs firom that by Josquin
who, towards the end of the movements, tends to either present the chant in diminution or

to paraphrase it by embellishment in all voices.
At the beginnïng of the movernenu, however, Victoria relates to Josquin's method

of binding ail the movemnts of the mass by rneans of the rnotto. We can hear the echo of
thu;

old tradition in the identical long duets shared by the Kyrie and Gloria of Victoria's

mass (see Kyrie in Example 2.2). As in Josquin's technique, voice pairing remains an

inponant aspect of Victoria's contrapuntal w r i ~ gboth in antiphonal polyphony and in
four-voice textures where it stimulates a forward-rnoving counterpoint. Victoria ais0 relies
on the losquinian ideals of aansparcncy and variety of texture. For instance, in the "Et
incarnnnû est" segmnt (Credo, m 70) the counterpoint is driven by jwnaposing the
voices in imitative and antiphonal relationship whex the clear-cut segments are rounded

off by eithu a homorhythniic temual cltriax (Et homo faetus) or by emphatk repetitions
(et s e p u l n ~est).
~ In the phrases "ex Maria Virgine" and "CmcjEtur (which emphasize
the connemion of the Marian worship to that of Jesus), the choice for a duo texture is
cornmon for both versions. Both composers aiso employ the trio in the Et reswait

(Viitonê m 96; Josquin: m 78).

-

--

-

Wherever examples are not provided, the measure numbus refer to the printed
version of Victoria's compositions.
11

Example 2.5: Credo

Victoria, however, reverts to two or thtee voices less ofien and for shorter t h e segments than Josquin, and he tends

to use

these types of textures dongside other

solutions stresshg equality of parts. In a féw instances a sfight dBerence in sonority can
be observed between the manuscr@t and printed sources. As seen in Example 2.5, in the
p ~ Victoria
t
aiiows the cannLs to foIlow the bassus in the parailel tenths, b l e g an

antq>honal interplay between the lower and hîgher voices though these are cleariy
articuiated in the nianuscript Owing to new standards for four-part m g , the

composers of Victoria's generation tend to abandon long s p a ~ e dduets, htemening rem,

and sustained notes in favor of a tighter t e m m with closely knit points of imitation? In

light of these developmnts, we may consider Victoria's pndilecaon for m m

hornogeneous textures in the printed version as an attempt to meet the expectations of a
contemporary Itaüan htener.
Victoria's indebtedness to the Franco-Fiemish sqle of writing is &O

apparent in

his generous use of melismatic mdodic formulas. WhiIe Victoria discarded some of the

h t u r e s of Iosqninian voice leading such as sequences or

O S M ~ ~ O , he

retained the

principle of pardel w r i ~ g(in diirds and sixth) within a four-voice texture. As Example
2.2d shows (mm 7-8),the muscript version exploits the fiorid passages to a much

pater extent than the printed version. In general, the manuscript version displays rnany

more wrînen-out oniamented passages in W o and Benedictus. S o m of these ornaments

serve to emphasize certain words such as "Deo," and "lwiine'* fight) as seen in Example
2.6a and 2.6b, or to uitensQ the temural contrast between the antonyms such as

"Visibiliwn et invisibiiium (visiile and invisiïle), vivos et momcos (the living and the

dead) seen in Example 2.6~and 2.6d. In this respect, Victoria's ornamentai writing
resembles cormon methods of text expression useci in contemporary sec& works.
Since Josquin was widely acknowledged in the krian painsula as a supenor
niaster of conmpunral writing, a wide range of his techniques, particularly those involving
strucnnalplanning based on ostinato and the use of paired voice textures, remaineci an

important part of the compositionalworkshop of severai generatîons of Spanûh

composers.~3At the tirne when many Itaiian c o q o s e n had rejected many h t u r e s of the
l2 Josquin's aansparency of tecame under criticism by the rnid-sixteenth
cenniry generation. See, for exanqpie, comrnents by H e m h c k (Practico Musica of
1556) in Love& "The Masses of Josquin des Prez," 316.
13 The influence of Josquin's music and his paired-voice techniques, in particular,
on the Iberiancomposers were systeniaticallydiscussed by Spanish theorists andliterazy
writers- See Stevenson, "Josquin m the Miisic of Spain and Portugal," 234-246. Tom& de
Sancta Maria in his Libro 1ICIIiICICtO Ane de taiier Fantasia (VaIladol8, 1565) devotes Part
II to the concept ofpaired v o h in the keyboaredfantmà which is consnucted siniilarly
as motet by means of successivepoints of i m i t a ~ nand, therefore, provides a valuable
techmcai handbook for composers of both ioss~mentaiand vocai music. See Almonte CEIoweIi, "Paired imitation in 16~--~entmy
Spanish Keyboard Music," The Musicai

Franco-&mkh style, Spanish composers remained more faithful to traditional techniques
such ascantusfinnur.canon and polytextuaiity. 14

.
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Quanerly 53 (1967): 377-396.Juan Bermudo in Book IV of the Deciaracih de
i n s m e n t o s musicales (1555) refers to Josquin as the fouuder of music when
recorriniending his works for intabuhion. See WoIfgang Freis, "Crist6bal de Morales and
the Spanish Motet in the Fm Half of the Simeenth C e n m y An AnalyaCai Study of
Selected Motets by Morales and Cornpetitive Senings in Sev-BC 1 and Taraz-C 2-3, "

(Ph-D. diss., The University of Chicago, Illinois, 1992), 10-11.
14 Polytextualicy in the masses by Spanish composers is dxscussed in Stevenson,
Spanish Cathedraf MuFic, 188-89 and canonic techniques in the masses of Francisco
Gumuo (1528-1599) and Sebastian de Vhanco (c- 1550-1622) are examineci in Lais
Felix M&o, 'The Masses of Francisco Guerrem (15284599)'' VhD., &S., Uniwsty
of California. L o s Angeles, 1972); and Emique Albato Arias, 'TheMasses of Sebastian
de Vnranco (ca 1550-1622): A Snidy of Polyphonie Settïngs of the Ordinary in Late

Example 2.6: Credo (cont.)
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Renaissance Spain" (Pm.
&S.,
Northwemrn University, 1971); and idem, "Canonic
Usage in the Masses of Sebasàan de Vivanco," A n m k musical 11 (1986), 135-145.

Victoria's Connections to the Spanish Heritage
The association of Victoria's Ave man's stella mass with that of Morales is, at &st,

not easily perceived because their works are based on diEFi.sent compositional principies.
Fnst of all, Moraks uses the untmnsposed version of the chant, often encountered in the
Spanish settings. Thexfore, the modal centers of their respective compositions operate on
different levels. Second, the mass is for five (C,A,TI,TII,B) rather than four (CATB)
voices and minen on a much grander scaie (743 mm in Morales' work and 590 in the
p ~ t e and
d 570 in the manuscript versions in V i c t o ~ ) .

In addition, the unification of the m a s cycle is d e d out by both coqosers in a
different fashion. Morales relies on the mono beginning for all of the main and subsidiary
sections of the rnass with the exception of the Christe which aaditionaUy was based on

merent materiaL However, each presentation of the mono, based on phrase A, û
accompanïed either by a msfomied version of a countersubject andor it appears in the
rearranged contrapuntal intexrelationship. Victoria, in contras, favors two cycles: the first

one (based on phrase A) announces the Kyrie, Gloria, Sanctus, Benedictus, Et nsurrexit

and Agnus Dei; and the second one (based on phrase B) announces the Christe, and the
Credo at Patrem omnipotentem and Et in Spirina Sanctzm. This type of plamhg follows

a type of unincation of the mass cycle usuaüy associated with the parody masses modeled,
for exarripie, on the motets where the respective cycles were bas& on euirdia of the
prima and seconda pam.
Those two cycles cleady establish the comection between the chant rnelody and
the modal smicnires of Victoria's mass. One of the most c o m n ways of applyhg the
modal characteristics of the rnonophonic chant to a polyphonie contes is to design the

head motive with a point of imitation in the relation of the fifthlfornta In the case of Kyrie
I mono (ExampIe 2.2d/e), the imitative pairs combine the mlodic species of the fXth
(tenor/cmtrcr) and fourth ( ~ 1 1 ~ l b a on
. s ~the
~ ~mlodic
)
as weil as the cootmpuntal
(diagonsl) Ievels. The adaptability of this inteNalic relationship to various contrapuntal

combinations allows Victoria to m a t e diverse modal profiles in the individual movements.
For example, the exordim of Kyrie II, using real imitation, emphasizes the characteristic
Dorian f
Won both the fin& and confinal levels (G-Dm-A).
There is yet another signincant technical factor distinguûhing the conesponding

settings of the Ave maris stefla rnass. Morales incorporates a canon systernatically
throughout the sethg between the alto and tenor II at the interval of a fourth which he

ingeniously conceals within the inner cornterpoints. For example, in his final Agnus Dei a
canon accompanies the hymn mlody placed in the top voice. Unlike Morales, Victoria
does not rely on the canon at a l l in the climatic movernent of the rnass where a display of

such skülful devices becam a n o m Instead, he attempted canonic writing in the Sanctus
which, coincidentally, constitutes the ody movement where Morales enausts the canonic
voices to carry the compIete hymn. A doser look at the compositional decisions made by
both composcrs in the conesponding movements of the Sanctus and Agnus Dei will reveal
that the sirililarties between these settings reach beyond an application of c o r m n pre-

existent chant mlodies. In order to illuminate Victoria's compositional ties to Modes'
techniques. his canonic wxiting and control of a modal space of the Sanctus movement will

be discussed.ls
The two avaîlable versions of Victoria's setting, from the manuscript (ExampIe
2.7) and the 1576 pMt (MME 25: 21-25), ailow us to retrace the steps he had to

undertake

to

relate the top voice canonically with the chant-bearing tenor. The nrst

problem encountered by the composer in the manuscript version at the beginning of
measure 6 is the timing of the entry of the bass countersubject to phrase k In an effort to

avoid the undeshbk parallel fifth between the bass and the a l m (king at the s a m tim

in a paralle1 sixths relation to the canïw), the composer was forced to delay this entry by
one semibrevis, which consequently resulted in the elongated d note in the tenor. In the
printed version, Victoria was able to main the s a m t tim interval between the chant and
its countersubjcct as in the f
k
tpair of voices and to pxeserve an identical rhythrrric profile

of the canonic voices mtil rneasure 6. This was poss~'biebecause in measnrt 7 he retreated

to a paraphrase of the nnal portion of the k t phrase, discarding in the process the
topmost note

(2)of the chant. In cornparison to the manuscript version,

this option

provides a much more balanceci voice leading of the topmost voice towards the cadence
on C A dinerent text underlay in the printed version articulates a m o t h eligon to the
next polyphonie incise as opposed to a clear-cut ending of the manuscript version At this

particular point, Victoria did not requin any strong sense of dosure. Accordingly, none of
the respective cadences m e t the criteria for a Renaissance perfect cadence (clauncla

pe~ecta)which comprises a progression fiom a sixth to octave or fkom a third to a

unison. Both versions use the evaded cadence (cadenzn sfuggita). They are, however,
executed in a different mannec in the example fiom the manuscript, the evasion rakes
place in the alnis where B leaps to G (the fXih of the chord) instead of proceeding to C; in
the printed version it takes place in the tenor where the chant moves to E (th& one

resembles Morales' cadence in measurt 5/6). While Morales delays the contrapuntally
snonger cadence to masures 718 (to establish the confinal on A), Victoria postponed the
confhnation of the principal tonal level on G until rneasures 10/11 and in the p ~ t e d
version only. niis decision, of coune, is the source of the discrepancies between
Victoria's two versions. In the p ~ t e version,
d
the predilection for a stronger suspended
cadence on G in measun 11 required some changes to a melodic contour of the aitus and
caused an inevitable disnrption in the fiow of the c h a n t - c m g tenor by the insemon of
the leading note progression (F#-G). In the manuscript version, however, a distinct

melodic motive in the bass emphasùes once again the movemnt towards a new modal

range (G-C).

The canonic pnsentation of the B phrase in the tenor is camed out diligently
except for elongating the nrst few notes (one in the print and three in the manuscript) util
the rhythrràcization of its cadentiai tum in mearme 19. This distinctive dotted rhythm
phrase is anticipated by the rhyhnk imitation with other voices including the cantus
which, at this monient, stays outside of the canonic relationship. The canon resumes in

m u r e 21 with the C phrase to be intemipted agai. by a brief motive on "pleni swit."
-

-

-

See MoraIes, MME 11,134-147.

Whùe in thc manuscript version Victoria chose to conclude phrase C canonically (mm 2628), in the print he comproniised the c o n ~ u i t yof the canon in hvor of makhg yet

another attempt at the rnotivic interplay between the voices. The imitative relations on
"terraJ' in contas-bassu

(mm 25-26)? the dotted note motive in alm-tenor-bass (mm

25-29)' and yet another pair of motives on "gloria" between cantus-altus (mm 27-29)

are found in the printed version only. After this the canonic paraphrase of the final D
phme is concluded in the siniilar fashion in both versions. AI1 of these brief texturai
interrelations clearly were inspired by Morales' dotted rhythm pattern f5st encountered in
measure 28 on the word "Sabooth". By repeating the final phrase of the chant, and by
interspershg a l l of the canonic phrases with nsts, Morales was able to work out this

motive in a varie5 of shapes and forms in the twenty-measure motivic extravaganza
lasting to the end of the movemnt.

In addition to canonic writing, the two versions of Victoria's Sanctus provide an

interesthg study case for his methods of denning the modal space of the movemnt. In
their search to achieve s o m degree of variety for individual movements of the mass cycle

or, on a d e r scale, in its longer movements, composers often m v e d to diEerent tonal
leveis in the operating modal space. Once the initial aIliance to the stable chant rnelody
was established, a composer codd expand tonal centers to the reiated plateaus by devising
new counterpoints. Building modal structures in the relation of a nfrh up or down ftom the
primary tone became espeaally common procedures in Renaissance imitative polyphony.

In order to reach a desircd pitch level Victoria could transpose the cantur fimias,
nianipulate its accompanying counterpoints by means of structural cadences. or introduce

the polyphonie segments with an imitation of the upper nfth or lower fourth. In the
conchsion to the Qiriste, for example, Victoria directs the bass progression towards the
coqIementary tonal center on the confinat D (explorai &O by Josquiu and Animucia but
not Morales)." However, in the Sanctus, the modal space, outlined by the chant rnelody in

l6 1win use the terms such as tonal structures or tonal centers in a sense of the
establishing COhuent pitch relationship that are driven towards the intermediate or hl
structural cadences wiîhout any functionaiconnotations of the major-&or system

the Dorian mode on D and G of Morales and Victoria's setting respectively, is eniarged to
the modal octâve G-D-G (Modes)/C-G-C (VictoM). This new direction is @lied by

Morales' bass countersubject melody (mm 1-6) introduced in the juxtaposition to the
stable chant-bearing voice which, in tum, becoms a source of inspiration for Victoria's

own melody (mm 2-6). Akhough Morales moves irrrmediately back to the main tond
center with the support of the structural cadences oscillating between the confinal and
final., Victoria uses this relationship to generate a distinctive and different modal prome for

the entire rnovennt. In Victoria's Marian compositions under discussion, in general, and
in their Toledan versions, in particular, the bass voice plays a dominant role in ourluiing
the modal space by clearly articulatecl cadences. In the Missa Ave maris steflu, he is

persistent in signahg the coniplemntary tond level by coordinathg the closures of ail of
the phrases of the lowest voice with the syntactic unit.

In kt,almost every single word or

phrase in the manuscript version is articulatecl by a melodic ceii ending on C (except, of

course, the final note of the movement) although not ail of these idlections are supporteci
by a smng contrapuntal cadence. The differences in the b a s line of the p ~ t e dversion

r e d t nom variant text underlay (mm 28 and 30) and the new cadential inflection on the
p ~ c i p atonal
l
level on G in masure 11, which has aiready been pointed out above.

Example 2.7: Sanctus, MS B. 30
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The Sanctus represents one of only a few movements where the chronology
between the two versions of Victoria's work may be considemi on the grounds of the

technical &ts.

If Morales' setting is the ultimate model the manuscript version falls

short of achieving a seamless fiow in aD. of the parts of the polyphony. An effort to
iniprove the proficiency in conmcting an imitative counterpoint controlkd by the use of
the suspended cadence (ratha than a textuai closme) coupled with a better voice Ieading

and motivic integration of the parts allows us to speculate that the printed version of the

Sanctus is a revision.

Whereas the entire Sanctus movement provided rriany hints for Vitoria's
indebtedness to Morales' method of composition, the openhg segment of the Agnus Dei
points to a more direct type of homage paid by Victoria to the oider Spanish master. The
excerpts f?om the Agnus Dei I by Morales and Agnus Dei II by Victoria have beui chosen
for closer scrutiny because of the application of a type of creative bomwing usually
associated with the parody procedures incorporateci in masses based on a polyphonic
modeL As seen in Example 2.8 both composers use the same melodic materiai in a
different contrapuntai arrangement. The opening points of imitation cornprise a
combination of phrase A of the hymn and the samc type of counterpoint (without an
ornamental neighbor-note in Victoria's example) as encountered in the previously
examined Sanctus by Mordes. In the model the faithful pnsentation of the c o q l e t e
phrase A (m 3) with its counterpoint is anacipated at the upper octave by the top voice
paraphrasing the chant. The canonic voices, based on yet another variation of the
counterpoint mlody, eventuaiiyjoin in m u r e s five and eight and are intertwined into an
inmcate polyphonic hbric. In the manuscript version of Victoria's work, the chant appears
l
but in the print, owing to the switching of the
in the s a m voice as in the p ~ c i p amodel

tenor voices, it appears in tenor II. Its entry, however, is delayed to nieasme seven unt3
the two structud, paned voices have been entered,

Example 2.8
a) Agnus Dei 1, M o d e s (1544)
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Example 2.8 (conr)

-

b) Agnus Dei II, Victoria (MSB. 30)
_*

Bonowing Pedro Cerone's expressions, put f o ~ a r din his fïrst mie for mass
composition (EZmeiopeo y maestro, Naples, 1613), it is possible to Say that in addition to
ashg the s a m "subjezt or invention" rnaintaining "variety in the parts

and consonances,"

this beginning establishes die identical modal fiamework for both movemtnts.17 SirriiIarly
as in the Sanctus movements, the voices canying the chant melody cleariy define the
l7

For the translation of Cerone's niles, see Oher S trunk, Source Reud.gs

Muric Hîsrory (NewYork: Norton & Company, 1950),265-268.

in

species of the modal octave D-A-D/G-D-G
and the melodic profile of the counterpoints

establishes the complemntary G-D-G/C-G-C octave. In Mordes' work, a continuous
polyphony avoids any stronger cadential articulation until the cadence on D in measures

3O/31. In this particular movenient, Victoria adhem to the modal pian of its mode1 but
departs nom that which he had previously chosen for his two versions of the Sanctus. The

Agnus Dei II, as the final movement of the mass, requires a solid r e m to the main tonal
level on G. Therefore, the modal octave of the countersubjezt d e h e d in the printed
version by the &sr cadentiai i d k t i o n on C (45-46) does not exert any S u e n c e on the
tonal plaMing of the movemnt. This is even more evident in the manuscript version

where Victoria elides the bass voice to D (mm 44/45).
Except for this opening segmenh the rest of the movement is independent fiom

Morales' settirig. IncidentaIly, rhis is the mvement where the manuscript and printed
alternatives differ to a F a t extent in respect to Victoria's handüng of contrapuntal
writing. In short, the countupoints in the manuscript are florid and diverse and in the print
they are controlled and integrated. These Merences c o d b Victoria's bias in the printed

version to wards activating the bass into an imitation with other voices of the polyphonie
fiabric and towards using parde1 w r i ~ gin the manuscript version and imitative texture

for the more expanded prhted versionJ8 The two sources &O show Victoria's dinerent
styles in reaching the cluiÿur of the mass. For the manuscript version, Victoria chose the
old-fashioned procedure of rhythmically a n i m a ~ gthe voices in the drive to the cadence
wirh a demanding part for the tenor. The effort to curb the lavish counterpoints for a much

more transparent texture with the integrated inner voices makes the p ~ t e version
d
more
akin to an ideai of Morales' style so ad-

by the foilowing generations of Italian

composers.
To M y apprrciate Victoria's indebtedness to Morales' con~apuntalstyle, it is
necessary to look beyond superficial similanties between the two compositions such as the

Dei II lasts 31 masuns in the manuscript and 37 the prjnt See mm
58-61m the prînted version which seem to be inserted to the manuscript version.
l8 The Agnus

same two-fold and three-fold divisions of the larger rnovements of Gloria and Credo, the

reduction (at Et reszmdt and B e n e d i c ~or
) enlargement of the texture (the fInd Agnus
Dei), and setting the corresponding sections on the same chant incises (e.g., Christe on
phrase B or Sanctus on the whole chant rnelody).lg Simkities of this nature relate to the

weii established conventions in mass cycles. As the examples ciiscussed above illustrate,

Victoria's triiute to Morales' setting involves an adaptation of many aspects of his
compositional process. The manner in which Morales uses the inexhaushi1e
transformations of his melodies in different contrapuntal combinations provided an

inspiration for the design of many of Victoria's own coumerpoints. The methods of
combkiing cornplemntary motivic material in a stable modal ftame and its appücation to a
weU-balanced texture provided solutions for rnany of the contrapuntal challenges Victoria
faced in this particular mass. The fact that Morales was able to fuse together perfectly
CO ntroiled

imitative and canonic temurw with sirnultaneously COnceived counterpoinu as

weii as non-imitative and paralle1 voice textures provided Vitoria with multiple

compositional choices. Many aspects of subde affiniry or direct bonowing examined in

this rnass are also evident in the rest of the repertory of the Toledo manuscript.
Morales' modeis, in fact, were a source of inspiration not ody for Victoria, but

also for rnany other composers. Spanish as weli as Italian? His influence on Roman style
has not k e n yet funy explorai but it can be attested to by the extensive Iist of Italÿui
publications of his music and by the documnted praises of his techniques by the
contemporary theorists.21 Pedro Cerone, for example, in his El melopeo y maestro
These types of the sirriiIarities have been pointed out by Stevenson, Spanish
Carhedral Murie, 380-81and Noone, 'The Techniques of Vioria in his Paraphrase
Masses," 60-6320 AnothCI i n t e r e ~ case
~ g of bonowing i n v o h g thret coirc~pofldingmass
cycles can be found in the L'homme annl mass by Morales (Rom: Valeno and Luigi
Dorico, 1544) which provides the mode1for the masses by Guenero that SUNived in the
two &fixent manuscript versions (Bibiiotec Publica Municipal in Oporto, MM 40 and R
Monasteno de Sancta Ana in A*). See Owen Rtcs, "Guarero's L'homme armé Masses
and TheD Models, "ECU&Music HLSTory 12 (1993): 19-54.
21 Moraies' high repuration among theorists and composers in M y durhg the
second half of the century is &O cordamed by an extensive list of his Italian publirations'9

65

(?Taples,1613, p. 89), ais0 observed that Morales' works remained an excellent source of

models until the end of the sitteenth century." Lodovico Zacconi reported in his Prammca
di musica (1612) that musicians as late as 1584 still praised Morales for his versatile skills

such as his m a s t q in long-range planning and contrapuntal. arufice ( m e ) . in mixing
cantusfirmus with freer tmmient of the chant melody (conîrapzuzto), and superb rmlodic

writing (bwm modulutîone)." Morales' Missa Ave mm's stella may have also exerted

some influence on Animuccia's setting based on the same chant, providhg thus the
continuity of his tradition in Rome.

-

-

- -

-

-

-

-

For the accounts on Morales' fam and popuiarity ofbis works as models for emulation in
the sixteenth centuxy see Stevenson, Spanish Cathe&d Muric, 3-7;and Freis, "Crist6bal
de Morales and the Spamsh Motet" 1-22. Freis c o m n t s on wntings by theo&ts such as
Vhquez, Cerone, Diego Onk,and, in particular, Bermudo (Declmucih de instrtanenros
muicaies, of 1555).
22 Pedro Cerone, Ef melopeo y maestro (Napies: Juan Bautista Gardano, 1613),
144,
For Zacconi's opinions and the d e e t i o n of these terms, see Haar, "A
Sixteenth-Century Atteqt at Music Critkh," 191-209.

Victoria's Rornan Milieu

The Missa Ave man's stella d4 by Giovanni Animuccia

(c. 1500-1571)

ho& a

special historical position because it appeared in his M i s s a m Liber pBmus (Rome, 1567)

which was c o d s i o n e d by the canons of S t Peter's shortly after the deliberations of the
Council of Trent24 h n g the many topics which the clerics gathered at Trent (15451563) discussed briefiy during their final meetings were the musical abuses that were
cumntly heard at Mass celebrations. Complaints were voiced about the additions to the
plainchant in the f o m of tropes, the use of secular canncî finni, noky insauments, and

problerns with text audibility owhg to corrrplicated polyphony, incorrect Latin
accentuation or, sirriply, bba pmnnuciatioa However, the recommendations of this
Council, outlined in the D e c r e m de observandr's et evïtandts in celebratione mr'ssae of

1562, were quite general in nature and did not deal with any concrete technical issues
conceming the composition of the mass cycle.= The îq1ementation of the Council

denees in practical rnatters and the search for a suitable style for sacred music were
entrusted to the CoriPrPssion of Cardinals (of 1564) headed by Cardin& Vitelozzo Vitelli

Animuccia occupied an interim position of the Maestro de Cappella Gizdia of
St Peter's (1555-157 1) between Palestrina'sdismissal and his r e m g to this post. The
print, found now in CS. 177, was originally prepared for the use by the Cappella Giulia.
The sentiments of the post-Tridentine reforms are &O strongly felt in the official
decree of church music deiivered by the Toledo RoWicial Council of 1565 (Actio de
Refonnatione).The following translation can be found in Stevenson, Spanish Cathedraf
Music, 334: 'Whatever is Sung in church m u t redound to the glory of God and be
understood by the people. Words mua not be o b s c d Polyphonie singing may be
retained but the text must be c k I y intelligible. Above ail, theatrical music and any type
that muses the venmal or warlike passions or those sentiments assockted with ceRain
chsîc modes mua be rigorously exduded? An exceptionally onhodox response to the
Tridentine reforms of the liturgy was camed on in El EscoriaJ, the monastery-palace
established by Ph@ II, where polyphony was prohibited in any of the Iiturgical services;
see Mîchael Noone, "A Census of Monk Mosiciaos at El Escorial during the r e i p of
Philip II and Philip m,"Emty Mucic 22 (1994): 221-236." The actual implemntation of
the Tridentine r e f o m as fàr as the use of the r e k d chant took phce f
hin the S e v a
Cathedra1 ni 1575,
24

(Chamberlain of the Roman church) and Car10 Bommeo (Papal Secretary of State and
the Archbishop of Milan). and their appointed composers.26 There is no doubt that the
impact of these refom had an immense and Iong-lashg influence on the liturgy and

polyphonic repenory of the new and well-established institutions, and influenced the
careers of composers answering directly to the Roman chrrrch authonties.2' The s&s of
mass publications that appeared fèaturing works Born the pens of leading composers such
as R a o (1570). Palestrina (1567). and Animuccia (1567) is an example in point

Aùhough in their respective prefaces they openly claimed to respond to the guidelines of
the Council, especially in the matter of intelligible presentation of te* the implementation

of the guidelines in the music itself was camed out in an individual way. Naturally, the
masses of RuBo, witten in direct response to Cardinal Borromeo's request for intelligible

music, showed an exempiary obedience to the niles of the Council by means of a chordai
style. Even though subsequent generations brought PalesaLia's pure contrapunral w r i ~ g

to the status of the ideal manifestation of the Post-Tridentine style, the perfect dechmation

in the Gloria and Credo of his legendary Missa Prrpae Marcelli (copied by Parvus ca
1564 and published in 1567) was not miplemented to any extrem in his other niasses,

except his Maman masses commissioned by Duke Guglielrno Gonzaga between 1568-

1587. Palestrina, like the majority of contemporary 1tali.m composers such as Pona or
Animuccia, was reluctant to abandon elaborate contrapuntd techniques. Since a better
- -

-

After the triai of acnial mass cycles in a context of temai cIarity at Rome at
Cardinal ViteIli's home in 1565, Bommeo ordered the masses fiom Vincenzo RufBo; see
Lockwood, The Counter-Refiomutionand the Masses of Vincenzo Rufio. Snidi di Musica
Veneta 2 (Venice: Fondazione Giorgio Cini, 1970), p. 87.
27 The most important influence on the repertory of polyphonic music was exerted
by the publication of a reformeci Roman breviary (1568) and R o m niissal(l570) which
generated exteasive new repertow of hymn cycles by Animuccia, Lassus, Victoria,
Palestrina, Guerxero and others. The reforms were inspirational for the founding of the
new iosatutions, ag., S. Filippo N d s CongregaMne den'Oratorio for which the popda
devotional music was composed by Giovarmi Animuccia (two books ofLaude of 1563
and 1570). Victoria was also associated with this institution after its move to a new
location at the Chiesa Nuova in 1575. Also, in response to the Council of Trent,the
Semido R o m 0 was estabüshed when Victoria held the position of chapelmaster
(15714573) jointIy with his duth in the Gemian CoIlege (15714577).
26

relationship between words and music was demanded by ùoth the ch&

authontics and

hurrianists, post-Tridentine composers of niasses were faced with the challenge of
balancing the techniques that were subsemknt to the text cianty and those suited to
contrapuntal polyphony. The followuig excerpt from the preface to ANmuccîa's
publication of his masses best illustrates that the fiexibie attitude toward the compositional
techniques, exercised by composers immdiately after the deliberations of the Council, was
tolerated by the canons of the St. Peter.
"Eleing led to this by the judgment of these mcn 1 have sought to adom these
divine prayers and praises of God in such a way that the music may distufb the hearing of
the text as linle as possiile, but nevertheless in such a way that it may not be enh1y
devoid of artifice and rmy conm3ute in somt degree to the listenefs pleasure.""
Fonowing the Councii's wishes, aîI of the masses in Animuccia's collection (four à4, one
à5, and one à6) are based on plainsong melodies, though subjected to substantive

elaboration through the process of a ffee paraphrase. However, an examination of the
technical aspects of the masses in this volunie, and the Ave man3 stella in particular,

afnrms that Animuccia had no intention of renouncing the technique of imitation or

moderate melismatic writing.29 Animuccia thus offers a stylistic compromise by altemathg
imitative and homorhythrmc Wfiting and, following a by this time webestablished practice,
the sections with sybbic text setting are alloned primarily to the portions of the Gloria

and Credo.30 When these movemtnts are compareci with the corresponding s e t ~ g sby

28 This short dedication is reprinted in a fimimile edition in Thurston Dart, ecL,
GiovanniAnimuccia, Missanun Liberprimu~.Rom, 1567 (Richmond: Gregg
InternationalPublishem Liniited, 1972).and translateci in Giovanni Pierluigi da
Palestrina, Pope Marcellus Mass. ed.Lewis Lockwood (New York: W. W. Norton &
Company, Inc., 1975), 22-23.
29 The technique of imitation was in a center of controversy since the weU-known
conqIaints of the Roman bishop C i d o Franco in 1549 regarding singing different texts
simultaneousiy in diffuent voices; for a translation of his Ietter, see Pietro Weiss and
Richard Taniskin, ed-,Murir in the Western World (New York: Schimicr Books, 1984),
137.
3O LOCkWood's companSOn of the Gloria h m the Ave Maris steliu xnass by
Animuccia with Palestrina's Mantuan mass à4 and Ruffo's Missa Secundi toni revealed

Victoria, it becornes clear that both composers used contrasting textures to articulate the
smcture of the text in a much more persistent rnanner than Morales, who ailowed the

seamless poiyphonic fiow to dorninate the entire mus. Both Animuccia and Victoria &O
strove for much more concise solutions than found in Morales' rnass. Whiie both
composers are greatly indebted to Morales' prolinc melodic ideas (Animuccia at the
beginnuig and Victoria at the conclusion of their respective masses), it is fan to Say that

for inspiration in the control of transparent textures they were naching back to Josquin's

modeL This seems to be quite appropriate at a time when the unstable political ciimate at
the Papal ckcles was reflected by a return to a more conservative repertory of the

Northerners.31 In Victoria's Gloria, which leans towards the linear counterpoint of
Morales, there are oniy two instances of chordai writing and these are identical in both
versions of the mass. The fist homorhythmic segment is at "Laudmnus te;" the second is
at "Jesu Christe. C m Sancro Spin-tu in gloria" (in triple rime at " C m Sancto).
Victoria's Credo, king indebted greatiy to Josquin's rnodel received a
predorninantly syllabic maunent with well-balanced hgments of simple and elaborate
textures.

The imitative counterpoint is intempted by the duos, trios (''Deum venun de

Deo vero" and oniy one s o i n homorhythmic segment at "Er in S p i r i m Soncm." Other
sections of the GIoria which were traditionally marked by textural means, such as Domine

Deus, Deus Parer and Domine Fiii, are all miculated in Victoria's work by points of

imitation.
What distingukhes Victoria's s e t ~ gfiom that of Ariimuccia is the degree to

which he put musical interest ahead of the clarûy of text p~sentation.Animuccia far
that Animuccia exercised the leasr rigorous chordal writing (The Counter-Refonnation,

197-198).
31 During the period of the nile by Paui IV (1555-59), hardly any new rnanusaipts
w u e copied for the Papal chape1 and the rule of Pius IV (1559-65) marked a rem to a
conservative taste. The manuscripts copied then uicluded mostly works by Josquin and his
Northem contemponuies Mouton, Moulu, and Richafort (CS 38 and 39). In the 1570s
the liturgicd works of Fe= Morales and Arcadelt were s t d l prefened to those by
conternporaries (e-g., Morales' mapnincats were copied in CS 21 in 1576). This situation

exceeds Victoria in the extent to which he used a dechmatory styk of text setting,
although h e made an attempt to avoid strict nota-cunw-nota writLig by enriching textures
with moderateiy melismatic passages or by shifting the entry of at least one of the voices.

The lixnîtations of the application of a strict declamatory

style in a mass setting w e n

recognind by contemporary theorists who often aiticized e m m e chordal writing. The

northem Italian Pietro Ponzio, for example, in his Dialogo della Mwicu (1595) refws to
some Glorias or Credos by contemporary composers in pejorative ternis such as "dead
composition" (mono la compositione).32 Also, the Spanish theorist Bermudo, in Book 5
of his Declamcion (1555), describes the older Spanish style of chordal writing as "dead or

beaten" (canto gofpeodoj?
To what degree did Victoria's Ave maris stella

rriass

r e k t the new attitudes

instigated by the Council of Trent? Certain points of the reform were taken seriousiy by
Victoria such as the need to use the chant melody as a canm priur factur, and the
removd of the Marian tropes îrom the liturgy (in his Misse de Beata Mana). However,
kom the dedication to the 1576 print (which uses an omate Latin, typicd for the penod)
he gives absolutely no indication about the

text

declamation or any other matten

concemed with new r e f o m (See Appendix 1). Also, in the dedications to Victoria's later
publications, he articulates his c o d ~ n tot God and, consequently, to the Catholic
church, in spnitual rather than p u d y technical t e m . 3 The coqosinonal techniques
Victoria used in this mass, and other compositions under discussion in this study, reflect
his aaempt to display diverse contrapuntal skills to inipress and sa-

the tastes of

prospective employers and benefactors in Bavaria (in the case of the print) and in Toledo

(in the case of the manuscript): two centers strongiy intluenced by the Franco-Fiernish
traditions. If we take into accoant that he kept two simultaneous tex& in both the Ave
prevailed u n d the 1580s when Palestrina's -c
bccame extensively copie& see Brauner,
'The Parvus Manuscripts," 356-367.
Lewis Lockwood, The Cowiter-Rofonnan'on, 199-201.
33 3 i s , "Cristc5bal de Morales and the Spanish Motet," 18.
34 For Victoria's aesthetic vkwsSexpressed in his dedications, set Stevenson.,
Spanish Cathedkai Music. 372-73.

maris stella (the text of the hymn) and in the Masa Gazdeamus masses (incipit of the
Gaudeumw chant), the matter of text intenigîbility, as understood by the propagators of

the Tridentine reforms, is not taken in any senous manner by Victonâ Although the

absence of the canon in the conclusion of Victoria's Ave maris stella may be, partially,

influenced by Annimucia's example. However, the obvious canonic struggles in the
Sanctus seem to suggest that at the rinie he was composing this particuiar mass he may

have sdl lacked the slolls to project successfÛUy a full-fledged canon, rather than

indicating that he was bowing to the pressures of the reforms. Furthemore, the othu
three masses in the Venetian publication of 1576, the De benta Virgine (Hosanna and

Agnus Dei) and Gaudeamur (Agnus Dei) contain a two-in-one canon, and the Simile est
regnum (the rnass modeled on Guemro 's motet) an eight-in-four canon.3s

Victoria certalily was aware of the curent refom through hû activities in the
Seminario Romano. and his connections to his patron Cardinal Otto Tmchsess von
Waldburg (Lord High Steward of Waldbmg and the Bishop of Augsburg), to whom he

dedicated his k s t publication of motets (1572).36 It is weil known that the G e m
Cardinal was in Rome during the crucial t î m of 1559-1563 because he ncommended

Jacob de Kerle, the head of his pnvate chapei, to compose the Preces Speciales for
penormances during the Councii in 1561."

Further, as an important rnember of the

Roman ecciesiasticai circles, the Cardinal Otto Tmchsess was in chse association with the
pivotal refomien Cardinals ViteIli and Borronieo when he acted as a Iiaison between the
Vatican and the Bavarian court in Munich in the exchange of their repuiones. However,

as an enJightened patron of the arts his aesthetic tastes in music may not necessarily

35 Other masses containing canons are Qumn puichn' (1583), Traiie me post, and
Ascendens Chn'stur (1592).
36 The Cardinaiwas &O a m i e n t of a dedication of Glarean's Dodekachordon
of 1547.
37 Stevenson speculates that Viktoria may have been employed by the Cardinal as
the chapelmaster of his pmate chapel possibly between 1568-1572;see SpanLsh
Cathedra1Music, 356-

represent those of the Italian Cardin& when he presented to them Li 1561for examination
'Vie latest good music by Orlando d i Lasso.''38

The variants between the Italian and Spanish versions of Victoria's Ave maris
steila mass are not substantiai enough to provide any evidence that, at this particular time
in his career, Victoria was obliged to bow to the pressures of the Council's refomis. The

original draft of this composition, which seem to be his first mass project, couid have

been composed even before Animuccia's important publicahon of 1567. This is perhaps
why Victoria approached a Venetïan rather than a Roman publisher to promte his masses
although they were conceived in Rome during his tenure in the German Coilege. The
d"erences between the two versions of the rnass do not retlect a cirastic rewriting that
wouid a&ct any of the pivotal compositional principies, but rather minute changes in
technical detail influencing projection of certain te&

and contrapuntal goals. The

sections subjected to revisions show that in the p ~ w version
l
Victoria strove to achieve
by mans of imitation and balanced voice leading, and for the

a more integrated tex-

manuscript version he illurriuiated more diverse texmres with a fker melodic writing

reflecting a generous application of written-out omamentation. In those few sections of
the manscript version that were revised with an intention for iniproving some of the

technical glirches, the changes reflecr his personal development as a composer rather than
his desire for customizing his compositions to any styktic trends. Assuming that the two

sources were prepared at about t h same i9nc under Victoria's supervision, regardless of
chronology, his choices would also dernonstrate his perception of the aesthetic tastes rhat
would have been appreciated in Spanish and Italian, but not necessarily Roman,circles.
---

-.

-

38 In 1561 he asked for a "good work by Orlando de Lasso" and sent a mass by
Palesaina For a discussion on the exchange of works by Lasso and Palemina and, in
gened, on the activities of Cardinal Otto in Rom, see L-Lockwood, The CounterRefonnation, 8 1-84.

Borrowing Procedures in the Missa de Beata Maria

The Mksu de Be& V ' n e as a Genre

The two versions of Victoria's Missa de becita Virgine for five voices
(C,A,TI,TII,B) represent the most signincant mass cycle of the sixteenth century which
provided fiinctional music for the Marian celebrations. The popularity of the genre,

referred to as Missa de beata Virgine, de beata Mario, de Nuesrra Sertora, or the L d y

Mass, was rival& only by the settings of Missae L'homme anne and Missae pro
dq6unctis.L Despite the fact that the items of this mass cycle never became funy

standardized, the polyphonie settings pnserved a cenain common treatment of the
diverdîed chant melodies.

In contrast to the great variety of Marian chants used in the Kyrie (lx,and IV)z,
&do

(1 or N),
Sanctus V I ,LX or N),
and Agnus Dei (XWI, M or N)rnovements,

nearly sll polyphonk Missae & beata Virgine of the sixteenth century employ the Gloria

1X with interpolated uopes.3 The main finction of the six textual and mlodic phrases
(starting wîth the Spiriiw et aime) was to enlarge the maning of the official text and,
1 For the must comprehensive smdy of the developments of this genre, see Nors
Sigurd Josephson, "The Missa De Berna Virgine of the Sixteenth CenNIy'' (PhD. diss.,
University of Wornia, 1970); and &O Gustave RB, "The Polyphonie Missa de Beata
Virgine as a Geme: The Background of Josquin's Lady Mass," in Josquin des Prez.
Proceedings of the International Josquin Festival-Co~erence,New York, 197'2,ed
Edward Lowinsky (London: M o r d Univercity Press, 1976), 589-598.
S o m of the Spankh cornposen used Kyne Nin place of the more custornary
Kyrie M (e.g. Villanueva or Guemro in his k t Marian mass of 1566).
3 For a general ovemew of the fie of the masses by Spanish coqosers, see G.
Edward %mer,''Editions and Aoalysis of Five Missa Beata Virgiae Maria by the Spanish

specInfaUy, to establish a comection between the Gloria text and one of the feasts in
honor of the Virgin Mary such as the Conception, hirification, Annunciation, Assumption,
and the Nativity. The choice of this particular liturgical mlody as the basis for polyphonic

compositions c m be traceci back to the early fifieenth-centiay separate settings of Gloria

IX by Burgois, Dufay, and Dunstable found in the Trent codices.4 It is this trope's
emphasis on Marian worship that caused Gloria IX to becorne an integral part of the
Marian mass cyclc. The kst step in the development of the M a r k cycle was attained by
the m u e n t pairing of the polyphonic s e t ~ g sbased on the Ky*

R and Gforia IX

melodies, and in many compilation masses which added other movements to pre-exîsthg
Kyrie-Gloria pairs (e.g., the Anchieta-Escobar sening). The final stage of its development

is npresented by settings of the five movemnu by a single composer. The fïrst cornpiete
Missa de beata Virgine to appear in print is that by Pient de la Rue (Missae Pem*de la

Rue published by Petnxcci in 1503). It was reprinted together with Josquin's
cornsponding setting in 1514 (MissanunJosquin Liber tenius in Perrucci's print). These

and many of the subsequent seaings of the Missa de beata Virghe retained the medieval
Marian tropes mtil the chant reforms of the R o m missal of 1570.5 Table 3.1 presents
the text of the troped Gloria utilized by Victoria's pndecessors during the "golden age" of
the Missa de beora Virgine.6

Coqosers: Morales, Guernro, Victoria, Vivmco, and Esquivel ( D M diss.,
. University
of mùiois at Urbana-Qüimpaign, 1980).
4 The fkst polyphonic arrangemnts of Gloria IX were in fact restrïcted to the
tropes of Spidnrs at alme and the Jesu Christe phrase (e.g., Gforzizin ercelsis Deo fiom
Las Huelgas MS).
For example, the Spiritus et alme tropes are included in the masses by Josquin,
Bnimel, La Rue, Festa, Arcadelt, Palesaina, Cavazzoni (organ), and the De Orto-S tockem
setting in Petrucci's Fragmenta Missartun of 1505, and by the fonowing Spanish
composers: Juan de Anchieta, Crist6ba.ide Morales d4, and dS (1540), Erancisco
Guenero (1566), and Bernardino de R i r a ~ o W B.o 6).
Cornpare the chant version fiom the Graduale Rornunzun cournai: Desclée &
Co., 1974,742-743) with the fourteenth-century troped Gloria h m Prague University
L i , Cod. XIV II 27 in Peter Wagner, Er'nfiüuw,g in die gregoriadchen Melodien:
Ein Hurzdbuch der Chora~~sensch@,
VOL 3 (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Elmi, 1921);

Table 3.1: Text of the Gloria with the Spiritus et aime trope.

Gtoria in excdsis DeoEt in terra pax hominibus bonae volwiiaiis.

G l q to God in the highest,
And on earth peace to men of good

a.

Laudamus teFienedicimus teAdoramus te.

Glorificamus te
Gratias agimus tibi pmpter magnam
gloriam tuamDomine Deus, Rex caelestis, Deus pater
ornnipotensDomine fîli unigenite, Jesu Christe.

We give thanks to you on m u n t of your

S p a et olnre ophanonun PorocCcte
Domine Deus, agnus Dei, Filius Pahîs,

Spirit and nurtunng Protector of orphans.
O fxKd Gai, Lamb of God, Son of the Father,
First-born son of Mary, the virgin Mother.

PrUnog~nitusM

Qui toiiis p-ta

e VirginisMrrais,
mundi. miserere nobis.

great g w ' .

O Lord Gad heavenly King, God
the omnipotent Fathet,
O Lurd the oniy-boni son Jesus Christ,

You who take away the sins of the world, have
pity on us.
You who take away the sins of the wûrld, hear

our p h
Ad Mariae gloripm,
Quisedes ad dexteram Parris, miserere nobis.

Quoniam tu sotus sanctus,
MarirunSlUICrtfiCOllS.

To the glory of M q .
You who sit at the right hand of the Father,
have pity on us.
Since you aime are holy,
Sanctifiing Mary.

You atone are the Lord
guiding Mmy,

You done are the Most-High,
crom'ng M m ,

Jesu CùsïsteC m Sancto Spinai, in gloria Dei -SI

Jesus Qvist
With the Ebly-Spirit, in the glory of Gui the
Fatha.

Amen.

Amen

xeprinted m Jeremy Yu1989), 211-213.

Music in Meàïeyai Europe (Fqlewood Clins, New Jersey,

Afier the Council of Trent most of the words and/or music for the wped passages

of the early sixteenth cennuy Vatican masses were tarrigered with in one way or another.
Sornetimes the music of the tropes was retained and the text was replaced, in the form of
pasteovers or by reperitions of the customary Gloria words.7 For instance, from both the
1544 Roman prùit and ToIedo

MS B. 27 of Modes' four-pan mas, the tropes were

suppressed nom the Gloria at the later date. Both the text and music of the first three

aoped verses were removed and for the nmaining three verses the music was retained,
but the text was nplaced by the repetition of the official Gloria text Tu solw Dominus.
It is unknown to us whether Victoria cver set the Marian tropes polyphonically

because, according ro the post-Tridentine liturgicd requkments, they do not appear
either in the pruited or manuscript version of the Gloriê It is apparent that Victoria was

particular1y weIL acquainted with two of Morales' masses (à4 and (i5) because he employs

not oniy the ssam version of the chant, which is Faithfully paraphrased in a.E movements of
the mass, but also sirrdar contrapuntal procedures. Further, he even openly boaows

material fkom polyphonie sections in the internai movernents of the settlig.9 In the masses
by both Morales and Vitoria, the Kyrie and Gloria movements are based on the

appropriate chants of Mass 1X which are in Dorian on D and Mixolydian on G modes,

respectively. The Chdo rnovemnt is based on Credo I in Phrygian mode on E,Io and the

In many masses the troped sections were damageci or completely removed,
especially nom the sources by Vatican coqosers (e.g., Vincentinus Misonne, Carolus
Argent& khannes Beausenon, Cocis~aflzoFesta, Andreas Michot, and Jacobus Arcadelt).
Marian tropes are pieserveci in the Venetian pMts of 1540 (Scotto) and 1580
(Gardane), and in the print of 1545 (Moderne). For the tropes in Morales' mas, see MME
11: 61-62Palesaina's Missa de Beau Virgine for sà voices still included tropes as Iate as
1570, but în the edition of 1599, aIthough the music of the tropes is retained, the texts are
rephed by repetiàons of the fiturgical words.
9 Victoria's indebtedness to Momies' settings has aiready been pointed out by
Stevenson, S p ~ i s hCathedra1Music, 383-386. and Noone, 'The Techniques of Victoria
in His Paraphrase Masses," 64-98. Noone discusses Victoria's treatmnt of the individual
chant melodies in the conespondmgmovements of the Missa de beata Mmiri.
Io In addition, the ûedo h m the mass à5 by Morales incorporates the Ave Maria
plaiosong (in the transposed Dorian mode).

final mvernents, Sanctus and Agnus Dei,on the chants of Mas XVZI in the Lydian mode

on F.

The next sub-chapter win concern itself with the exambation of Victoria's
adaptation of the conventionai methods of sening the Gloria as encountered in the two

versions of Victoria's Missu de beata Maria. ~ h iparticular
s
rnovemnt has been chosen
for a detailed examination because it is especiaily interesthg to observe how the removal
of the S p i n u et aime fiom the liturgy, a trope which was pivotal to the birth of the
polyphonie Missa de beata Virgine cycle, M u e n d Victoria's compositional decisions in

the printed and manuscript sources. In light of the fact that the most exploiteci feature of
the known Gloria setthgs was the difkrentiation of the six aoped phrases from the rest of

the movement by means of conmting texnire, meter, and contrapuntal techniques, post-

Tridentine coqosen were ficed with the challenge of IlRaintainhg traditional structures
and techniques in the new mcated version of the text.

Architectural Planning in the Gloria Movement
The customary Gloria text, a hymn of praise, begins with the Song Sung by the
angeis at the binh of Christ to the shepherds at Bethlehem The introductory text (Gloria

in excelsis) was intoned by the priest (celebrant) as an invitation to the people to respond
with their praises (See Table 3.1).11

Example 3.i: Exordiu of the Gloria senings
a) Pierre de la Rue (Petrueci, 1503)

intu-npur

ho-mi-ni-busbo-

b) Morales, h4 (Scotto, î54û)

Joseph Jungmann, The M m of the Roman Rite, aans. Francis k Brtl~l~ler
(New
York: Benziger Brothers, Inc., 1959), 70.

The response "Et in terra pm" itseif and the subsequent portions of the Gloria

chant received a very smilar structural and contrapuntal treatment in an kuown
polyphonic arrangenients. The Kyrie movement of the polyphonic Marian masses was
usuaily based on selected hgmnts of the appropriate chan~whueas in the Gloria, the

l i t d y presenvd segmnts of the entire chant mlody can be easily w e d in the top

voice. Paraphraskg procedures, employed in those movemnts, comprise the rhythrriic and

melodic eiaboration of the individual phrases of the mode1 which are usuaily woven into

the entire contrapuntal tissue.

Example 3.1: Esordia of the Gloria senings
C) Josquin

(Petrucci, 1514)

Y

Et

d) Morales, à5 fi544

m

ter-

n

I

pîx

ho-

1

Example 3.2: Exordia of the GIoria seaings

a) Victoria, Priat 1576

b) Victoria, MS B. 30

The excerpts given in Examples 3.la and b show that Morales in his four-part sethg uses
the s a m rhythmic shape of the head motive as in the setting by Pierre de la Rue. Although

Morales elaboratts the pre-existent melody to a rnuch p a t e r extent than la Rue in the
course of the movenat, he preserves rnany of the cornnon contrapuntai solutions found
in the fÏrst p ~ t e mode1
d
of this niass (e.g., duet temures emphaskhg the tropes).

Example 33: GIoria
a) Victoria, Print 1576

b) Victoria, MS B. 30

W

e the beginning of Moralts' Gloria eom his five-pan m a s (ExarnpIe 3.ld)

seems to honor Josquin's senuig (Example 3.1~)'the rest of the movemnt is set in
continuously interlockhg imitative textures nlieved ody m a few strategically important
places such as the trope phrases. The choice for enhancing the head motive by dotted
rhythm on ''terrapczx" in the two top voices is taken even Wer in the two versions of

Victoria's setting (ExampIes 3 2 a d b). In the printed version this rhythmk g e m is

82

preserved in aIl voices (with necessary melodic adjustments in T ïI) and in the Toledo

source in four voices oniy (with a compressed meiodic outline in T 1).

The atFnty of Victoria's work to the five-part sening by Mordes is especially
obvious in the series of acclamations addressed to God the Father. These paraller
acclamations are presented at fkst by syntactive imitation in a balanced texture (Laudamus
te - Benedicimw te - Adoramus te) with quite slnüar orderhg of voices. This is foliowed

-

by the anriphonal prcscntation (Glon'ficamw re Grarias agimus tibi - propter magnum

giorim tzuzm) announced in a duet in Morales' model but executed with a greatu

conviction in Victoria's versions in trios and quartets until the texniral culmination on the

"Jesu Christe" phrase.12 Example 3.3 shows the typical différences found between the
manuscr@tand printed versions. The "Benedicimus te" phrase receives basically the same
treamient; however, the linear sharing of the individual voices produces subtle Merences

in sonority. Victoria's desire to ornament the Toledo version to a greater extent than the
p ~ t e version
d
is evident fiom the "Adoramus te" phrase and the concluding segment of
the Gloria (presented in Exampie 3.4). Although these parricular examp1es provide no

substanrial due regarding the chronology, this type of variant iadicates Victoria's
predilection for pure and more transparent textures in the printed version and more
intricate choices in the manuscript version.

-

-

lz The m u e n t echo ee&t and antecedent-consequentphrases of the chant
mdody, at this point of the Gloria, seems to be ideal for the paired imitation style of La
Rue, Anchieta and Josquin.In the following generation of composers, however, the
textures are often reduced to three voices as in Morales, Guenero, and Victoria

b) Victoria, MS S. 30

To rem now

to the conclusion of Victoria's k t major

subdivision of the

Gloria,marked by the phrase "JesuChrr'ste," it is important to stress that this is the place
of the transition to the second textual segmnt whexe the tropes usually w e x M e d . The
laudatory salutations directed to Christ (Domine Deus, Agnus Dei, Filius Pam3) were
customanly f k m d by the two troped plirases which highlighted the speQal relation

between the Holy Spint (Spintus m alne ophano~mrParadete) and Mary the mother of

84
God (Primogenitus M d a e Virginis ManisJ. By setting off the Domine Deus section h m

the rest of the movemnt by means of textural reduction to four voices (C,A, T 1, TII),

Victoria mates the aipartite division of the Gloria (See Table 3.1). Except for the
switching of the tenor voins, this segment receives the identical arrangement in both
sources where the pre-existent mlody

is clearly presented in the top voice and each

texnial phrase is treated irriitatively by the chant-derived countersubjects.

Example 3.5: Gloria
a) Modes, à5
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b) Victoria, MS B. 30
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d) Victoria, Print 1576

The thrm section of the GIoria, therefore, begios with the twin litany-lüce

invocations to Christ (Qui tollis peccata mundi). The chordal texture in the manuscript
venion nlaw ckady to Mordes' rnass dfi (Examples 3.5 a and b); the lower duet found
in the 1576 print nc& in s o m degne the conespondiag &on

fkom Morales' mass à4

(Examples 3.5 c and d). Ail of the sipnincant texturd and nietrical variations put to use in

this seaïon of the Gloria are, in kt,inspÎred by ideas found in Morales' four-part Missa
de beata Virgine. Victoria adopts, for example, the same type of choidal hamronization of

the chant and the triple meter for "Qui sedes ad dexteram" which, incidentally, cornes

Example 3.6: Gloria
c) Moraïes, à4

d) Victoria, MS B. 30
S
A

TI
TII

afier the third wped lùie (Example 3.6). Monover, the bonowing of the "miserere

d r r " phrase is not lirmted to the use of the siniilar imitative texture but involves ais0 the
application of biack notation in the manuscript source (in the bass voice only) and in the

1583 reprint of the 1576 publication. The subsequent return to duple meter for the tripie
predications addrcssed to Jesus (Quoniam n< suius) and the contrapuntat procedures used

until the h m h g "Jesu ChrLne" phrase faithfuy follow the mode1 by Morales. The
concluding section'ofthe Gloria with its nkrence to the Holy Spmt ( C mSmcto Spi*)

is set by Victoria once again in the chordal marner foilowed by the denser conaapuntal

texture reserved for the rest of the Trinitarian conclusion,
The clear formal structure of this movement is dabctly indebted to the exarriples of
the troped Gloria settings by Morales and his Franco-Flemish pndecessors. Thus, in the

setting of the liturgical tex& Victoria still takes advantage of the planning strategies

origindy designed to accommodate the tropes. By muent changing of textures, meters,
and contrapuntal techniques, Victoria articulates the individual text lines of this movement

much mon fkquently than, for example, in the comsponding Gloria nom his Ave Mark
stella mas. Contrasts in temures, and, especialLy, the typical chordal writing for the

Marian acclamations used by Renaissance composers since DuFdy's Orne, continued to

influence the mcture of this mvement by Victoria and other composers. Nonethdess,
the remval of such aesthetically inspiring elements as the tropes eventually corrodeci the

traditional structural solutions and techniques of the post-Tridentine Glork settings, and,
in the long run, appeared to be fatal for the genre of the Missa de beata Virgine itsex.

Tonal Organization of the Credo in the Context of the Marian Mass Cycle
The Limo:ted rnelodic interest of Credo f, one of the oldest chants used in the

Marian cycle, and the arnbiguity of die Phrygian mode itself has always presented a
chailenge for its interpretation in the Renaissance polyphonic settings.13 The co~l~tantly
~ i t e r a t e dmotives of the chant, which fkature the "A

- B k t - A" formula in various

pumutations, is reflected in fiuctuating pitch organization. Although the closing cadence
and most of the melodic lines are initiated by E, the finafis is never conclusively
established as a tonal center. In addition to D, the pitchcs of A and G,appropriate to mode

N, are also well represennd as both the initiai and concluding tones of the Credo I text
lines.
Taktig into consideration aii of these féatures and the fact that Victoria, as well as his

predecessors, placed the pre-existent mlody in the tenor, there is no doubt that the chant
itself and its polyphonic setting may be categorized as belonging to a Phrygian modeJ4
Tenor 1 in Victoria's setting, indeed, represents the governing voice wïth regard ro

melodic and architectonic Etctors. However, it is the bass voice that reguiates the vemcal
or harmonic dimensions. From a number of possible tond interpntations of the chant
melody @, E, A, and G),Victoria has chosen to emphasize the pitch "G"as a tonal center
of the Credo." This option enableci him to relate ihis mvement to the preceding Kyrie

See Gradule Romanniun, 76914 This is me if we consider Pietro Aron's niethod of detennining the mode of the
whole cornpiex of voices by the mode of its tenor part (Tranato della hua et cognitione
di tum'gfi izioni di canto fogwuto, Venice, 1525; supplement, 1531); see a translation of
the appropriate hgrnents in Stnink, Source Reading in Music, 220-18. Defining the mode
in linear te=, however, does not always allow us to create a clear picnire of the chordal
and tonal structure of the composition. For a discussion of Aaron's modal theories and its
relation to the chordal and tonal sapcture o f a Renaissance composition, see Peter
Baquist ''Mode and Polyphony momd 1500. Theory and Practice,"The Music F o m 1
'3

(1967): 99-161.
We know that Phcygian mode, when usedin poIyphony, presents certâin
limitations because mun'cafieta rnay not be &y
applied wuhout contradicfing the

and Gloria, both king centered on G.

exception of the nnalcadence on E, therefore,

a l l of the major subdivisions of the Credo gravitate towards the main tonal Ievel (see Table

3.2). This type of organization had already been established by Josquin and m e r
exploreci in the two senings by Morales; however, each composer executes the tond p h
in an individual manner. Morales'

MLÎsa

de beata Virgine àS deserves special attention

here because of his use of the Marian chant Ave Maria as a scaffoidïng device. As

Example 3.7b shows, this melody exhiits aii of the characteristic features belonging to

those "stock melodies" that custornarily were used for establishing modal hmeworks in
compositions in the Dorian mode.16 In addition to the Credo chant, Morales combines the

Ave Maria melody with the same type of countersubject that has already been exarriined in
the discussion of the Sanctus and Agnus Dei of the Ave Maris srelfa mass (compare

Example 3.7a with 2.8).17

mode's moa characteristic features. The haEstep benvctn the fïrst and second deprecludes the use of the leading tone kcause the dinanished third and augmenteci mth are
not permitted, The use of a tnad based on the nfthdegree is impossible as weiî, because of
the pnsence of the diniinished
Thexefore, ronality, understood as an underlying and
unit;/ing force, must rely upon other indiCators. Cornposefi ofien took advantage of the
prornînent r e c i ~ g
note C and cnavd a clear C tonal center of the C Ionian. However,
this option can not be derived from the féatures of the M o chant with its narrow range
fiom d to b fiat In the Phrygian mode, it is ako possible to emphasue the characteristic
modal fifth A-E suggesting such A center of the Aeoliao, or likewise the promînence of
the nfth D-A or G-Dwith its characteristic B fïat in the aansposed Dorian on G.
l6 This mclody is entend by the tenor voice in measure 8 of the Credo by Morales'
Missa de beata Virgine dS.
17 Cornbining different Marian chants wirhin a single composition was not an
isolated occurrence in Spanish compositionalpractice; Bernardino de Ribera, for example,
incorporates the h y m Ave mmis Stella in the Credo of his Missa de beata Virgine d4
(Tekdo, B. 6)and Penalosa uses tht Salve R e g i m
~ the finalAgnus Dei (TarazC 2-31.

Table 33: Relatiowhips Between Chants and Comsponding Polyphonie

Movements in Victoria's Missa de beata Mana

1 MOlmMENT

1 PART 1 NO. OF 1 CHANT

1 MODWCADENCE

VOICES

r

Kyrie M

Kyrie

I)orianonD

Transposed Dorian
on G with B Bat O

L

J

Gloria

II

Domine Deus
Qui tollis

4
5

m

Credo
Patrem omnrTpotentem
Et incarnarus
Et ascendir
Er in spinfwn

1

5
5
4
5

II

m
III

Sanctus
Sanctus/Pleni surir

I
11

Hosanna P

1
Benedictus
HosannaII$

m
IV

1

5
6inMS
5inRint
4
5

Gloria M
Mixoiydian on G

Mixolydian on G (VII)

D
G

D
G

Credo 1
Ekygian on E

Phrygian on E (TV)

G
G
G

E

G
G
G
E

Sanctus XVIl
Lydian on F

Lydian
on F with B fïat CV)

C

C/F

F

F

C

C

F

F

Agnus Dei XVII
Lydian on F

Lydian
on F with B fiat (V)

F
F

F
F

* reversed in 1576 Pnnt
Agnus Dei
Agnus Dei I
Annus Dei II

1

5

II

7

-I

,

Example 3.7: Credo
a) Morales, à5 (1544)

b) First phrase of the Ave Ma& chant

Example 3.8: Credo
a) Victoria, Print 15'76

Example 3.8: Credo
b) Victoria, MS B. 30

-

Because of the characteristic ambiguity inherent to the Pbrygian mode, Victoria is
able to combine Morales' countersubject (TII in Example 3.8a), originally desigoed to

complemnt the melody in the Dorian mode, with the Phrygîan chant in the structural
voice o

. i s

Frirther, by a ~ O U M imitation
~
of the pivota1nfth of the countersubject (A-D)

l8 The characteristic modal octave for the Phrygian mode (A-E-A) is conimon to

the confinal octave (A-E-A) of the .Do& mode. In addition, the progression A-B Dat-A,
buiIt-in to the Credo rnelody represents the characteristic "wur nota super ld' formula
which can be applicable in various modes.

in the bass voice @-G), Victoria aliudes to the primal interval of the Mixolydian mode

which, Uicidentally, is used in the previous movement By combining the characteristic
modal space of a l l of these motives, he establishes the desired tonal center on G already in
the f h t polyphonie M e of the movemnt (Example 3.8a and b)J9 In the second point of

imitation (fiuctorerncoefi),Victoria makes an effort to sustain this tonal levei. However, in
the nianusc@t version (Example 3.8b) he slips clcarly into a Phrygian sphere by shifhg
the bass voice to the A-E frame. Example 3.9 displays another instance where in the

p ~ t e version
d
the main tonal center is more strongly irnplied by enforcing the 'G" pitch
in the bass voice. In the entire Credo there are, acnially, only a fkw isolated places in

which there is an ailusion to the modal octave (A-A) of the Phrygian mode.20

The overall tonal organization of the two versions of Victoria's Credo are sirrrilarWhere merences are found, they relate to some of the smicnually significant inner

cadences f a h g on G. Both sources display a rich palette of cadential types used by
Victoria to delineate the incihidual text lines. Example 3.10a has been chosen specifically

to illustrate that in the p ~ t e version
d
Victoria follows a consistent pattern in giving the

flem'biiity of nianeuvering wuhin the available space of more than one mode
exercised by master composers of Renaissance nkts the need for new anaiyeicd tools in
d e s m i g the tonality of the Renaissance polyphony. Recent studies on mode in
Renaissance polyphony have brought an awareness of the sipnincant role played by modal
concepts in the tonal organization of the composition and led to the search for systems of
tonal organization such as the "tond types" (Powers), "ut, re, mi tonalities" (Judd). and
''modal paradigms" (Roig-FmncoQ. See Harold Powers,'Tonal Types and Modal
Categories in Renaissance Polyphony,"Jozu-naf of the Arnerican Musicologicaf Sociery 34
(1981): 428-70; aistle Collins Juda "Modal Types and Ut, Re, Mi Tonalities: Tonal
Coheremce in Sacrcd Vocal Polyphony fiom about 1500," J o m i of the Amencm
Musicoiog ical Sociery 45 (19%) :428-467; and Miguel A. Roig-Francoll, 'Modal
Paradigms in Mid-Sixteenth-centrrry Spanish Instrumental Composition: Theory and
Practke in Antonio de Cabe26n and Tom& de Santa Marih," J o m l ofMusic Theory 38
(1994): 249-29 1.
20 The concxpt of modal '~corrmkme"expresseci by mïnpüng of the species of
fourth and nfth m difkrent modes is expresseci, for exampIe, in Tmctoris, De tzancra et
propnerare tononun," c c 13-18,pp. 78-81. See JefEey Dean,"Okeghem's Attitude
Towards Modaliry, " in Mo&liiry in the Music of the Fourteenth and Feeenh Cennuies,
eb ürsula Gùnter (EEnssler-Verlag: Amrican Institue of Musicology, 1996), 227.
19 This

Example 3.9: Credo
a) Victoria, Pxint 1576
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b) Victoria, MS B. 30

bass voice a descending sep to the cadence tone (rmn 69/70) instead of a disjunct

progression (compare with nim 67/68 and 70 in MS B. 30). Consequently, the highest
v o i e of the polyphonie structure is usually given the fanction of the cantizanr and the

lowea voice that of the tenoluam? This observation does not împly that Victoria avoids
21 These terms are adopted here fkom Meier's description of stereotypical cadential
motion (The Modes of ChSica! Vocal Poiyphuny, 89-122)in which the tenn cmtrzans

a basic motion of a fifth to the cadence tone completely, but he lirnits the number of its
occurrences in the intemal caesurae in order to reserve them for more final closures. This
type of cadential articulation enhances smooth transitions between points of Lmtation with
staggered ennies of ail voices or at least one of the rnembers of the polyphonic fabric.

In contrast, in the manusaipt version the "half cadences" used for the i n t e n d h r y
inflections, Victoria regularly displays contrapuntdy weaker progressions without the
essential tenorizam element, but stronger hamionically with the basizanr motion. In
addition, hquently encountered '4siniple" cadences with sirnultaneous motion, as opposed

to the 'Yomd" cadences with a syncopateci suspension weD accentuate the strictly
homrhythrnic or closely synchronized voice 1eading.u As Examples 3.8 and 3.10 reveal,
the polyphonic units on "visibiliwn" and "et propter nosnam" are projected more clearly

in the manuscript than in its p ~ t e dcounterpart. The consistent articulation of the
individual phrases of the chant in the tenor primus by rneans of the nsts is refiected

closeIy in the other voices of the polyphonic segments. Consequently, the ckar-cut
polyphonic incises allow for a much more expressive projection of such words as
"visibiliwn" and "descendit." When these hgments are c o q a m i with their alternative
t
&es
readiogs, it is apparent that in the p ~Victoria

an effort for a smoother and more

balanced voice leading, especidly in the outer voices.

r e b to an ascending and tenorizm to a descending step to the cadential octave or
unison, busians is c b by the motion of a Hth to the cadence tone, and the
ain'zcuzs to a fiWiof the chord,
Victoria's use of homothythïc texture is well projected in the both versions of
the "Et incurnaius est" segment which customarily was set in chordal fashon

Example 3J0: Credo
a) Victoria, Prim 1576

b) Victoria, MS B. 30

The numbtr of variants between the manuscript and printed version in thîs Marian
cycle far exceeds the number of discrepancies observed in the Missa Ave mmis stello. It is,

therefore, possiile to discem cenaui comrmn patterns of revisions. For ewnple,

Victoria's alternative choices rarely have to do with the structural voîce, but rather the
smounding polyphonie fibric. Consequently, the dif5erences in the text underlay between

the two alteniatives only occasionally a&ct the presentation of the chant. In generai, the
manuscript version receives a more diverSified neatmnt of words. The Credo rnovemnt,
for exampk, featuns more fragments with the syhbic text underlay while in Gloria

Victoria gives perfomiers more opportunities for ornamental display. Whenever the

ornamentation is applied to both versions, the alternative embellishmnts r e b t different

rnethods of text demarcation by mans of texniral manipulation and cadentiai

progressions.

The Borrowhg and Revising Procedures in the Hosanna
An examination of the remaiRing rnovmitnts of the cycle reveals that sometimes
the differences between the two versions of the Missa de beata Maria reach beyond the

adjustments affecthg the contrapuntal fabric and involve the change of principal
compositional procedures. Hosanna 1of the manuscript and its corresponding Hosanna II

in the printed source ofkr one of the most interesting cases for studying Victoria's
revisions The compositional choicu made for the two altemate settings are directly
infiuenced by his attitude towards borrowing kom the mode1 of the older Spanish niaster.

There is no doubt that Victoria was faniiliar with Morales' five-part Hosanna 1
nom his corresponding setting & 4. (Compare the opening measures of Example 3.1 1 a, b,
and c). However, each version puts an emphasis on diBiirent elements and qualities of the
modeL In the printed source Victoria borrows M o ~ ~canonic
s'
principle of organization
(TI and TII), and in the manuscript he draws on the fhmhg contrapuntai incises which are

based on the Ning motive of the Hosanna incipit Each of the three settings are of

différent dimensions: Morales' work is the longest and Victoria's manuscript version is
the shortest. The two closely-knit imitative segmnts in the manuscript directly correspond

to the beginning and ending of Morales'setting ( s e , especially, the two canonic voices in
the conduding unit). In its expanded p ~ t e d
counterpart, Victoria additiondy draws on
the material f b m the second to last incise of Morales sening (mm 72-77). Its declamatory
motive is M y worked out in the l a s four consecutive points of imitation The la& of

complexî~in the conrrapuntal d

g around the structural canonic voices in the

manuscript version is cornpensated for by a denser temure enrirhed by the addition of the

second con= voice. The melodically weJLmtegrated Lydian framwork of Hosanna 1 is
W o m r d in the second incise by switchhg the voices around and the addition of a fkw

mlismas.The insistence on the C-Fpropsion in the lowest voice in the second segment

gives the bass the exclusive mk of a harmonie support In the p ~ t e dversion, however,

the bass shares equally its rnelodic and hannonic responsibilities and supports a broder

range of cadential choires includùig the final "piagai"extension?

Example 3.U: Hosanna
a) Morales, h 4
L1

b) Victoria, Prht 1576
TT

a Bernardino de Ri.ira, with whom Victoria niay had contact whiie a chorister in
Âvïia, ako inclndes a canon at the octave,in the Hosanna of his Missa de beata Virgine,
6 CoIeBC 6).

Example 3.U: Hosanna
c) Victoria, MS B. 30

CI

102

The cornparison of the two venions of this pardcular settmg alIows us to grasp the
essence of Victoria's stylistic preferences. In this, as weU as in the majority of works in the
Toledo source, Victoria displays more concise solutions with special interest in coloristic
rather than leamed devices."

The printed version, undoubtedly, feanirts a more

sophisticated and complex reinterpretation of the mode1 as far as contrapuntal writing is
c o n c e d However, taking under consideration the preference in a contemporary mass
for less complex and shorter solutions, especially in the Sanctus movement, and Victoria's
consistent predilection for reducing the length in his other compositions subjected to
revisions (motets, Lamntations, and masses), the task of choosing a fixed styhhc
criterion for detemiining the chronology between thc two sources presents a difncult

dilernrna. Perhaps because of their close dating, s o m of the choices for the manuscript

and p ~ t e version
d
reflect Victoria's Spanish upbringing (in the case of the manuscript)

and his sensitivities to the Itaüan ideal for a more balanced pan-writing (in the case of the
print). The issues concerned with this hypothesis will be m e r exaniined in the final

chapter of this study.

The only other place with the signincanr difference in length ïs the GfoM Pani
of the Magnflcut ocravi toni where, in the printed version the second part of the verse is
elongated by eleven rneasures by the multiple repetitions of the text "'et Spi*
Sancto."

The Question of lmifatio in the Parapharase Masses
The afnnity between Victoria'stwo versions of the Missa de beata Muria and the

two comsponding compositions (i 4 and à 5) by Morales is confirmed by the use of the
shüar material at the beginning of the Sanctus s e p t and the Hosanna (II
in MS and

Hosanna 1 in the print). The internai movemnts of the M i s m de benta Maria (Gloria and
Credo) and, as e-ed

in Chapter II, the Sanctus and Agnus Dei of the Ave maris stellu

mas, have indicated that the indebtedness to Morales' corresponding settings go beyond
the COnventional architectonic and contrapuntal procedures established in the paraphrase

Marian masses,
The two masses by Victoria are derived firom compositions that themselves

incorporate a pre-existent chant melody, the hymn Ave maris srella, and the plainsong
cycle of the Missa de beata Virgine. They are, the~fore,closely telated to many other
polyphonic setthgs of this text by means of common feature~dictated by the verse
structure, rnelodic, and modal h m w o r k of the common chant. The application of

standard contrapuntal procedures reffect the educational purpose of Renaissance i m i t a
that d o w e d composers ti, learn and, comequentiy, preserve well-approved canons of the

particuIar genre.

Another aspect of Renaissance imitatio is concerned with e m d a ~ gthe styk of a
partïcular composer in a specific work by borrowhg hû mlodiJcontrapuntal ideas. Since
the m a cormnon method for idenriQing compositions based on preexisting chant was

"missa," fonowed by the name of the appropriate chant melody or cycle of nielodies
(Missa Ave maris steiia, de Beam Maria, Gaudeamu~,and Pro defunctis). Victoria did

not indicate which of the polyphonic compositions known to him can be taken as the
principal mdeLs The identification of Morales' wods as the main source of inspiration

The most cormnon rnethods for identaying the compositions based on preexisting material was: mîssa, followed by the name of the model, missa ad imitan'ionem.
missa puroàïkt., and mikm super, sopra, or sur.

for Victoria's early mass composirions accentuates Victoria's ties to his Spanish
heritage.26

On difkrent Ievel, the borrowing techniques (developed &x in the process of
hitaring Morales' compositional procedures) were

&O

applied in those of Victoria's

compositions which were reworked by the composer himseif. Just as in the Marian
masses, Victoria's Requiem setting of 1583 (Missa Pro defwictis à 4), used as the
deparhue-point for his own Requiem of 1605 (Officium Dejùnctonmt à 6). was onginaily
inspired by polyphonie mode1 by Morales (Missa Pro defwtcris d 5. 1544).27 Aiso,

Morales' stamp can be detected in the two versions of his Lamentations (Cappella Sisrina

MS 186 and ~ c i u mHebdomadae Sanerue, 1585).28 Tbis type of multi-Iayered
bonowing is not peculiar only to Victoria Another interesthg case, important for the
continuity of the Spanish tradition, is presented in the three corresponding L'homme anne

masses by Morales and Guerrero. Here, the original mode1 by Moraks (Rome: Valerio
and Lui@ Dorico. 1544) was emulated in Guemro's two different rrranusaipt versions

(Biblioteca PUblica Municipal in Oporto, MM 40 and R. Monasterio de Santa Ana in
Avila).29

A close examination of those sources that had an especially imponant impact on a

composer's own progrtss provides useful niethodological toois for tracing the stylistic
development of a genre withùi a partîcular time-fhmwork and for distinguishing unique

The masses by Mordes (books1and II)were performed in Avila during his
tenure as a choirboy (the copies of which were brought to Toledo by Bernardino de
R i r a in 1559 when he becam a chapelmaster in Toledo) as weU as in the German
26

Coiiege.
27 The intexxeiation between these setting is exarriined in Michael Noone,

"The

Techniqes of Victoria in his Paraphrase Masses," 99-156.
28 For a smdy on Victoria's Lamntation, see ûaw,'The Ofleiun Kebabma&e
Sanctue of Tom& Luis de Victoria"and Thomas Rive, 'Victoria's Larzientations
Geremiae: A Cornparison of Cappella Sistina MS 186 wîth the conespondhg portions of
û£fïcium Hebdomdae Sanctae (Rom, 1585)," Anuarib Musical 20 (1965): 179-208.
29 See Owen R a , "Guerrero's L'homme A n d Masses and Their Models, Eady
Music Kiktos, 12 (1993): 19-54.
"

traits characteristic of a group or school of composers.30 The search for conttiuity in
emulating the works by lberian composers by their compatriots is espeaally important in
the quest for defining Spankh traits in Renaissance music. Victoria's aibute to Morales,

nItered in his Missa Ave m ' s stelia and Missa de beatu Maria through the application of
benchmark fkatures established by Josquin, is manifesteci most clearly in the Missa
Gaudemuî, his k t ' b e " parody mass.

a corrimon occmence in the
repertory of moteu and ofttn involved three generation of composers. WoXgang mis, for
example, presented evidence for musical relationships berneen the cornpetitive settuigs of
Cfumubatautem mulier @yPedro de Escobar, Morales, Ceballos) and hter vesribulwn
et altare (PeWosa, Morales,Ceballos, Escobedo). See W. Fds,"Crist6bal de Morales
and the Spanish Tradition," 44-63.
3O The emulation of Spanish modeis was also

CHAPTER IV

The Missa Gwdeurnlcs àr6 and Renaissance Initatio

Parody as the Principal Representation of Renaissance ImiUrtio
Beginning with the post-Josquuiian generation of composers until the end of the
sixteenth century, the practice of bashg compositions on a pre-existent polyphonic piece
became the moa cornmon principle of composition of M a s Ordùiary senings. Despite the

fiequent use of poiyphonic derivation procedures or, perhaps, because the imitation of
rnodels emùraced every aspect of Renaissance fiterature, art, and pNosophy, this

technique of composition did not receive much attention in the writîngs of music theorists.
While some writers briefly mention procedures which can be associated widi imitatio such
as borrowing thmes eom a polyphonic composition (Zarlino, 1558). deriving masses

fkom the polyphonic models (Vicentino, 1555), and imitatuig the style of the particular
composers flhctoris, 14771,' there are only a few descriptions of the specific techniques

Zarho refers to thenies or soggefii which were composed fkom m o n than a
single voice of a polyphonie mode1 in Le Whitioni hmmoniche, Monuments of Music and
Music Literature in Facsiniile, Second Series: Music Lhranire 1(1558; f a c s h k r e p ~ t ,
New York: Broude Brothers, 1965), 172. The appropriate passage is translatecl in Oliver
Strunk, Source Reading in Music Histoty (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, hc.,
1950), 231. Nicola Vicentino refers to polyphonidy derivexi masses as "sopra un
Madrigale, & sopra ana C m n e Fiamese, b sopra battagiia" in L'anfica m i c a ridona
alla modema prarrica (Rom, 1555); &S. ed. Edward E. Lowinsky in Documnta
MusicoIogica, Erne Re&: Druckschriftcn-FaksizrnIes 17 (Gssel: Bhnreiter, 1959); this
passage is cited in Orook, Orlando di Lasso's lmitaîion MagnjScas, 148. Johannes
Tnorirk compares his emulation of the style of a puiodrepresented by Dunstable, Dufay,
Binchois and Ockeghem with Virgil irriitatkig Homr in Es Liber de me contrapunefi
(The A n of Cowirerpoint) of 1477; translated and e d k d by AIbert Seay, Musicological
Smdies and Docaments, no. 5 ( A m Mtute of Musicology, 1961), 14-15. A

involved in the bonowing process. Althoagh the Ragiomento àï Mwica (1588) by
Pietro POMO and the El melopeo y maestro (1613) by Pedro Cerone, which was
infiuenced by it, do not aiways use the term imitatio, they include useful descriptions of
the borrowing mthods associated with the

parody rnass.2 The coniments and

recormnendations regarding the use of pre-existent polyphonie material are also found in
the didactic work R e m musicam opuscuim r a m

of 1532 by Johann Frosch and,

most of ali, in the important treatise Muricapoetica of 1606 by Joachim Bufmeister.3
While the above theorists recognized some aspects of the emulation and

elaborahon of a polyphonie composition and eventually formulateci the conventions of the
parody mas, they seldom referred to any specinc techniques of modeling used in paralle1
compositions baseù on the same text or during the process of rernodeiing a composition

for d8krent use. Since these techniques became a part of the general musical upb~ging
and compositional process of a Renaissance corriposer, they can provide useful tools in
andyzing Victoria's procedures in the two (manuscript and printed) versions of his M i m

Gaudeamus.In addition to descriptions of the bonowing techniques in mu& treatises, the

examination of the Gaudeamus parody mass wiil also take under consideration a few

discussion on Tinctoris' famous remks cm be found in Meconi, 'Tloes Imitatio Exist?,"
163-65and Brown, "Emulation,Cornpetition, and Hornage," 41-42.
Pietro Pontio, Ragionamento di M&ca (Parma, 1588); facsimüe reprint in
Documenta Musicologica, Erste Reihe: Dnickschriften-Faksirriiles16 (Kassek Biknreiter,
1959), 154-157, and Idem, Dialogo, ove si Ratta della theorica e pranica di musica
(Panna, 1595). The famous twelve niles to be observed in composing a mass are put
forward by Pedro Cerone in his El melopeo y maestro (Naples, 1613), 686-687;naaslated
in Stninlc, Source Reudïngs, 265-270 and exaniined in Lockwood, 'Th 'Parody' as Term
and Concep&"567-75.
3 Johann Frosch in R e m musicamnt opusculm ranun of 1532 (see Monuments
of Music and Music Literature in Facsîmile, 2* series: Music Literature, no. 39, New
York, Broude Brothus, 1967) implies that the study and application of the music of
established masen by the use of a notebook consisted an iqonant part of leaming the
craft of composition by stuclents and young coqosers. For a dennition and description of
musicalhitatio by.Joachim Burmeister in the finai chapter (De imittztione) of his Mzisica
poetica .Fiitionibus et divisr'onibus brmler dklineata (Rostock, 1606,74-6), see a
f a c s h k edirion by Martin Ruhnke?hteniationale GeseIlschaft fiir Musikwissenschaft,
Documenta mrisicologica, Erste Reihe: Druckschriften Fakshdes, no. 10 (Kas&, 1955).

practicai descriptions involved in a process of imitatio in the composition of Latin prose
which are transnntted in the rhetorical and educational (panicularly by Jesuits) matises of
the period.4

The third mass in the Toledo musCnpt, Misa Gaudeam~.~
d6, is based on

Crist6bal de Morales' motet Jubilate Deo omis terra d 6 in two parts - a festal motet
composed for the Nice peace parley of 1538.5 The M i m Gaudeamus represents a type of
polyphonicaily denved "imita~on" mass (as defined by Burkholder) that pnserves a
structural tenor of its modeL6 M o , since diis composition is one of Victoria's early
parody masses (fbst published in the 1576 book), it exemplifies a didactic facet of imitario
(as put forward by Wegman) that faciiitated the process of learning the art of musical

composition by studying and idtating the works of established rnasters. Victoria's Missa
Gaudeamus

&O

meets the nquirements of a mon narrowly definecl imitaho (by

Lockwood) which refers to the application of contrapunral imitation (fuga). Fmally, this

m a s can be related to classical theories of rhetorical imitatio by extending its techniques
of bonowing and aansformation of the model's material to the emuIaîion of the style of its
mode1 (Perkins).

4 Victoria, king tIiUned in the German C o e e in Rome, certainly was acquainted
with Jesuit methods of ieaming both grammar and composition through imitano. For
information about training mthods used in the German Cdege s e t Culley, Jesur'ts and
Music,70-76.For a compnhensîve description of the concept of imitatio as pnsented in
contemporary rhetorical and educational tfeatises including those by Juan Luis Vives,
Phi@ Melanchthon, and Ledesma Erasmus see Fromson, "A Con.ction of Rhetoric and
Music," 208-245; and for the discussion of the teaching methods of Vives see WîUhm Ii.
Woodward, Shuües in Education during the Age of ReMissance, 14004600, Qassics in
Education 32 (Cambridge, 1906; repr. New York, 1967), 180-210.
The MLssa G & ~ I C Tbelongs to a group of masses based on a motet by an
other composer. Other source motets for Victoria's masses are Simile est regnwn.
Guerrero's Sepmagesrnia motet d4 published in 1570. and Swge propera. Palestrina's
Viitation motet d4 published in 1563.
For the bibliogmphical citation of the articles by Burkholder and other authon
nrntioned in this paragraph see fooaiotes 50.5 1, and 52 in Chqter 1of this st~dy.

The M W Gaziuèamus d6 is very closely related to its mode1 in that every
important phrase nom the motet is referred to in the massl Bonowing includes a wide

range of motivic and structurai modeling. It ranges fkom linear note-for-note quotation to
manipulation of prHnary and secondary motivic material in vmious contrapuntal

relationships, £tom bomwing of contrapuntal configurations between two voices to
nanspianting of the large and clearly recognizable polyphonie segments, and &om
emulating the prominent opening or closing sections to adopting fundamental principles of
the interna1 organization.

In order to examine the différences between the two versions of the rnass (Toledo

manuscript and Venetian print of 1576), it is essential to place them in the context of
Victoria's parody procedures, which ultimately represent one of the most important faceu
of Renaissance irnitatio.8 This chapter wili examine those techniques of imitatio applied
by Victoria in the Missa Garrdewnus which are relevant to o u . understanding of

estabiished canons of parody mass and, on a different level, to the process of revision as
weiL However, before examining Victoria's mthods of bonowing and reworkuig
procedures used in both versions of the Missa Gaudeamur, it is necessary for us (as it was
for the composer) to "skiKully examine an exexemplary work through analysis" and becorne
acquainted with the materid of the mode1 by studying 'SB component parts, structure and
argwnent," that is, its contrapuntal and modal content? The mdel or "exemplary
that Win be now analyzed is Modes' Jubilate De0 motet.

Patrick Brill's statistical analysis în the three masses fiom the
publication, newly composed music accounts for oniy about 8% of the total text segments.
This perceotage drasticaily inmeases in the Vitoria's later masses: to 18.5%in the tfaee
masses of 1583,34 8 in four rriasses of 1592, and 43.7% in four masses of 1600. See
BdI, ''The Parody Masses of Tor& Luis de Victoria,"163,252,363, and 492.
POMObelEeved that imitatib shouM be ressicted to the mass and ricercar only
(Pontio, Didogo, 45). Bunmister in 1606 (Mwica poericn, 74-6) n f e d to pamdy mass
as a type of irriitating of the specific exemplary work as imiratio by species. The didactic
fûnction of imitado is also put fornard in the writings of Lodovico Zacconi in the
Prattica di murica seconda pane (Venice, 1622;npr. Bologna. 1967).
9 Followhg the advice given by Bumeister who defied imitatio as "the study and
attempt to faShion our musical songs accordhg to exerrrpiary works M
y examinecl
7 According to

Aoalgsis of the Mode1 Jubürrte Deo by Cristobai Morales
As illustrated in Table 4.1, the jubilant text of the prima pars calls for music

praising the Lord for a peace treaty between feuding monarchs, and the seciuida pars

projecting a series of laudatory exclamations dîrected speciffcaily to the pope (Paul III),

emperor (Charles V), and king (Francis I).lO The ovo sections of the motet are molded
together by the rejoicing "Gaudemd incipit based on the six-note Dorian motive. This

motive, taken fiom the beginning of the Introit appropriate to the Feast of the
Assumption, is tramposed in the motet to F-G-G-D-E fiat-D (Example 4.1)."

Example 4.1: G ~ & ~ L motive
cT

Gau

-

-
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-

-

-
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-

through analysis" (Musica poerica, 74 and that by a Jesuit writer Iams Ledesrria who in
his educational treatkeRario studionun (1560-75) insmicts how to imitate a Ciceronian
orario: 'Take a speech of Ciaro,. ..study its component parts, its structure and argument;
then on a siniilar h e m , compose an oration in close iniitation of his exordium, nazration,
confnmation, figures, tropes, etc." TratlSlation of these passages is taken h m Fromson,
"A Conjunction of Rhetoric and Music," 239 and 241.
10 For the m o n of the Jubilate Deo by Morales, see AngEs, Cristobdi de
Mordes. Opera Omnia, Motets, VOL 2, MME 13: 184-191, anci for the edition of the
prïnted v d o n of Victoria's Missa Gaudemnu~,see MME 25: 1-30.
The Introït chant Gaudewnus omns in Domino was set for several feasts of the
BIessed Vngin CmcIuding its later adaptations in ûur Lady of Mount Carniel and the
Solemnity of the Moa Holy Rosary). IncidentaIly, the haoductoxy motive is identical wïth
the beghdng of the Lnnoit Rorate Cœli and OffértoryJubilate Deo. miversa terra.

niis brief m1odic unit, treated as the soggetto o s t i ~ t o is
, reiterated eighteen

h

s altogethu.12 These successive repetitions, interspersed with rests, are confined to

one voice (Tenor 1c W the quintw in the Venetian print) and always occur on the same
pitch. Eight of them are assigned to the first part of the motet and ten to the second part,
with reduced tirne values for the Iast six statements.

Composus of the sixteenth century showed a great fondness for soggeno ostinato
as the principal elemnt binding the polyphonie structure for motets as well as masses,
especially, when the composition was associated with sogeno cmato.13 At the tirne when
strict canlusfimrus masses with a compIete chant in the tenor had gone out of faShion and

composers incnasligly relieci on the symbolic incipits of the plah chants, this form of

organization provided a mctufal piilar around which other h l y invented voices could
be entwined. This unaying device was

&O

used in othcr motets by Morales14 and other

Spanish composers such as Juan Esquivel Guemro, and Victoria It

&O

was used in

Josquin's Missa Gaudeamus.
The two partes of this festai motet can be W e d according to textual phrases

(eight in the prima and eleven in the secunda pars). Each new incise in the motet text
gives rise to a new point of imitation This fiindamental compositional unit is created in

mutuai interrelation with the structural o s t i ~ t oThe
. two panes are related to each other

l2 This procedure, d&ed h m the medieval isoperiodic technique, was usually
idennfied as color and it was reférred to for the h
t t ï m as ostinato in Documenn'
mmonici of 1687 by Ange10 Berardi, See Cf M.E. Columbro, Ostimto Technique in the
Franco-FlemishMotet: 1480-ca. 1562 (PbD. d i s , Case Western Reserve Univ. 19741,
1: 28.
13 Willem Elders discusses m u e n t occurrences of soggeno ostinato ùi motets and
masses of Josquin and other Renaissance cornposen in a context of musical syrnbolism in
Symbolic Scores, Studies in the Music of the Renaissance (Leiden: EJ. Brin, 1994), 6189. Elders also deals with the symbolic application of the ostinato technique in Josquin's
Missa GcLudeamzis (Wp ~ t e in
d Misse Josquin by Petnicci in 1502; edited by Sniijers,
Josquin Werken 12, Missen 3,1927) in Symbolic Scores, 45-60.
14 The constructive plan based on the ostiltclto was also used by Morales in his sixvoice motets Veni Domine et noli tardare and Gaude et laeture Femarîensis civitas, and
in his fie-voice motets Tu es Petna and Emendsnus in melius-

112

not only by the use of the osrinato pattern, but

&O

by the repetition of the rnelodic

motives in the sanie or transformed version.

Table 4.1: Structure of the Jdilate Deo motet by Morales.

SECTION

Rejoiœ in the Lurd, ail ye Iands,
sing ail of p u *
rejoice and make music,
for, persuaded by Pauf
Charles and Francis,
Rinces of the mi&
have reached agreement,
and peace has descended h m EIeaven.
0 happy a s
0 happy P a
O happy Rinces,
who to the Christian people
have festoped peace.
Long live Paul!
Long live Charles!
ViMt CaroIus!
Long Iive Francis!
Vivat Franciscus!
vivant, vivant simul,
Long may they al1 live,
et pacem nobis donent
and may they give us peace
in aetemum!
fot aîi etemity!
Let us rebice.
Gaudemnusmnus

JubiJate Deo omnis terra,
cantate omnes,
jubilate et psallite,
quoniam, suadente Pauio,
Carolus et Franciscus,
Principes m e
convenemt in unum,
et pax de caelo descendit,
O feiix aetas,
O felix Paule,
O vas feüces Principes,
qui christiano populo
pacem tradidistis*
Vivat Paulus!

?

The numbcr of temal phrases in the prima pars fits exactly the number of the
entries of the ostinato where eight textual phrases equal eight statements of the ostinato,
and in the secundo pars eleven textual phrases are accommodated to ten staternents of the
ostinato. However, in order to preserve semantic unity betweem two phrases or to
accommodate text repetitions, the points of hiration are not synchronizcd with the entries
of the ostr'm~oin any rigorous pattern. This &xibIe reiationsiip between the bomwed

mlody and overhpping entries of motives in multiple mialler contrapuntal mîts within

and berneen points of imitation results in very flexiib~etextures ranghg fkom dense to
more transparent sonorities. As in many other motets by coqosers fiom the post-Josquin
generation, the structure of the motet can be discemed by a varïety of indicators such as

changes in

texture,

introduction of new motivic mataid, and cadential articulation-

Although the structure of the motet is unique to the

text

syntax of th& particular

composition, it play a sigscant role in the stmcnual modehg of Victoria's mas. In
order to assûr the discussion of Victoria's method of borrowing in the Missa Gazideamus,
the focus is directed on those main ceszuue in the prVna and seconda pars that are cleariy

discernibIe by f o d cadences with suspension and by texturai rrians.
As shawn in Table 4.1, each of the panes contains three or fou. large

contrapuntal segments, respectively, that are outlined by cadences on G, D and B £late
These represent the pivotal pitches that establish tonal centers in the aansposed
Hypodorian (mode 2 with B fiat). The caduice on G, the final Vmiis) of the mode,
naniraly' is featured prominently in the entire motet. However, a modal flow in the prima

pars is &O directeci towards the cadences on D, the confinal When D appean as the

fourth below G it outlines the species of founh sol-re (G-D) of the plagal mode. The
secunda pars brings also forward the cadences on B fiat, which point to the repercussion

re-fa (G-Bfiat).ls The prediection for tonal centers on these pitches is additionally

emphasued by the hct that each of the entries of the ostinato figure in the prima pars is
harmonized by a D chord; and, in the secunda pars, four of the entries are harmonized by

a B 5 t chord. Although the ostinaro clearly defines a Dorian modal structure, the melodic
character of the free voices with their different cadencing patterns define the o v d

Hypodorian moddity of the work. This constant interplay of authentic and plagal qualities
of the same mode, dows Morales and, consequently, Victoria a mon diversifid

interpretation of this mode.

In the Jubilate Deo the plagal mode is connmrd not only by the ranges of the
voices (the canncs moves in the range between d' (c-b in the cadential tam) and d", but
also by the use of a "normal7' (as opposed to "chiavete") combination of clef (Cl,Q, C3,

--

.

-

-

-

is The temi npercussion (repercussîo)reférs to the characteristic interval betwcen
the finaland the tenor (recleing note); for a definition of repercussio, repercwsa, and
confinal as the modal mdicators, see Miguel A. Roig-Francoii, 'Wodal Paradigms in
- *
Mdmmeth-centurySpanish Imtmmntai Composition," 249-291-

C4, and F3)P The mlodic outline of the focal motives of the motet provides an

additional modal indifator. The beginning of the Jubilate Deo motet i s formed fkom the

two interlockhg modal patterns: one starhg on A (a point of imitation on the Jubilate
motive), and the other on F (Gaudeamus ostimto), which bring forward both authentic

and plagai aspects of the Dorian mode (Example 4.2). In the prima pars the cadences are
often concealed, creating the e&t

of a c o n ~ u o u sflow of melodic lines. This is m e ,

especially, in the narrative-in-character begkinl>g of the motet where the stable ostimto
pattern allows Morales to deiay the stmng cadence on G until the end of Section 1 of the
primo pars. As is usual in motets in two panes, the thick contrapuntal web of the prima

purs changes to a sinipler texture of the secwida pars.
Accordhg to Joachim Burmeister, the German theorist who fkt providecl a
description of musical imitario, the imitation of a specific mode1 involved borrowing
individual melodic ideas (sententie) and longer musical segments (periodi)." The

exmination of the smtenriae are pivotal to understanding Victoria's methods of
reworking n o m the model in general, and consequently to grasping tix essence of the
revisions between the two versions of the work. Table 4.2 catalogues the motives which

provide essential building blocks for Mordes' imitative motet and, hence. for Victoria's
Missa Gaudeamus.18 In addition, Table 4.3 provides a graphicd illustration of

conaapuntal intenelafion betwwn these esseneal motives at the beginnings of the major

There is some disagreement among schoiars whether Renaissance mode pairs
should be disthguished as authentic and plagal by the range of the modally niling voices
(Meier, The mode of classical vocal po&pyphony, 47-88) or they should be amted a unit as
Gesmtmodut (Car1 DaNhaus, Die Musivorschwg 29,1976,300-303).
17Bunmister, Mwica poerica, 74-6;for the explanation of Bumister's tp
a n s see
Fromson, "A Conjuntion of Rhetoric and Music," 238-39;and Ciaude V. Palisca, "Ut
orutona murica: The Rhetoricat Basis of MuScal ManneriSm," in The Meaning of
MamerLmi, ed. Franldin W . Robinson and Stephen G.Nichok (Hanover, NB, 1972)-37l6

65.
l8 Brill ïdentifk all of the motives h m the source motet and records their
appearances throughout Victoria's miss. See B d , 'The Parody Masses," 93-129.

Table 42: Melodic motives in the Jubilate Deo motet
Secundapan
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Table 4 3 : Cornparison ofvoice entries in Morales'Jubilate Deo
and Victoria'sMisssa Gaudeamus
1

1
1

Legend:
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Jubilate motive

-----.
.

L

Prima pars

I

-

.
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Gaudeamus osîinato
Jubïiate secondary (Kyrie) motive
Derivatives of Juùilate motive
O feiiicantate motive

Jubilare De0

Secunda pars

P R I M 1576

MS B. 30

KYRIE I

GLORIA (Etin tcnal

Table 4.3: Cornparison of voice entries in Morales'Jubilare Deo
and Victoria'sMIssa Gaudeamus
(Qui

CREDO (Et in Spirihim Sanctum)

AGNUS DEI I

A

subdivisions of the mas. This graph also displays initial pitches which, by establishing

intervals ofimitatioo,define the modal space of the composition.
Spanish theorists of the late Renaissance stressed that the chief method of
construction of the masses based upon pre-existent material relied on melodic lines rather

than complete textures. This motivic aspect in the process of parody is especially evident

in the parody masses of Morales, Guerrero, and ViMnco.B Therefore, the discussion on
- -

--

-

* Stevenson refers to the masses of Mordes and Guerrero, which use the
technique of borrowing a single Iuie f h m the polyphonie modei, as permutation masses

Victoria's bonowing procedures in the Missa Gaulemur wili be organized amund the
pertinent motives fiom the modeL AU of the main mlodic ideas, introdud by Morales at
the beglining of the prima pars, are reintroduced in multiple forms and are subjected to
re-working in d.Eérent conaapuntal contexts in the subsequent sections of the motet.
Victoria takes ftom the model these individual phrases either in the onginal
polyphonie cornplex for reworhg and expansion or places them in new contrapunral

combinations with différent counterpoints. Besides the pivotal Gaideamas and Jubilate
motives, Victoria borrows extensively from the subsidiary miodic ideas: the Jubilate
secondary motive, contatel0 felk motive and a i l of the motives connected with the word
"peace," such as et par, ppocem trudidistisJand et pacem nobis donet. Victoria relates to
the primary motives and their aansformations on a variety of Ievels ranging nom

stnictwai, rnelodic, conmpuntal, and modal Wty to the rhetoric and symbolic
associations. In short, Victoria aeats the motet as a masure chest kom which he k l y
draws di his melodic ideas and exploits their contrapuntal possLbXJIties in a new context of

the mass- Two of these musical ideas, the Goudeamu ostinato and the Jubilate head
motive, wiii be exarriined to a greater extent since they define the charmer of the entire
mass in t e m of its melodic, modal, and structural content. Exafzl~Ie4.2 shows these two

motives in a contrapuntal relationship at the beginning of the Jubilate Deo motet This is
die most important segment of the mode1 because, accordhg to humanistic teachings, the

exordiwn projects the desired effect of the whole work and, therefore, should be ex-ed

fis@'
(Spanish Cathedra2 Music, 199). For a description of permutation techniques in Vivanco 's
Missa O quam suavis es and a cornparison of the compositional techniques by Vivanco
with the naremnu of latt sixteenth-cennirySpanish theorists (Ramos de Pmja,
Francisco de Salinas and Cerone) see Arias, "The Masses of Sebastian de Vivanco," 96-97
and 115-14820 We c m find a direct analogy of this fûnction in the rhetorical imitatr'o.
According to Vives (De tradendrs dr'sciplinlF, 1531) the openhg section (exordiwn)
should imitate e&ct ofits mode1orahon; see Romson, "A Conjuncàon of Rhetoric and
Music," 239-240- For the rhetorical theories of Vives in comection with the Missa Iiber
secundur of Moraks, see Ann Re& "Music and Gramnar Irmtation and W o g y in
Morales and the Spanish Hurnanists," Earfy Music Hisrory 6 (1986): 227-43.

Example 43: The opening of the Jubilate Deo motet and Kyrie 1
a) J u b W

Deo

Example 4 2 e con^)
b) Print 1576 Kyrie 1, beginning

C)

MS B30 Kyrie 1, beginning

The Role of the Gaudeamus Ostinato in Structural Modeling
The Gaudemur ostinato (TI in the motet and AII in the mas) is intoned a step
below the final and then leaps up a fZih kom the final to the confinal with fa sopra la

formula Its rnelodic shape represents all of the characteristic féatures of the opening
motive in chants in mode 1. In the motet as well as in the rnass, it is presented in the
customary transposition a fourth upward (FGGDE fiat D).

On the structural level, the Gaudemus as soggeno ostinato facilitates a large-scaie
plaMmg of the motet and consequently the m a s in both the manuscript and printed

versions. The ostinato is pnsent in ali sections of the mass except the Chn'sre and Domine
Deus ht, and in the Cmcijkus and Benedicm it is stated ody once at the cadence.21 Its

symbolic connection to the mdel is kept by preserwig the textual incipit "Gaudeamus" in
die first statemnt of the Kyrie 1, the last statement of the Gloria, the two canonic voices

in the Agnus II of both versions, and, also, in the Sanctus of the manusrript version. In the

rem of the mass the ostinato-bearing voices are acconmdated to litmgical words.
Victoria adapts the syntactic structure of the ostinato to the requirements of each

movement of the mass. Whik in the motet the note values of the ostimto never change
(except for the reduction in the s e c d pars), nom the begirining of the Gloria through

the rest of the rnass Victoria intmdilces innumerable rhythmic transformations. Adjusting
of the ostz*ruzroto the verbal rhythm and length of the phrases of rnass text allows Victoria
to blend it into the dense ~ e - v o i c etextures.
In the motet the osrinoto is always separated by rests. In the mas, however, the

ostinuto natements are sornetimes interspersecl with other m o t ~ material
c
which anows

for a direct contrapuntal relationship between all voices of the polyphonie fabnc. This
-

In the printed version, the ostinato appean 3 times each in both the Kjmïe 1 and
II, 18 tunes in the G l o d 26 t m s in the Credo. In the Sanctus motives appean 10 t h s
(3 in Sanctus, 3 in Pleai, 1 in Benedicm, 3 in Hosanna I, 3 rimes in the Hososanna Il), 2
t i m s in the Agnus Dei 1, and 5 tùnes in the Agnus Dei IL The manuscript version shows
21

holds m e especially for the printed version in the exordia of the main sections of the
rnass. As iuustrated in Table 4.3, the initial statement of the osîtnato is anticipated by the
imitative presentation of the head motive Jubilate Deo at the beginning of the Credo and
by the secondary Jubilate motive in the Agnus Dei 1. Since in the printed version the

presentation of imitative entries is extended to the ostinato-carrying voice, the fist entry
of the Gaudeamur motive is delayed by three measures in the Credo and by one measun
in the Agnus Dei 1. When compared with the manuscript version of the rnass, the entries of
the osrulato motive are postponed in every movemnt of the p ~ t version;
d
for exampie,

by one semibrevis in the Kyrie 1and 11, by one brevis in the Qui tollis, and by two breves

in the Et Spi&

Sancnun. In alI of these instances, the prhted version shows that

Victoria made a greater effort to use the head motive irrn'tativeely in all the parts and in the
manuscript version he strove for more concise and synchronized ennies.
Aithough in the motet the ostinato was conhed to the s a m internai voice, in the

mass Victoria avoids a restrictive use of the Tenor II as a sole carrier of the ostinato and
involves it in the canonic relationship at the octave (with C II) in the lan c h c t i c
movernent, the seven-voice Agnus II,and occasionally it stimulates the imitation with
other voices. The characteristic melodic features of the ostinato in tum influence motives

in other voices." The ostin~tois presented in all voices except the ~CZSSLCS.
For example, in
the conclusion of both the Kyrie 1 and Gloria the top voice engages in an imitative

anticipation of the finalstatement. Also, in the Gloria and Credo rnovements the motive is
accommodated in ovo other voices, the tenor and aitus I. Occasionally, it is transposed
upward by a fifth to Ç the original pitch of the chant. This change in the pitch Ievel aKows
modal patterns which are outlined by the
Victoria to explore two corrrpk~~lentary

cadencing points on G and D.

an identicai layout of the ostinato except in the new Hosanna I (6 statements), and Gloria
with a shoner " C m Sancto Spintu" c o n c ~ o (17
n statemnts).
For example, in the pMted version see a paraphrase or transformation of 'b~errue
visibilium omniwn (mm 13-17),

Example 43: Credo
a) Rint 1576
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As iIlustrated in Example 4.3, owing to the changes in the initial voice enmes, the

osnnato is placed in a Werent voia and the cantlrr I / . and a l m I/II voices of the
corresponding versions are

&O

reat~anged.This procedure r e d s consistent with

Victoria's niethods of revision m all his works and, consequentiy, with the gened

tendency to use the switchtig of two voices and rearrangement of the entries in fuga as
prevailing rnethods of reworkhg in imitan'o." In th& partïcular example we cm

&O

observe s o m clifferences in voice leading. In the manuscript version, the top voice (CI)
moves in a nanow ambitus of the fourdi (F-Bfiat). In the printed version, Victoria breaks
the smooth voice leading by eqhasizing a cadential smitonwn modi formula (D-C#-D)

in the cuntur II (m 60) which clearly anticipates the cadential formula in the altus II.

Another attempt to relate voices to each other involves the rhythmic anticipation of the
dotted rhythm in the tenor voice (m 62) which here provides an illusion of contrapuntal

independence. Thiç parçicular example also shows different solutions for tem underlay and
onarnentation in alm voices.

In generai, there is no fundamental Merence between the manuscript and printed
versions in the matment of the ostinafo motive, A few variants in note values and
rhythniic pattems resdt nom the changes made to the contrapuntal writing in the other

voices. In sum, Victoria imitated the principal formal plan of the model; however, the new
context of the Mass gave hirn an oppo~unityto invent as many rhythic versions of
ostinato as possible to accommodate new and expanded contrapuntal ideas aom the

modeL This technique of expansion fiom the model to the altemate versions of the mass in
one particular point of imitation or in a large-scaie fomal layout may be paraliekd to one
of the important rhetoncal strategies referred to as ampiifi~an'o?~

Zacconi desmis the fonowing tecimQues of Mitario which brhg a variety to
a composition: "cmnbio delle pani" (exchangîng enmes). "isminuitione, ed
accrescimento delle pause (shortenkg or kngthening rests), and "di cavarne un'aftra
pane M e pd ongindi" (adhg another voice to the point of imitation); see James
Haar, "A Sixteenth-CenmyAnempt at MuSc Criticism," 198.
24 Quintïh, Imtitutiû oratona, Book
26-29. For views on wnpl@cario
and mido according to Erasmus (De copia, 1512) see Fromson, "A Conjunction of
Rhetoric and Music," p. 242.

Multiple Functions of the Head Motive JubiZuîe Deo
While the Gaudeaniur motive, in its authentic fomi of mode 1, piays an essential

role in the structural organization of Victoria's mas, the head motive Jubilate Deo
provides essential materid for melodic and conaapuntal rnodeling as weil as an important
unifyiagelement. On the fbm modal base of the ostinato, Morales creates a less stable, but

more fiemile mlody which operates in a plagd territory of the mode? This motive
appears to be suitable for the interrelation not only with the ostimto, but also with other
counterpoints invented by both Molales and Victoria. Although the head motive seerns to
be hspired by the ostinato motive (especially, the semîtone E flat-D), Morales gives it a

unique charmer. It resembles a type of a chant melody which stans on a whole tom
above the finalis and only reluctantly reaches the cadentid G (see the canm in Example
4.2a). In the absence of a characteristic species of a fourth, the plagal quality of this

motive is achieved by designing its melodic activity within the range d'-b h t ' (the top
voice range), the initiai descending motion and, in the polyphonie context, by planning the
tond center of the f h t large compositionai unit on D @fore the first important cadence
on G is reached in m 21).
This head theme on Jubilate Deo holds a certain unifyig function because it

reappears throughout the motet, in the prima p a s on "can~a~e"
(Bassus: 14/15) and in

the secunda pars on "qui christiuno populo" (B: 85-86), "Vivat Carolus!" (AI1 and B:

LM-107). and in the conclusion "in aerernwn" where the motive is alluded to in the bas.

This u w g function is presuved by Victoria, since the Jubilate motive becomes the
m s t important rnelodic idea used in the Gazuieamus xnass. Therefore, it is apparent that
Victoria emulated not only the motMc material of the model but a pNicip1e of Morales'
compostional technique as weIL

This type of juxtaposition of the stable chant melody and a less stable
cornterpoint, which we have already obsemd in Morales' Ave MmLs scella rnass (Chapter
II), is often exploited to generate a distinctive modalprofile in his compositions.

The head motm Jubilate Deo is used at the openings of dl of the principal
movements as well as in a few subordhate sections in both versions. cable 4.3 records its
occumnces at the beginning of major sections).26 The dismiution of this motive bows to
the colrimon practice, defined by Pietro Ponzio and Pedro Cerone, of beginning each
major division of the Ordinary with the material 50m motet's opening.27 According to

fundamental principles of imitutio, the appearance of this motive at the beginning of the
composition c1eariy announces the aihnce of the mass to the mode1 and its strong
presence throughout the entire rnass projects a desired mood of the whole composition.
The Jubilate motive Y used to mark other strategic points in the mass such as the

"Domine Deus" mo. precedhg the customary dmsion of the Gloria at "Qui rollid' or in
the conclusion of the m a s on the words 'dona nobis pacem. As in the motet, the Jubifate

in the mass r e m s also in the middle of the movement; for example, in the Credo on
"ante omnia saeda" where it

is harrmnized by the renmining voices with the CII-B m

paralle1 tenths. The Jubiiute Deo motive assumes an important forrnal significance,
especiaily in the h e movemnu without the ostinato.
From a i l of the rnass movements, the most indebted to the Jubilate Deo motive is
Hosanna 1written by Victoria especially for the manuscïipt source. The printed version of
the fim Hosanna is very concise because it is accommodated to the preceding four-voice
Pleni s u t . In the manuscript version the corresponding polyphonie segment @ d ton the
final ostinato statemnt) is reserved for M e r ~ p e h t i o nof~ "gloria W instcad. This

new six-voice Hosanna in a @le mter (mscriibed in Ewmple 4.4) brings a desirable
varïety in texture between the two four-voice sections Pleni sunt and Benedictzis. Afru
the initial h ~ m o r h exclamation,
~ c
the lubilate motive is presented in imitation by all

vo-

fl-CI-AII-CII-AI-CI ) except the bass, which is excluded fiom this "fkntasy'' on

the motive in order to provide a stable background on B fiat before reaching thefülaiis on

G.hdeed, if Victoria made a reduction in length in the Sanctus, it would indicate that
z6 Smiilar relationship can be seen in Victoria's Swge propera of 1583which is
based on the motet by PaIestrina.

127
printed version is later, because in the second Parr of the century thue was a tendency to

shorten this panicular movemnt in order to incorporate the performance of the motet28
But, it is quite possiik, that this type of the reduction was made by an editor.
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27 Ponti~,Rogionumento (1588), 156; Cerone, E[ Meiopeo (1613). t
ram.in
Stnuik, Source Reodings in Music History, 267.
28 LOckWOod. The Counter-R@onnan'onand the Masses of Vincenu, R@o, 17374.
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Incorporation of the Subsidiary Motives from the Jubüate Deo Motet
According to comrnon practice, the head motive fiom the source is always used in
combination with different counter-melodies which codd either be drawn fkom a
subsidiary motive of the mode1 or fkely invented.29 The most important counterpoint in

Victoria's mass is the second motive on the

t e a Jubilate Deo.

This secondary J~&ilute

motive (Table 4.2b) is f
h
timplied in the motet at the second repetition of the 'Yubilate

Deo" textual phrase (Example 4.2a, nrm 8-9) and restated iater on in the prima pars in
the point of imitation on "Principesterrae" (mm 38-42) and evennially used as a iïnk to
the final section of the prima p m on "et pm & caelo" (m 51). in the mass this idea

appears for the h

t tirne at the beginning of the Kyrie (hereafter referred as Kyrie motive),

but it is then used in h e l y ~ransfonnedguises throughout the mass.

In the KHe 1 (Example 4.2b and c), Victoria constructs the initial point of
imitation on the Jubilate head motive (CI. T, and B) and the Kyrie motive (CII and AI)
which is derived fiom the secondary Jubilate motive. As far as the dismiution of the
voice parts is concemed, in the mass the fiamhg voices (CI and B) and the tenor are
modeled exactly on the voices nom the motet. As expected in the parody mas, other
voices enter in difirent order and tmie interval than those in the source. The nianuscript
version appears to show more simhdy to the mode1 by preserving the same r h w c
values of the head motive. The only Merence found in the p ~ t e version
d
is the insertion
of a me10dic turn (m5) recalling the Juoilate motive nght before the fist statement of the
ostinato. In order to kilitate the muitipie text repetitions, the voice entries found in the
subsequent point of imitation are presented in combination with new counterpoints (e-g.,
see the inversion in the tenor, mm 8 and L 1).
Smce the core of the Jubilate secondary motive consists of a rishg third and a
descendkg second, it is used throughout the mass in many guises. For instance, Victoria

often expands the namw plagal range ofits rriain version by attaching difterent extensions
29 In the view of Cerone, the more use the composer makes of motives h m the
rest of the modeI, the better the elaboration in the M a s (Rule6).

to it. It also assumes an important bmding function, because it appears in combination with
di&rentiy spaced and tirneci en&

of the Jubilate primary motive in the outer rnovements

of the mas: Kyrie 1, Christe, Kyrie II, Agnus Dei 1 and Agnus Dei II (inits combineci

form with the Nt aetenuun motive). Victoria

&O

assigns the Kyrie motive to other

sections of the rriass. For example, it becornes a sole imitative motive in the conclusion of

the four-voice Crucifixus (e.g., on "el i t e m ventuw,'' mm 143-45, and "et propter
nostram,"

nnn 73-74), the Dominus Deus trio, and t is used as a part of the opening

stmcture of the Qui tollis peccata m u d i .

Example 4.5: Domine Deus
a) Print 1576

Example 4.5, showing the beginnuig of the three-voice Domine Deus, illustrates a
rypical diffacnce in contrapuntai approach in the head motive. In the printed version, a

more extended point of Emtation fiditates niteration of a k I y paraphrased K m
motive in the bass whkh provides a counterpoint for the staggered e n d s of the Jiibilnre
motive in the tsvo upper voices. In the manuscript, the begiiiping is more econorriical

because the J ' i l m e motive enters only in one voice.

The next important rnotivic idea or rather group of ideas eqloyed extensively in
Victoria's mass are those based on the characteristic downward skip of a fourth (GD)
which defies the plagal quality of Morales' motet The cantate motive (Table 4 2 ) is

announced for the h t tirne in the primo pars at the opening of the second point of
imitarion and k c o m s an essential stmcturing agent in the entire section V at the
beginning of the secondn pars (O f e k motive in Table 4 2 ) . By using the same motivic
idea in two di&ent contrapuntal contexts, Morales implies the textual connection

between an invitation for singing durlig such a jo yous occasion ("sing ail of you") and the

reai Song realized in direct exclamations to t
k three d e n .
Although the cantate/O felUc motive is used in imitation, it is also repeated four
times in the bass (with m e n n t endings to the pattern) as the second ostinato. Its disjunct

qualïty and location in the lowest voice makes it suitable for directing a modal fiow
towards the strong cadence on G which deiineates the first large segment of the secunda
pars. Victoria borrows this compositional p ~ c i p l ein various sections in the mass

(Example 4.6). Ixnitating longer conmpuntal segments @eriodi in Burmeister's

temhoiogy) repnsents one of the denning points in hking imitario principles to the
parody mas. The ten-masure polyphonie

strucnire (mm

65-74 in the motet), based on

two staternents of the motive, is fkst quoted at the beginning of the E t incarnatus which
conforms to a standard practice of setting this section with the material of the sec&

pars. The niaterial is accomodated with the usual voice reanangement and new
contrapuntal elisions connecting adjacent phrases. Both venions use the same material;
however, the entries of the two altus voices are switched
The same type of bonowing is applied towards the end of the Credo C'qui locuhubaptl'snza") where the entire section V k m the motet (19 masiires) is tmmfkmed. This

tirne, however, the motive iW and the accoqmying cornterpoints receive radical
rhythrrBc transformation to achieve a Mer pace and a mort varicd texture. Both Cerone

Example 4.6: The beghnhg of the sec& pars of the motet and
comsponding sections in the mass.
Jubilute Deo
Ife
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and Zacconi acknowledge the need to compose a new piece that resembles the model;
however, they stress the miportance of r e m m g original and providing variety to the
movements,

Example 4.7: Hosanna II, concIusion
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The next substantial section that is modeied on the two statements of the O felk
neras is the be-g
of Hosanna II (mm 34-44). The close relationship between the
joyous O felk phrases in the mode1 and the text of the H o s m is most obvious Li the fact
that Victoria retains a simple texture of the secunda pars of the motet and plays upon the
dotted rhythm, which c u a o d y depicted a joyous text. While the readings at the
beginning of this rnovement are the s a m in both manuscript and printed versions, the
daferences at its conclusion (Example 4.7) are lurrited to voice exchange, omamentation,

and minor xhythmic adjus~nents.
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The cantute/Ofelix pattern fiable 4.2 c and k) consisting of two downward skips
of the fourth and, in its entire shape, outlining the h t d of fBh, gives rise to many other

motivic ideas and provides a vehicle for exploring different tonal nuances inherent in the
operating Dorian mode. The relations between the downward skip of the nfth (G-C)
and
its tonal answer the fourth (C-G) are, for example, played upon by Morales in the point of
imitation based on the rhythnncally distinct interjection on the third Jubilate motive (Table
2.4 e) which concludes the f b t large section of the prima pars (mm 16-17). This type of

motin combines both melodic (as an agent in a point of imitation) and harmonie function

(as a stable lowest voice definhg a tonal elmiint in a mode) and, therefon, can be
successfully used with a variety of counterpoints. This duality and fiexibility is present in
many motives created by Morales in the motet and successfully exploited by Victoria in
the mass. The bass pattern supporting a point of imitation on "jubilateet psalite" phrase
becoms ofren used in the Credo, e.g. on "unigenitmz" (illustratecl in Example 4.8) or on

"et ezrpecro" (mm 227-235 in the p ~ t ) Another
.
hamwinic progression weD used in the
rnass is the point of imitation on "convenenmt in u n m " (Example 4-93.This entire
contrapuntal unit is chosen by Victoria to accommodate the textual uits on "miserere
nobis" in both the Gloria (Exampk4.10) and the last phrase in the Agnus Dei I (m 32-

38). The sarne harmonic progression with an even mre flexitble treatment of the
cornterpoints is also used in Gloria on "quoniam tu soluf sanctus" (m 108-113) and in a

paraphrasecl version in Et in Spinhm Sanctzun (Example

4.9b).30

In these and other

instances of reworking of the pre-existent passages based on one unit of the text, Victoria
usually adheres to the bass voice the main function of which is to define a tonal center.

Consequently, old textures and counterpoints are discarded and new voice relationships

between borrowed motives are establishd31

The repetitiow of hanmnic blocks became one of the characteristic
composicional traits in Victoria's later polychord masses. For the Iûtings of the same
harmonic pattern used by Victoria in his Ave R e g i ~or Pro Victoria masses, see
Stevenson, Sponish Cathedrd Music, 378-379.
31 For another example, see a reworking of a polyphonie complex of the motet (a
30

21) on ''quonim.d e n t e Pauio" in the Gloria (m24) on the words T r o p t e r magnam
g l o k tuam." Hue, Victoria highlights the M o n of one motive by presenthg it in a
homrhythk t e m .

In aii of the above excerpts, the harmonic content of the motives defines the

character of the poiyphonic

&.

At other t i n s , the flow of music is reguiated

exchively by hear relationships. For exampie, the contrapuntal combination at " R a
coelesti.s,Deus Pater ompote/zsJ*in the Gloria is derived n o m the section saturard with
the short mtivic hgments, "Vivat Paulus! Vivat Cmolur! Vivat Fmnciscur! (m 102).

Victoria also telescopes transparent lines of the exclamatory phrase '6suadenfePaulo,
Coroluc et Franciscus" into a densely texnued hgment of the GIOM that sets "suscipe

deprecationem nosttam" (m 88).
While the beginnings of the miss movemnts remain under the spell of the

introductory material of the motet, the conclusions of the various movements relate,
predictably, to the conclusions of the prima or seconda partes of the motet32 Victoria
bows to this convention by closing Kyrie 1 and Gloria ("in gloria Dei Pa-

Amen") with

the extendeci polyphonic section that concludes the prima pars ("et par de coeli

descendit") and the Credo and Sanas sections with the conclusion of the seconda pars.
While the segment on "Amen" bonows the whole seven-rneasure complex basexi on "in

aeternum" (except TII), the cadential comp1ex on "Deus Sabaoth" bonows only the last
three and haIf rneasures h m the source.
W

e the fint -ment

of the ostimto in the Kyrie 1 supports the polyphonic

c o q i e x corresponding to the h t section in the Jubilate Deo motet,the two subsequent
statemnts support moti.c ideas and contrapuntal relations nom the conclusion of the
prima pars. The Et pm de caelo motive, featliNig the outhe of the fourth is de-

fkom the cantate motive flable 4.2j).
In the mas, as one gets closer to the end of the Kyrie I, the part writing and

texture show an increasîng resemblance to the source. Whik in the second section of the

Kyrie 1 the motive is

treated

in a different contrapuutai combination, the third (final)

section conforms a h s t exactly to Morales' part-writing in the final nine measures of the
prima pars (Ewmpk 4.1 1).Typidy for Victoria's parody (seen &O

ar the bepianing of

the Kyrie), the h m b g voices Born the source remah unchanged. AIthough taking into

account switching of the voices, the top canw 1becoms in the rnass the canm II. The
chain of sequences on the et pacem motive ka&

in the canm II of the source is now

replaced by the Gazdeamus osttiato pattern which stays in the imitation with the enw of
its ha1 staternent in the intemal voice. In order to replace the incomplere carnbiatas in the
source, a much mioother part w r i ~ gis chosen for the rnass, with a slightly different

approach to the cadence in its two versions. Whik the printed version preserves the dotted
rhyduns of the et pca motive in an intricate imitation, the manuscript version opts for a

more transparent te-

with only an outline of the motive present. Victoria also takes the

liberty of substituthg p d e l writing in thirds in the two lowest voices of the source by a

more independent voice leadùtg in imitation in a relationship of a fifui. Other Merences
between the printed and manuscript versions are limited here to dif5erences in
ornamentation and text underhy. This nine-measure polyphonie complex is also adopted
in the conclusion of the Gloria to the new texnial phrase start.ing with "Spiritu in gloria;"

however, the printed version is much longex because it re-uses the entire fourteen-measure

segment based on the et pax mothe.

3~ Rule 4 in Cerone's

conventions of parody niass.
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Example 4JO: Qui toiiis peccata mundi
a) Print 1576
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The et pca motive also fiames the h

t

large subdivision of the Gloria While its

appearance in the last point of imitation (Domine Fili) adheres to a convention that places
it at the end of the main subdivisions of the mass, its presence at the beginning of the

Gloria (Er in terra pax) is certainly text inspired Example 4.12 illustrates a version of that

motive in different contrapuntal contexts on ''pacem tradidsn"' in the motet and "et in
t

m pax"

in the mass. As can be seen, the b t note of the motive in Gloria is approached

by a fouRh from below (as in the counterpoint to the motive in the source), placing it with

Jubilate prknary motive. This new contrapuntal relationship establishes the modal level in
the D-Aregion of the Dorian mode.

Example 4.12: Cornparison of motives c o ~ e c t e dwith the word "peace"
Jubilate Deo

Glorïa

Both Morales and Victoria h m a motivic connecrion in all frapnts wociated
with the word "peace" such as "et in terra p a f (and on earth peace), "et pax de coelo
descendit" (and peace has descended), "pacemnadidistif (restored piece). and to a lesser

extent "etpacem nobis donenf' (and may they give us peace). Siniilarly, as in the case of
the Jutrifate prMary and secondary motives, multiple appearances of the et p m motive

serve to provide a un&y in the motet as well as in the extended Credo movement in the
following units: "Et in unwn DomUuun," m 22 (a point of imitation); "in remissionem."

m 215 (bass only); and "et vitam vennvi" mm 235-238 (ia congruence with the Jubilate
motive).

Summary of Differences Between the Two Versions of the Missïz
Gaudeamus

After cornparhg the compositional procedures in the two versions of the MLU(I
Gaudeamus, it is evident that Vitoria shows the s a m attitude toward parody procedures.

Aithough both versions use the same motives, and formal and modal layouts of the pree&hg

work, the inherent flexiiility in borrowing fiom a model dlowed Vîctoria to

display his skills in both vasions in a slightly different mamer* In the printed version,

Victoria maices an effort to integrate parts through imitation and to sustain a more
independent part writing. This strategy often leads to a denser texture and slightly
lengthened passages. In the cornsponding sections of the manuscript version, the

pnference i @en to non-imitative cornterpoint, syripler textures, and voice leadhg in

paralle1 thirds/tenths. We can h d only a féw isoiated instances of a direct ailiance between
the model ami the manuscript rather than the printed version For exatrrpIe, the ostinato of

the Sanctus retains the text of "Gaudeamur" in the manuscript only, and the rhythnnc

patterns used in the head motive of the manuscript version show greater sirrglantïes to the

modeL Also, the use of a simuitaneous counterpoint in the manuscript version appears to

be much closer to Morales' compositiond wrîting. The fact that in the p ~ t e version
d
Victoria chose to anticipate the chant by imitative entries in other voices refiects his desire

to m e r expand and enhance the modeL Except for these few points, there is no
consistent pattern that can be observed to detemine whether or not Victoria's choices for
the manuscript version were motivateci by a conscious desire to emulate the style of the

mode1to a greater extent than he did in the p ~ t e version.
d
As îllustrated in the cornparison of the two versions of the mass, the s y n e principal

techniques of compositional rnodeling used in the approved canon of parody mass were

ofien applied in a process of revision h m one version to the Other. One of the r d
p ~ c i p I e sof bo* rhetorical and musical imitario was to refÏaîn fiom exact copying in

favor of transformation of an idea'in many versions. AI1 of Viktoria's revishg techniques
used in the Missa GllUdemtcr and &O in the other two Marian rrmsses, discussed in the

previous chapters, reniain consistent with the established mthods of rcworking associated
with Renaissance musical imitatio. As far as the compositional techniques are concerned,

there is no fiindamental difference in Victoria's mthods of adapting the polyphonie fabric
kom another composer to his own composition or in the process of revision firom one to
another version of his own work, In both instances, he makes use of the creative

manipulation such as remrangement of the voices in fuga, changing the voice registers or
time interval between the entries, compressing or expanding rnelodic lines, and eiabora~g

a rnodel by the addition of new counterpoinu or ornamental passages. To these, we may
also add exchanging the position of Hosanna 1and II, as seen in the Missa de beata Maria

and Ave mmis stella, and Agnus I and II in the Missa Ave maris stella.
The places mon &ted

by the revisions are the beginnings and endings of the

main sections, and the conaapuntal transitions between points of imitation. In the process
of both borrowing and revision, the rnorivic ideas are k l y transformed, but the bass

progressions are m t e d as the most stable elernent. Although the examination of
techniques associated with a tradition of imitan'o cm only partïally expiain Victoria's
motives for producing different versions of the Missa Gaudeamus, it gives us an insight
into his compositional process involved in the production of different versions of the same
composition

The Nisi Dominus and Victoria's Vespers Psalms
Sources for Victoria's Vespers P s a h

The Nisi Dominus belongs to a group of five psalms for F i and Second Vespers
nquired for aJI Marian feasts, those of other Virgins and fenrale saints as weil as on the

f a t s of the Circumcision and Pur5cation.l Victoria's Nisi Dominus could be performexi

at Vespers s e ~ c e sduring solemn feasts, but its grand polychoral forces, relatively
elaborate arrangement, and symbok treatment of the psalm tone d o w s us to classify it as
a psalm-motet suitable for the performance at

other para-liturgical and occasional

situations. The choice for this particular psalm in the Marian collection is quite deliberate
because Nisi Dominus together with psalrns like Luetatus swn or Lauda Jemafem could
be used at various Marian feasts.
Al1 r e m m g psaims fiom the Marian cursus cm also be found in the "male"

cwsus and other c o m n sequences prescnibed for Sunday Vespers, Dedication of the

Church, Corpus Christi, etc? Since the c m u of five psalrns to be sung at Vespers varies
.

.

..

-. .

-.-.

This sequence is referred to by Kurtmian as the 'Yemaie" or Marian cwsus and
it contains the following psalms: Dùat Dominzis (log), Laudate pueri (112). Laetuw
swn (lX), Nîri Dominur (l26), and La& J e n u d m (147). See JefSrey G. Knrtmian,
Essays on the Monteverdi Mars and Vespersof 1610 (Houson: William Marsh Rice
University,1978). 125.
The "male'' cursus coqrises of DOrit Dominus (log), ConjZtebor zibi,(llO)
Beam vir (Ill), Laudate pueri (1l2), and Luauda Dominum (116). It îs sung in F i
Vespers on aU of the greater feasts of the Temporal cycle, except those of the
Circumcision and Corpus Christi and on all h t s of niale saints and of angels. It is one of
the ma common festai series, k i n g used at Nativify, Epiphany, Ascension, Pentecost,
Trinity, Cornmon for a Confesser Bishop, ApostIes and Evangelists, Confesser Bishops,
One or SeveraiM a s , and one or Several Pontiffs. If the psaimLoudoteDominum
(116) is repiaced by l n ean< Ikrae1(113), the sus is used for Sunday Vespers. For a
mort detailed information regardmg the distribution of psalms in the "femaie" cunur and
"de"ccwsur psalms for both the Fm and Second Vespers see Stephen Bonta,

according to feasts and the .&y of the week, various collections assernbled diffkrent sets of
psalms. Whüe there are coqlete collections of twenty-one to twenty-three polyphonic
psalms for ail the major feasts of the liturgical year7 the mort common are srnaller sets
ranging fiom sixteen (for Fit and Second Vespers on m
t
s of duplex rank in the

temporal and sanctoral cycles in Sunday Vespers) to eight iterns.3 AU collections begin
with a sequence of five psalms of the "male" cursus or at least the first four which are

customary for both Fim and Second Vespers. The s e l d o n for other psalmî depends on
the scope of the collection and local pe15onrring customs. In general, there is not any set
practice for the use of polyphonic music and chant in Vespers. In S. Apollinare of the
Collegim Gemanicum, for example, the psalms could be Sung only in chant and, on

solemn occasions, in polyphony or a m
x
im of bothP The surviving sources indicate that
&om the customary set of five psalms often only some were set polyphonically. One of the
combinations was to set the first, third, and the nfth ;salm2 When only the last psalm was
p e ~ o m idn polyphony, the sources included severai s e t ~ g of
s dÿs text in diffi=rent tones
necessary for a transition to an antiphon.6 Other possi'bilities hcluded singing
polyphonically either the fjrst, the initial three psalms (before Magnificat whiie two other
psalms w m recited after the canticle), or any other combination suitable for a pdcuIar

occasion and institution.

-

'Ziturgicai Pm blems in Monteverdi's Marian Vespus," Jownai of the American
Musicological Sociery 20 (1967): 9 1-92.
3 For an overview of the psalm collections at the end of the sixteenth century and
beginning of the seventeenthcentury, see Kunmian, Essays on the Monteverdi Mass and
Vespers of 1610,124-131.
Tuiley, JazÜts and Music, 81-83
For exampIe, Juan Esquivel Barahona's Psalmi omnes quator vocum, see Robert
J. Snow,The I6I3 Prùlt of Juan Esquivel Barahona. Detroit Monographs in Musicology
7 (Det~oit:Information Coordinators, I~c.,1978), 18.
The manusaipt h m the Guadeloupe (GuadM 1)- for example, provides
polyphony for Lmrda Jerusalem only, the final p s h in the ' Y e W cwnrs in both F i t
and Second Vespas. See David Crawford, 'Two Choirbooks of Renaissance Polyphony,"
152.

Table 5.1 lins the sources for Victoria's polyphoxk Vespers p s a h and their
designations (marked by asterisks) according to the most importarît liturpical occasions.

The Nisi Dominur d8 appears in the Toledan manuscript B. 30 and, with the doxology, in
the Venetian publication of 1576. In the 1581print of Hymni totius ami, Victoria reprints

the Nisi Dominur and adds three more p s h : Duit Dominus à8 (the most important
psalm used in majority of psalrn sequences), Loudnre p&

Dominmi d8 (used in the

" d e " cwsus, Marian, and Dedication of the Church), and Ludate Dominum h8 (the
final psalm at J3st Vespers and often the final one at Second Vespers for most of the

feasts of the Temporal Cycle and of all male saints). The print of 1583 (Motecta)
inwduces yet another psalm fkom the Marian cwsur, Laetam s m à12. Finaly,the last

cumulative print of 1600 (Missae,Magnificat, motecta, psalmi) supplies dl p s a h of the
standard sets except Cofltebor ribi (the second psalm nom the " d e " cursus, Sunday

cursus. Corpus Qirists and Dedication of the Church), B e a u vir (the third psaim of the
"male" cursus and of the Dedication of the Chmh), and Lauda JemsaIem, the absence of

which is surprising because this Iast psalrn of the Marian cursus was performed in votive

as well as festive celebrations in honor of the Virpine7
This huna in Victoria's psalm output is filled by the settings in the Roman

manuscript source Biblioteca Nozionale "Vittorio Emannuele II" Ms. Mus. 130 which
was copied by Francisco de Soto in 1592-94 for the performance in the church S. Maria in

Vanicella, that is, Chiesa Nuovas In addition to Lauda Jemalem. this source provides

also two settings of each the Confiîebor tibi and Be-

vir. The four-voice s e m g of Nisi

Dominus is related to some of the sections of its polychoral counterpart prhted in the
1576 publication. This coflection would be suitable for publishing because it a?ioSniits a
% addition, Victoria's p ~ t e psalms
d
indude the Superflumina BabIonis d8 (an
occasional psalm printed together with the NLn Dominur in the 1576 publication); Ecce
nwic dB (the Conpline psalm of 1600), and Mîserere mei d4 (for Lauds at Tenebrae,
pubiîshed in 1585).
The manusaipt contains some minor corrections and a note in Victoria's hand
asking de Soto to exercise aire in the word placîng. For the description of the source and
its contents, see Hlaus Ficher, ''Unbekannte Komposieonern Viktorias in der Biblioteca
Nazionale in Rome," ArchiveF M ~ k w i s s e m c w32 (1975): 124-138.

typicai sequence of ten psdms suitable for an fkasts ushg the male cursus, the Marian
cursus, as weII as that for the Dedication of the Church and Corpus Christi ceIebrations.9

The only psalm niissing h m the Marian sequence is Luetam

sm but the polychoral

setting of this text appws in the 1583 publication.

In the four-part p s a h senings, in gened, rnost often only even-numbered verses

were set polyphonicaJly.~OVictoria's Roman rrianuscript provides two settings for evennurnbered verses (hudute pueri and Laudate Dominwn), four settings for odd-numbend
vuses ( D M Dominus, Lou& Jeruzalem, Nisi Domiminus, and Credidr'), as well as two
settings each for both odd- and even-nurnbered verses (Confiebor tïbi and B e a u vir).

These psalms are suitable for use at the more elaborately cebbrated First Vespers vigil
ceEmony at mon of the feasts of the Temporal and SanctoraI -le

and those of all male

and female saints (including Marian fèasts). This is evident fkom the iack of any examples
o f the iast psalm of the Sunday cursus (In aitu Isroei) and any of the psalms used at the

Second Vespers; for example, Memento Domine (131) or Domine probasti me (138).
Since the shorter Second Vespers were celebrated with Iess solemniîy, many of the psaJms
were chanted or s o m of the polyphonie psalms set for the Fnst Vespen were used.

Victoria's four-voice psalrns for an dternatim performance are much more

appropriate for a Strictly IiturgicaI situation than the eighwoice psalrns. Almost aU of
these works are closely related to the respective p s a h tone, which is provideci in the
manuscript for each psalm To supply complete sets of psalms requireà for other iniportant
sequences of psalms, Victoria is believed

to

have composed twenty-fïve faLsobordone

psaliFs which are preserved in Regensburg, Mappe-Victoria I/27a These setrings are

dcsignated for Vespers on Sundays throughout the year and on the four Sundays in

9 For ewmple, Guemro's Liber vesperam (Rom, 1584) and Navano's
posthumous Psafmi, H~ymniac Mugnrficut t o m A m i of 1590 (Rome, 1590) contain
seven, and twelve psalms, nspecfiveiy.
Io Occasionally, every third verse could be set as, for example, in Navaxo 's psalms
fot Second Vespers.

Advent as weU as for the service of Cornpline.11 To the Iist of p s h by Victoria we may
yet add the dubious 6ve untexted falsobordone p s h in Munich, Bayerische

Staatsbibliothek, Mus. MS 89-12

Victoria's Polychoral Setting of the N h i Dominuc Structure and Style
According to views put forward by Pietro PonziofsRagionmento di rnurica of

1588 and Pedro Cuone's El melopeo y maestro of 1613, the litmgical psalms in
alternan'm style were supposed to receive simple homorhythmc setthgs with no excessive
elaboration.13 Therefore, in a purely functional genre, like those by Victoria in the Roman

manuscript Ms. Mus. 130, composers usuaIly restrahed fcom in~cateconmpuntal
wrîting. Mtative and canonic treamient was me, and, if used at all, it was Iinnted to one

section of a composition. Any elaboration of the chant was usually saved for the section
immediately before the cadence.
The rhythmic M o m of musical speech, however. was best projected when the

texts were set in falsobordone (fabordon); that is, the simple chorcial recitation of
psalmodie formula to which any psalm codd be sung.14 This pranice of singing was
extrerriely popular in both Spain and Italy throughout the sixteenth century and the
See Eugene C. Chmer, "TomAs Luis de Victoria's Psalm Settings: A Panorama
of the Musical Styles in Use in the Late Sixteenth Century,'' a paper read at Musica
Antiqua Europae OrientalisX,Bydgoszcz, Pohd, 1994.
l2 For a description of the contents of this nuinuscript see Eugene C. Cramx, 'T.
L. de Victoria and the Falsobordone," a papu read at the XV Congress of the

Tnternational Mnsicological Society in Madriâ, Apd, 1992.
13 Diego Ortiz's settligs of odd-aumbered verses in skrrpie four-part chordal
writmg can serve as examples for this type ofpsalm composition. His Di&ci Omk
TofetuniRedgiae Cappellae Neapolitanae (Venice: Antonio Gardano. 1565), containing a
rniscellany offive Vespers psaùFs, hymns, magnificats, motets, and other items h m
Cornpline, represents a type of a complex collection which became Uicreasingly popular
towards the end of the sixteenth centllry.

principks of sirnplicity and brevity of this spe of chordal polyphony became especially
valuable as the ideal type of liturgical music enwioned in recomrriendations of the Council
of Trent's Hamnization of the psalm tone in falsobordone style infiuenced a l l odier
styles of polyphonic WTiting whether in altetnatim or through-composed settings. The
strong impact of this practice is fdt, especially, in the new polychoral medium developed

by Itaüan composers in Northern

Italy.16

The through-composed structure of "salmi

spepan'" (the tem used by Aaron in 1536) aüowed for a much more flexible texture and

layout than in the schernatic patterns offalsobordone sertings."
Since polyphonie psalm settings onginated in hmonization of the psalm tone,

various features of the psalmody ùinuenced their style. In Victoria's Nisi Dominas this
association can be seen in the binary structure of the psalm verses cIearly eniphasized by
cadences and predomhntly chordal style.18 Victoria, however, takes advanîage of the
techniques developed in the polychoral motet of the second half of the sixteenth century.

In his NLn' Dominas d8 we can obsem a clear tendency to depart b m a strict alternation
of the choirs verse by verse which was characteristic for early polychoml psalrn settings.

Although the block-like exchanges between the two choirs rernained his favored
-- -

--

p
p

--

-

--

14 For the comprehensive examination of the developments offdsobordone as a
genre and a style of composition see M m y C. Bradshaw, The Falsobordone (HhsskrVerhg: American Institute of Musicology, 1978).
1s This tendency is evident nom an increased number offaisobordone publications
at the end of the nxteenthcentury. For the extensive list of sources, see Bradshaw, The
Falsobordune, 159-187.
l6 The use of the two altemating choirs in psalrn settbgs, can be traced to Fenara
in the 1470s (e.g.. MS Libro & canto da vespero contains double-choir p s h by
Giovanni Brebis and Johannes Martinii. The double-choir psalms gained groand in the
sixteenth-century century in the works of Gaspari Alberti, Francesca Santa Croce,
Jacquet of Mantua, and beounc increasingly pop* &ter cor0 spezzaro appearing in
Adrian Willaert's publication of 1550.
17 For a discussion on the origins of con spezzatï and its development in the Iralian
p s a h reputory (e-g.. MMS in T M o , Verona, and Bergame), see Anthony F. Carver?
Cori spezzati, VOL1, The Developmettt of Sacred Poiychoral Music to rhe T h e of Sc(Cambridge: Cambridge Univers@ h s s , 1988). 141;and Idem,"The Psalms of W ï k r t
and His Noah Itaüan Contemporaries,'' 270-283.

polychoral device, the textures are o k n eMched not only by mon diversifïed f o m of
choral interchange, such as overlapping entries, syncopations, and rapid alternations, but
ako by reductions of voices and contrapuntal elaboration of the tone. The implemntation

of the more decorative and impressive devias becam an increasingly more accepted in
polychoral psaims presmibed for celebrating solem Marian occasions.
Table 5.2: The structure of the Nisi Dominus psalrn
Text
1. Nisi Dominus aedificaverit d o m m
in vanum laboravmt qui aedificant eam.
2, Nisi Dominus custodierit tivitatem,
3. Vanum est vobis ante Iucem surgere,
surgite postquam sederitis, qui manducatis
panem doloris,
4, Curn dederit clïiectis suis somnum:
ecce hereditas Domini FüÜ,merces, fnictus
ventris.
5. Sicut sagittae in manu potentis:
Ita FiIü excussorum
6, Beatus vir qui miplMt desideriun suum ex

ipsis,
non confuradenircum loquenir inimicis suis in
porta,
* in 1576 print oniy
7. Gloria Patri, et FÎEo, et Spiritui Sancto.
Sicut erat in principio, et nunc, a semper, et in
-

-

-

saecula saecuiorum. Amen

Chorus Tone

1 Cadences

CI condusion 1 F

s
initium motive F
(aUusions
throughout the F
to voice)

A ground-plan (which is identicai in both the ToIedan manuscript B. 30 and

Venetian p ~ oft 1576) for the polychoral Nisi Dominus presents a remarkabIy weuplannecl design As c m be seen in Table 5.2, the outer segments (verses 1-2 and 6) of this
psalm are designed for two choh and the inteml segments (verses 3-5) are dismiutted

l8 The masure

numbers aven in tbïs chapter will refer to the edition of Viktona'~

Nisi Dornitnur à8 in VicO 7: 43-52.

between the fkst and second choirs. The central verse 4 for chorus II is h m e d by verses 3

(mo) and 5 for chorus 1.

Table 53: (verses 1,2 and 6)
-

--

Verse 1: (fmbarn

(second half)

chom
1 NisiDominusaedificaveritdomum
in vanum
II
in vanum
in vanum

laboravenint
laboravenint

aui aedificant eam

Verse 2:
1

fhsm vidat h s t r a viailat

Nisi Dominus custodierit civitatem

qui custodit eam
hstra viailat oui custodit eam qui custodit eam

Verse 6: (fust haif)
chom
1
Beatus vir
qui implevit
beatus vir gui implevit desiderhm suum ex imis
Il Beatus vir
(second half)

I non conhndetur
non confundetur
cum Imuecirr inimicis inimicis suis in ort ta
II
non confundetur
cum Imuetur
inimicis inimicis suis in porta

--

1 non conîündetur

II

curn loquetur inimicis inimicis suis in wrta
non confundetur
non confundetur
non confiuidetur
inimicis inirnicis suis in oorta

The symrrietry of design is ako observed on a lower b e l ; that is, within the
polychoral verses (see Tabk 5.3). Victoria & e s each of the choirs an equal share in

p r e s e n ~ texnial
g
phrases. For example, the fkt half of verse 1 is givtn to choir 1and that
of verse 2 to C h o 5 II. This refIects the paralle1 structure of the initial verses based on the

repetition of the phrase "Nisi Dominus." As customary? the second half of the verses
nceived a more diverSihed rreamient fkamïng a varying de-

of interchange between

the choin. In the Toledo manuscript (iackmg the doxology), the last verse, B e a w v k ,
presents a quite s a m g condugon to the psalm It exhibits alI of the fèatures common

for the naal sections in polychoral psalrn motets such as rapid altemations of choirs with
persistent echo-lüre word repetitions, the large-sale repetition (of the second half verse),
and the c ~ t i eight-part
c
writing at the closing m u r e s . Victoria's revision to the

begmning of this parcicular verse in the 1583 edition (Motecta Que partim, quaternis...)
inmased a number of antiphonal exchanges even more.19

Example 5.1: Tone VI

Intonation Rccitation note

Meut,,tio

Rccitation note

Ending

Rome, MS Mus. 130

Whik the structure of the p s a h text pro*

the ground plan of the polyphonic

composition, the tone itseif iduenced its tonal organization. The Nisi Dominus, based on
Tone VI, makes use of ml& patterns and harmonic progressions appropriate to mode

V (with B 5 t ) . 2 0 Since Tone VI (presented in Example 5.1) stands apm fiom other tones
by using only one enduig, there had always been a tendency for the consistent use of a

19

See Vico 7: 52

20 Although the tone represents a specific melodic formula and the mode lepresents
an ab~sactquality defining the tondity of a chant, these two tems were often
ïnterchanged in the sixteenth century' especiaUy in the didactic works where the mode was
exempmed by both tone formula and hannonic panems of the tone. The hamionic
progressions, therefore, proMded a basic compostionalpatterns in a sirriilar way as
melodic mrdia. characteristic for chant in a particular mode provideci me10dic vocabuhy
m the compositions based on matarive polyphony. For the theoretical and pedagogical
discussions of mode and tone and its polyphonic repnsentations see David Qook,
Orlando di Lasso's lnütation Magnifrcats. 87-119.

final triad on F. 'Iae structural cadences in the N i . Dominas, therefore, hill on F with only
one exception in verse 5, with the cadence on C. It is important to stress that there were

many Merent sources available for this tone which showed slight variants in the
me di mi^.^^ nie above examples present: (1) the earliest version of the tone fkom the

Cornmernoratio brevis (ca. 900). (2) and the version hcluded in Rome, Biblioteca
Nazionale Mus. 130 which, in .principle, foliows known Vatican sources. ki case of
Victoria's Nisi Domimcs, the tone used adheres predominantiy to the first version.

In the Iiturpical four-part polyphony, composers used the same psalm tone in every
polyphonie verse of the psaim and, to avoid monotony in the presentation of the simple
formula, they often used a technique of migration of the psaixn-tone fiom one voice to
another. Other methods of bringing variety to the settings included changing the vocal

combination (for example, fiom a muted quartet to four equal voices), rhythmic
paraphase, and limited contrapuntal treatment. In the polychoral settings, however, Italian

composers abandoned the strict formula, that was still largely preserved by WJlaert. If
composers used the psalm tone, its presentation was limited to the fkst verse, after that

the pertinent elements of the tone, such as initizmr and recitation often had a purely
symbolic meaning oniy. Although the medutio and endings (di%fe~entiue)of the tone
played an important structural funaion, their melodic outlines iost signifïwice because

these focal points were controiied by harmonic rather than melodic goals. In the absence
of a clear psalm tone melody the harmonic planning became, therefore, the rnoa important
-

--

21 For a general description of common tones for the Office psalms and CanticIes,
and a Vatican version of Tone VI, see Thomas ConnoiIy, "Psalm, II: Latin monophonie
psalmody," B e hrwGrove D i c t i o o~f Musc u n d M ~ c fed.,~ Stanley
,
Sadie
(London: MacmiUan Publishers Ltd., 1980), 15: 322-332. Crook ( O r I h di h s o 's
Imitdon Magnz@tzts, 9 1) lists the variants between the sources Eom the Commemoratio
brevis (c. 900), Gafori's Practr-ca mmiccie (1496), and Pontio's Ragloltatmmto di musica
(1588). Spanish tones show a geat Nnüarity to those found in the Roman versions,
except that they are notated in specifïc rhythmic patterns refleaing the stressed and
unstressed syUables of the text and do not implement intonation fomulae. The tone VI
fiom the I n t ~ ~ i uTolermnrr
m
(151 S), however, shows signifiant difEerences-For a
transcription of this tone see Tknothy Howard Thomas, T h e Music of J w Navarro
Based on Pre-existent Musical Materials" @h9. diss., University of Texas, 1990), 70-73.

unQing elemnt in the composition. From all of Victoria's polychoral psalms the chant

was used extemively only in the DURt Dominas (1581); other setthgs present a more

rehed attitude tow ards the tone.22

Victoria's adherence to the tone in general, and the Nisi Dominici, in panicular,
can be obsewed on two différent levels: the literal, when the melodic formula is present in
an exact or paraphrased fashion; and symbolic, when certain qualities of the tone are
emphagzed such

as the repetition of notes, n m w ambitus, and the use of the chordal

structures associated with a particular mode. As is customary, the be-g

of the Nisi

Dominus adheres to the tone to the gnatest degree. At the outset, the canw I voice of

the fkst choir clearly presents the fïrst half of the tone in the top voice (see Exarrqles 5.1
and 5.2). M e r the fnx recitational section set for two choirs, the tone resurnes in the
cantus II of the first choir (m 10).

To provide the usual animation towards the cadence,

Victoria presents the tone in dotted rhythms. This particular effect is used consistently to
m a t e a desired culmination in the conclusions of aU of the verses.
In genea in the polyphonie settmgs of psalms it is the cadenrial section that

stands out as the moa interesring music mlodically and rhythmically. However, in the
Nisi Dominus Victoria inwduces the most elaborate arrangemnt not at the cadential

point, but rather at the point of recitation. He enhances these segments by the increased
interchangelof polychorai forces and the use of omamntation; for example, on the words
"laboravemt," in the k~
verse, "eam" in the second verse, and in the B e a u on
"Nnplevit." This technique possibly was influenced by the cormon practice of elaborating

the tone by organ accompaniment at the point of ncitatioa" Victoria, king an organisf
22 A general overview of Victoria's polychoral psalms can be found in Carver, Con
spenoti, 1: 118-123; Robert Stevenson, 460-161. Also, for a discussion of Victoria's
poIyfhoral works see Thomas Noel O'Regan, "Sacred Polychoral Music in R o m 15751621," (PbD. diss. St Catherine's College, 1988). 174-177,202-203. and 225The remarks by Heinrlch Schütz in the prefke of his "Resu~fection
Story"
indicates that during the performance of falsobordbne settbgs in 1623 there was a
custom to embenish by organ the reatation section to obtain the "correct style-"This
com~nentis cited in Bradshaw. nie Fakobordone, 105. We can have a close giirripse into
the practice of keyboard omamentation in Cabedn's falsoborw
when one or more

had to be quite familiar with the practice of chordal improvisation and oniamntation as

c o d & &for example, in wo important Spanish treatises by Diego Omz ( T r a d o de
glosas of 1553) and Tom& de Santa Maria (Arte de raierfantasia of 1565).

In the second verse (m. 13) Victoria rnakes use of the tone melody in a more
sophisrlcated rnanner where the top voice of the second choir sings the initim of the tone
in its inverted f o m (A-GF). This initial polyphonie cornplex is repeated in the fïrst choir
with an hteresting hamionic effect on the words "vigilat" (awake) where the chord,

onginaiiy in D minor, is now replaced by D major (m17).This eight-voice segment is
concluded by the two choirs with the effective SWO

device.

Since in the third verse the p s a h tone is abandoned, the text exerted an influence
on the choice of musical details to a greater extent than the usual structural Iayout.24 The
mlodic direction and mlisfiatiE writing clearly accentuates the key words of this textual
phrase such as "surgere,sederilis, doloris". In the next two verses, the two approaches
(literal and symbolic) to the tone arc combined together. In the 'Cmdederit' verse the
presentation of the tone in the top voice (mm 3-6) i anticipated by the chordal recitation.
Although the clear citation of the tone is avoided, the remainlig pomon of the verse
shows melodic characteristics of the psalm tone. In the "Sicut sugittae," it is the second
half of the tone that is clearly audible in the top voice. This declamatory section in the
triple meter is juxtaposed to the k e and more melismatic character of the h t part of the

verse.

In the final polychoral section, "Beancr vif

the tone is present throughout the

entire verse and Victoria's matment of it is clearly indebted to the common models of

harmonization in the falsobordone sryie. The use of the text repetitions in polychoral
medium results in segmnting the tone hto separate unirs which are supported by

progressions of several cadences one afier the other. The mdebtedness of the
--

-

voias are embeIlished daring the repeated chord of the recitation (see Angh, MME 27:
48-70). Such pîeces could be used m the a f t m t i mpufol~manceor as the accompaniment
to a choralfdsobordone.
24 Verse 3: 'Tt is vain that you rîse up d y and go la= to rest, eathg the bread of
w o u s toil."
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compositionai process m the Beatus vir to the choralfalsobordone w i l l be M e r explored

in Chapter W of this study.

A Cornparison of Victoria's Three Versions of the Nisi Dominas Psalm:

Toledo, Biblioteca Capitular B. 30;

Venetian Print Liber prhus of 1576;
and Rome, Bibüoteca NazionaIe Ms. Mus. 130
The two polycholal versions, Toledan manuscript and Venerian p ~ t are
, largely
identical owing to a common structural ground-pian. The Merences are perceptible not

as much in the musical content of the verses but rather in the manner of its presentation.
Whüe the Toledan version shows a consistent use of synchronized voice entries, the

printed version reflects an increased contrapuntal interest in voice leading by means of
staggered or delayed enaies. syncopations, and pseudo-fitations.~Although the texture*
typically for a polychoral medium, is predorninantly homorhythrnic or non-imitative,

Victoria tends to give the voices in the p ~ t e dversion a linle m o n variety and
contrapuntal independence. Another di&nnce between the two polychoral venions is
evident in Victoria's prefexence for overlapping the polyphonie blocks of the two choirs ki
the rnanuscript version and for their successive entries m the printed version seen, for

example, before the second presentatïon of the "Nisi Dominus" phrase (mm 12/13).z6

* This technical kature can be seen in the k

t verse (in lhrrple 5.3

which will be

discussed Iater on in this chapter), V a n m est, C m dedent, and Bearur vir.
26 Tt is mteresting to notice that in the 1585 revised version of the Superflumina
motet ( h t pubkhed in 1576) overkpping phrases are prefkmd
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The relationship between the two polychoral venions and the four-part sening is less

obvious because of the different pedomhg medium The Roman manuscript Mus. 130
tnmsrrrits the Niri Dominus psalm in an alternatun arraugemnt whex-e the odd-numbered

verses are set polyphonically (CI, a,
A, T). This more concise polyphonie setang of the
Nisi Dominus psalm reflecu the nature of a psah tone to a much greater degree than in
the polychoral versions. The verse structure of the psalm is ako defined more prec:iseIy in

the two balanced phrases of each verse (ranghg fiom five to seven rneasures). In the two

polychoral versions this binary layout becomes kgely augmented in the second half of the
verses, especially, in the B e a u vir. Furthex, in the Roman manuscript version, Victoria

uses the p s h tone with rriinimal embeIIishmnt, making it more suitable to a Iiturgical
situation.
Despite the obvious differences in length, all four verses of the Roman source are
related to its pclychoral counterparts. As Jlustrated in Example 5 2 a and b, in the fint

half of the Nisi Dominus verse the parailel is not innnediately evident because the Roman
version begbs dXffe~nt.iy.27A chordal, fubord6n--like temure of the polychoral versions is
replaced here by a duet-based, k l y contrapuntd texture. The psaLn tone, in the top

voice in the polychorai versions, is presented in the cann*c II voice in a different rhythmic
guise. Although the WTiting is predominantly homorhythrràc, this version feams a cenain
degree of independent voice leadiag. Also, clear fornial divisions in the polychord
versions give way to a more flexible texture achieved, for example, by a pseudo-imitation
betwecn the two canncr

voices (mm. 3-4 of the example) on "aedificavenui~" W
1
t
h the

aid of this anticipatory phrase in the counterpoint to the chant mlody, the initial duet is
maintained in a subsequent four-voice counterpoint It is evident hem that Victoria wishes

to b M g forward contrapuntaI, rather than harmonic interest.
In addition, the diffi:rencw can be observed in the choice of the standard candential
formulas which are fitted to these two dEerent fhmeworks. For the caesura in the middle
of the verse of the Roman version, Vitoria chose a contrapuntal progression h & g

the

cluusula tenorizam in the Iowea voice and the ciausula cann'zans oniamnted by a

suspension in the canm I. The cadence on A, that is the tenor (repercusa) of the psalm
tone, refiects the nature of the mode VI that was selected for the composition. In the
polychoral versions, Victoria chose an harmonically stronger cadence on F with the bass
motion of a nfth to the cadence tone, a standard feature of the cadence in chordal sections.

It is irqortant to stress that the cadences on A are avoided altogether in the polychoral
versions of this psalm in favor of concluding on F. The consistency of the tonal center on
F and the emphasis on a bamionic eiemnt in the expandecl polychoral compositions
provide strong anifyingfactors in fusing aIl diverse sections together.

27

The beginning of both the p ~ t e and
d Toledan versions is basically the sam.
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Ir is a characteristic fkature of psalm settings that the section on the ncitation tone
usuaiiy receives a syllabic treatment even in contrapuntally conceived compositions. In the

polychoral Nisi Dominus, the section sening the phrase "in vanwn laboravenuzr" (mm 610) is enhanced by the polychoral interplay supported by a series of cadences, which,
typically for a faLsobordone style, are separated by rests. Towards the final cadence,

however, the voices in the majority of psalm senings usually received a more independent
voice Ieading. The excerpt nom the concluding section of the Nisi Dominus vuse on "Qui
aedifiant e m " presents suitabk material for cornparison since the Roman version is very
closely related to its polychoral cornterparts (Exaniple 5.3). The difkrences between the
three versions are rnainly limited to hmdJ.ing of the texture. Starting with the simplest
homorhythmk wnting in the Toledo version (save fm a typical ornamental suspension in

the final cadence), the presentation of the parts becornes progressively more rhyrhmically
independent in both the Roman manuscript and the Venetian print Also, the printed

version shows more sophistication in a smoother contrapuntal fiow as seen, for example,

in staggered entries on "qui" and in melismatic voice leading in ail of the voices. The
transition fiom the recitational ("laboravenrnt") to the cadential unit C'qui aedj"cant
em")is much better articulated in the two polychoral versions not oniy by the change of

the perfofnang group fiom Chorus II to Chorus 1, but also by a harmonic shifî nom the F
to C chord In the Roman version, tbis partic& transition is accorinwdated on the same

F-chord. This illustrates the point that, in gened, in the settings of polychoral versions
Victoria pays more attention to a harmonic elemnt, and, in this case, to the rate of
harmonie change.

The Vanm est verse in the three settings are the s a m Save for a few insipifkant

merences in ornamentation, rhythrmc adjustmnts, and exchanging of voices (in
polychoral versions). The thme venions of the Sieur saginae verse are also nearly
identical, In the f k part
~ of this verse, displayed in Example 5.4, the Roman version

follows exactly the readhg of the prînted version. The discrepancy ktween the Toledan
and Venetian printed version at the cadence of the fint half verse (m 2 of the example) is
shply fiom a scribalenor. The p a ~ M
masure in the transcription of the manuscript

Example 5.4 Sicut sagite
a) Toledo B. 30
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version redts nom an erroneous repetition of the onuuriental suspension in the Alto I
part. The old-fashioned escape note (AI) of this progression does not appear m the printed

version and in place of the ni1l F chord at the cadence, the print features an incornplete
chord (that brings difkrent sononty in the transition ~ o the
m h
t to the second half of the
verse). This ewniple cIearly demonstrate how difncult it is to determine the chronology on
the bais of technicd featute~.On the one han& the use of the escape notes by Victoria is

associated with his early works; on the other hand, the use of the fuil chord usuaily is

considered as a mon mature trait. The rhythniic discrepancy between the Toledo
manuscript reading (in the c a n w II of m 6). which produces dissonance bctween CI1 and
AI, and the print may possibly be a nsult of a srnial e r r ~ r . ~ ~

The most apparent Mkrence between the polychoral two versions and the Roman
composition is the conclusion of the "Sicut sagime" verse. The Roman version,
pndictably, ends with the chord F, the final of the psaIm For the polychoral version,
however, Victoria chose to cadence on C and to deIay the F chord to the b e g h h g of the
finai verse, providing in this way an anticipation of the jo yous Beatus vireThis is the only

verse in this setting where the musical expression takes precedence over the liturgical
convention of ending with the finai.
Since the merences between the To1edan manuscript and the Venetian p ~ aret

Fi,the
application of the pater nurnber of the block-like textures in the manuscript rather than
in the p ~ t e version
d
may have had a practical consideration. For example, it could have
very subtie, it is Micult to speculate about the reasons for alternative solutions.

k e n onginany performed by the smdents of the G e m College in Rome. Second, the
errrphasis on pure homorhythnac textures indiCates that the Toledan setting is more closely

c o ~ e ç t e dto the tradition of chordal iniprovîsation of psalrn settings than the linle more
sophisticated part writing of the printed version. If we base our judgmnt on stylistic
grounds, this wouId, of course, indicate that the printed version is a revision of the
-

28 Although in the entire manuscript the work of Johannes Parvus is very reIiabie,
there is yet another scriibal enor in the conclusion of this verse where the iast note in the
bass is entered as C instead ofDe

manuscript, since it shows more influence of the techniques of contemporary polychoral
motets (which increasingly adapted syncopations, voim shifàng, etc.). Third, it is possibie
that in the Toledan manuscript Vitoria d e h i t e I y bows to the Spanish tradition of
Wnting psalrrû in a simple chordal styIe. Victoria's c o ~ e c t i o nto his Spanish heritage wiii

be m e r exploreci in chapter Vm of this study.

CHAPTER VI

Victoria's Settings of the Salve Regina Antiphon

Sdve Regina and Renaissance Veneration of the Virgin Mary

The antiphon Salve Regina, as an important representative of the Marian cult, had
enjoyed great populanty since its mation in the ekventh centmy.1 It is in this antiphon
that the medieval doctrine of the Virgin Mary as the celescial queen and a medhtor

betwten Man and God was best represented. Its inclusion in monastic processions, in a

prayer for the dying,

at

evening devotional seMces of Cornpline, and at the close of the

Saturday votive Mass has contriiuted to a long-lived vogue for this antiphon in sacred

and, eventually, secular factions of society.2 It is weil known that in the fifteenth century
the c d t of the Virgin Mary grew to such propomons that it inspired the founding of

secular devotional senices which carne to be known as Salve, Salut or Lof services2 This

evening gathering was assembled in the Marian chape1 or altar and kanrred singing of
polyphonie antiphons dedicated to the VPgin, At fint, this type of popular lay service was
An eariier version of thïs chapter wiii be published in "Multiple settings of the
Salve Regina antiphon: Tom& Luis de Victoria's Contribution to the Renaissance
Veneration of the Vrgin Mary," in Encomim musicae: Essays in honor of Robert J.
Snow, d David Crawford and Grayson WagstafE (Stuyvesant N.Y.: Pendragon Ress,

foahcorriing).
2 For general information on the Salve Regina antiphon, see Robert J. Snow "Salve
Regina," The New Cathoiic Encyctopedio, VOL 14 (New York: Mffiraw-HïJl Book
Company, 1967), 1002; José Maria Canal, Salve Regim MiSencordiae hisroria y
Ieyeen t o m a esta miifiona (Rom: Edizioni e Letteratura, 1963); and Iohannes
Maier, S d e n na Geschichte der Man*enann'phonSalve Regina (Regensburg: Fnednch
Pustet, 1939)3 For the history of the devotional services in the Low Corntries, see Kristine K
RiWand Patronage at the Chmch of Our Lady, Anmerp,"Emly Music
Fomey,
History 7 (1987): 1-51,

sponsored by Marian confraternities in the Low Coutries, but eventudy it spread to

other corners of Europe. It is bclieved that the inclusion of the Salve Regina antïphon in
the evening Marian devotion ceiebrated in monasteries, churches, and casties is mainly
responsiile for the innmrable polyphonic settings of this chant. In addition to devotional
uses, the polyphonic settings of the Salve Regina fêcilitated various litliilpical occasions.
The Salve was perfomied, for example, at the close of the Mass and as the antiphon to the
Benedictus for the Feast of the Assumption and as the antiphon to the Magnificat for the

Purincation, the hnunciation, and the Nativity. In the revised Breviary of 1568,
introduced by Pope Pius V, the use of the Salve Regina was furrher extended to Vespers.4

Thanks to these diverse hic and Iiturgicai fictions, the Salve Regina far excetdeci the
other three Marian antiphons (Alma redemptoris mater, Ave regina caelonun, and Regina
cueli) as a basis for polyphonic senings.
A large nurnber of extant manuscripu of Marian polyphony gives a clear t e s b n y
to

the high demands of Renaissance society for compositions devoted to the Virgin Mary

and for the Salve Regina settings in particular. To keep up with a constant dexnand for
supplykig new and up-to-date s e t ~ g s Renaissance
,
composers ofien produced multiple

versions of this antiphon.s From the time of the English composers' fascination with diis
antiphon, fêw o t h u canm finni s e m d as the basis for such an extensive arnount of

musical literature. For instance, in the Eton Choirbook, an important source fkom the late
fÎfteenth century, fourteen out of forty-ihree coqlete motets are Salve Regina settings

(e.g, by Comysh, Fa*

and Wylkynson). Also, a large repertory of anonymous Salve

Regina settings is found in the important Trent Codices -nt,

Castelo del Buon

Consiglio, codices 88-92). During the peak of the Renaissance devotion to the VÏrgin that is, in the first half of the sixteenth cenniry - many rriaousmipts were entirtly devoted

For a detailed discussion of the Salve R e g i tradition
~
in medieval and
Renaissance culture, see Sonja S. hgram, 'ThePolyphonie Salve Regina, 1425-1550"
(Ph9. &S., University of Nonh Caroluia, 19-73),8-49.
For a compreheosive study of the poiyphonic scttings of the Salve Regina and
0th- Maian antiphons, see Kuo-Huang Han, 'The Use of the Marian Antiphons in
Renaissance Motets" @%Dg diss., Northwestem University,Evanston, minois, 1974).

to Marian compositions. One of the most fdmous "Salve"or "Virgo"books is the Munich
choirbook (Munich, ~ a y k c h eStaatsbibliothek 34) whîch is devoted exclusively to
polyphonie settings of Salve Regina and contains twenty-nine composaions, the majority

of which are attcibuted to wen-known Franco-Fiemish composers (e.g., Josquin, La Rue

and Richafort).6
The intensity of the Spanish devotion to the VHgin Mary not oniy rnatched that of
the English and Fleniish composers, but it Iasted for a much longer thm.

AU of the

important Spanish manuscript sources contain the Salve compositions and nvo of the
manuscripts from Sevile (SevBC 1 and SevC 5-5-20) were prepared specificaüy for the
Salve senrices. The Seville Manuscript 1 (SevBC 1) is of parcicular importance because it

provides seven s e t ~ g sof thk antiphon @y Josquin, Morales, Guerrero, Fernhdez,
Gombert, and Cebailos) as well as other items used in Salve senices.7 While the
popularity of the Marian ceiebration in the Northem countries deched under the religîous
pressures of Caivinist and Protestant groups, the Spanish composers remaineci comrriitted
to production of the Marian motets un& the end of the century.8 Furthemore, they were
responsible for spreading the Marian cult to the newly-conquered worid where it was kept
alive weli into the seventeenth century. The hqact of Spanish m u s i d culture in L ~ M

Amzica is weli documented in the extant choirbooks fkom the archives of the important

For the description of other sources devoted to Salve Regina settings, see
Ingram, 'The Polyphonie Salve Regina," 87-90.
7 The index of this manuscript and its description can be found in Frus, Crist6bal
de Morales and the Spanish Mote~"1: 25-27, Iik 365. See &O Higinio An@&, "La
mrisica conservada en la Bibbteca colombins y en la catedrd de S e m TAnuMo
musical 2 (1947): 31-32 and Robert Stevenson, la mrisica en l a catedrul de Sevilla,
1478-1606: Docwnentos para su esncdr'o (Madrid: Sociedad Espafïola de Musicologia,
1985).
In addition to Morales, Guerrero, and Victoria, the fonowing Spanish composers
~
Pedro F d d e z de Castilleja, Femand Perez de Medina,
wrote Salve R e g i settings:
Francisco di PeWosa, Pedro de Escobar, Juan de Anchieta, Juan Ponce, Rodrigo de
Ceballos, Juan Navanro, Melchor Robledo and Fernando de Ias Infantas. For more
information on these composer^^ see S~venson,SpaniSh Cazhedrai, 239-344. For the
discussion of the Salve
by Spanish composers, see Freis, "Crîst6bal de MoraIes
"

ecclesiastical centus such as the Cathedrals in Guatemala, MeGco City, h e b h , and
Bogota. The Salve settings transmitted through these muscripts are attributed not only
to the famous Spanish composers such ûist6bal de Morales, Francisco Guurtro, and
Tom& Luis de Victoria, but also to the Spanish-trained New Worid composers, e-g.,
Hemando Franco, Pedro Bennudez, and Gaspar F a ~ a ~ d e s . 9
The Spanish bias towards the polyphonic settings of Salve Regina can be explained
by the k t that polyphonic settings of this antiphon sung afier Compline were required

during the entire year. Only afier the new Breviary of 1568 was adopted in Spanish

dioceses, were the composers nquired to set the three other Marian antiphons
polyphonically according to seasonal requirements.io The Spanish practice of singing
Salve Regina was often extended to performances of this antiphon during occasions not

necessarily comectd with Marian feasts. It is known, for exarnple, that the
Archconhternity of the Resurrection attached to the Cas&

church of S. Giacomo degli

Spagnoli in Rome, sponsored a pefiomÿuice of the polyphonic Salve Regina in fiont of
the Blessed Sacrament daring the so called Forty-Hour Devotion Service of the Lenten

season11 The performance of the Salve Regina during liturgically inappropriate occasions,
such as the one prornoted by the Spanish community, led eventuaüy to cornplaints during
the Counter-Reformation that the devotion to the Virgin Mary was often placed above
that of christ. In addition, the voices of naction against the exuberant display of
instnunents during Marian processions and to endowed votive semices in general were

mainly responslbe for a gradual deche of the populanty of the Salve in Europe.

and the Spanish Motet," 247-270 and Grayson W a g s t a "A Re-evaluation of Music
Atmiuted to Pedro Ferniinde2 de Cadkja," Revista & MusicoIogia16 (1993):21-27.
9 For exampie, Guatemala MSS 1-4; Bogota, Gutierre Fwandez Hidalgo Codex;
and Puebla, Libros de coro 1-18,See Robert Stevenson, "Sixteenthand Seventeenth
Century resources in Mexico (Part I)," Fontes A r t 3 Musices 2 (1954): 69-78; and idem,
Renaissance a d Bmoque Musical Sources in the Amenencas
(Washington: General
Secretariat, Organization of Amrican States, 1970).
10 Thomas, 'TheMusic of Juan Navano, 307-8.
11 O'Regan, "Victoria, Soto and the Spanish Archco-,"
290.
"

Printed and Manuscript Sowces of Victoria's SaZve Regina Antiphon
By the time Victoria composeci his Salve R e g i ~compositions, the importance of
the Salve Regina antiphon as a vital part of the Renaissance Marian devotion was

approaching its final stage. To meet the deniand for dinerent pedorrnance circumstances

and changing styles in motet writing, Vitoria like other Renaissance composers, produced
multiple versions of

this antiphon. We know of four d i f f i n t settings by Victoria whkh

appeared in his p ~ t e editions
d
ktween 1572-1603 (See Table 6.1).12 The Salve for six

voices was pubhhed for the first time in his motet publication of 1572, both the Salve for
five and the Salve for eight voices are found in his much larger print of 1576, and another
Salve for five voices in the 1583 p ~ t In. addition, aU of these were reprhted several times
in subsequent publications (1581, 1589,1600 and 1603). These compositions were M e r

disseminateci in various continental, English, and New World rnanuscriyt sources. Table
6.2 U s some of the moa important sources.13

In addition to the inrpressive Toledo presentation book (72 x 48.5 cm),
containing
the version of polychord Salve Regina of 1576, the Libro de coro 1 (50 x 37 cm),was

prepared for the use by the choir of the Puebla Cathedrai in Mexico.14 This source,
consisting of music for Holy Week and setrings of Salve Regina, was copied by Gaspar
Fernandes, a Portuguese composer and chapelmascer of the Guatemala Cathedral(1602l2 For modem editions of Victoria's Suive Regina senings, see Vico 7: 104-107
(Suive Regina d 5 of 1576), 108-111 (Sdve Regina d 5 of 1583), 112-119 (Salve Regina
d 6 of 1572), and 120-130 (Salve Regina d 8 of 1576); and MME 26: 108-17(Salve
Regina à6 of 1572), 31: 46-52 (Salve Regim à 5 of 1576), and 109-28 (Saive Regina à 8
of 1676).
13 A coqlete list of the Salve Regina souras will appear in Eugene C Crarrrer,
Thombs Luis de Victoria: A Guide tu Research (New York: Gariand Pubhhing Inc.,
forthconiing).
141 am grateful to Robert Snow for providing me a microfilm of Libro de coro 1
and sharing with mt the information regarding the concordances between the Puebla MSS
and Guatemala MS 4. See also Robert Snow, A Nwworld Collection of PoSphony for
Ho& Week and the Salve Service: Guaremalu Cio, Cathedrol Archive, Music MS4,
Monuments of Renaissance Music, vol 9 (Chrago: University of Cbicago Press, 1996).
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1605). The book was brought to Puebk most probably in 1606, when he undenook the

duties of the maestro & capilIa.15 The Salve Regina for four voices, attniuted in the table
of content to Victoria (Salve de wVIcroriaa quatro voces) appears among a group o f o t I w
Salve Regina settings by Gucmro, Franco, Bermudez and Robledo.16

In the second half of the sixteenth century many compositional devices associated
with the polyphonic Salve Regina had already been weIl estabiished by Victoria's

predecessors. In this context, al settings by Victoria. based on the same text and mlody
of the antiphon, exhibit many féatures which may be considered as c o m n for ail
Renaissance Salve Regina settings. For instance, aIl of Victoria's settings d e use of the
characteristic motivic material inherent to the Dorian mode of the Salve Regina
plainchant. W1th the exception of a few examples of Spanish Salve settîngs, composers of

polyphonic settings usuaIly transposeci the chant to G by the addition of B fktt.17 Despite
king based on the Salve chant melody, the pieces p a r a p h e it k l y . In general, in the

Salve setthgs of the second pan of the sixteenth century, only the beginning phrases are

dexived fiom the chant; and, as the works progress, less strict adherence to the chant is
found There is no doubt that the performance of Salve Regina durkg semi-hrgical and
private occasions ail0wed Renaissance composers a greater *dom

in the treatrnent of

the chant. All works are based to a lesser or greater degree on the imitative counterpoint
principle and, according to text structure, they are divided into sections articulated by
Is In addition to Libros de coro 1,6 and 8, Fernando &O copied Guatemala MS 2A, 2-B and 4. See Snow, ed., Gaspur Fernandes: Obras Sacras. Portugaliae Musica49
(Lisbon: Fundaçao Caloaste Gulbekian, 1990) d v and A, and idem, ''Liturgical Reform

and Musical Revisions: Reworkhg of their Vespers Hymns by Guemro, Navarro and
Du& de la Cueva," Livro de homenogent a Macm'o Santiago Kastner (Lisbon:
Fondaçao Calouste Gdbenkian, 1992), 467. See also Stevenson, "Puebla ChapeIrnasers
and Organists: Sixteenth and Seventeenth Cenhuies," parts 1and 2, Inter-Amerhm Muric
Review 5 (1983): 214%6 (1984): 29-59.
16 The transcr9,tions of Suive Regina settîngs by these New World composers can
be found in Steven Barwick, "SacredVocal Polyphony in Colonial Mexico" (Ph.D. diss.
Harvard University, 1949), 133- 1%. 184-216.
V " e untransposed version of the c h t is useci, for example, in Morales'
altemtim sening à 4 and Guerrcro's akernatim setting à 4.

carefully prepared cadences. Although the text clearly d e t e d e s the form of a
composition, its rhetoricai infiuence is Mt to a much lesser extent. The short exclamatory,
and supplicatory phrases lend themselves well to standardizedmodal formulae and one can

h d only a fêw examples of t e a expnssion or painting.18
Aithough each of Victoria's Salve compositions represents an dgarnation of
different styles, each of them bears an individual s*rmp which d o w s us to classify them
uito four distinctive categories selected on a broad b a i s of perfomiing and technid

féatures (see Table 6.3).
Table 6.3: Classification of Victoria's Salve Regina Seaings

No. SOURCE
1
1572 Print
2

3
4

SECTIONS
4

I

I

I

I

VOXCES
d6

1576Print
Puebla 1
1576 &
Toledo B. 30
1583 Print

à5

4

d4
d8

7

d.5

2

3

CATlEGORY
M y polyphonie /

1 imitative counterpoint,

I

ostinato
a l t e r n a ~ ~ t a t i polyphony
ve
alternathfijunitativepolyphony
polychod
imitative and homorhythmic
funy polyphonic/

The first category is represented by Victoria's setting of 1572 for six voices. This
whony polyphonic work, reprînted fwe r i m s , has four clearly distinguished semions

written in a dense contraputal style and with oniy s o m instances of syhbic wnting. The
second category is repnsented by the five-voice sethg of 1576 in a traditional a l t e r ~ h
s q k which is ais0 based on the imitative counterpoint Only one reprint points to the fact

that the altmatim style innwiuced in Trent Codices and so popular in the fim part of the
century (e.g.. by Pierre de La Rue and Obrecht) went out of faShion m the second pan of

l8 For example, composers occasionaüy e n h a n d by oniamentarion some of the
phrases found in the fointh verse of the antiphon snch as "surpirumur"(we sigh),
"gementes" (moaning), "fientes" (aying) and "Iacrilluaumvalle" (vailey of tears). For the
text of the Saive Regina and its English translation r e k to Tabk 6.4.

the sixteenth cenniry with exception of the places influenced by Spanish performing

tradition." Accordhg to the rnoa cormon Italian as well as Spanish mamer of
performance, even-numbered verses set in polyphony alternate with the plainsong for the
odd-numbered verses which were chanted, performed on the organ or by a variety of wind
instruments.20 The alterwtim

layout of the Salve for four voices fkom the Puebla choir-

book, however, differs fiom rhis standard procedure (see Table 6.4). It offers a unique
structure in which three polyphonic segments are present as follows: the opening two

verses (Salve and Vito), the centrai (Eia ergo), and the final three exclamations (O
clemem, o pia, o M c i s virgo Maria). Since the Spanish and New-Worid performance
practice favored the alternatim settings, we

uui

speculate that this particular work was

adopted fiom Victoria's unknown-to-us fully polyphonic settingO2l

The third category is exemplified by the Salve of 1576 for two four-part choirs
(SSABarSATB) which is polyphonic throughout after the intonation. In this setting

Victoria uses two basic textures: the four-voice sections are rriainly contrapuntal and the
doublethok sections are declamatory and c h o u This impressive composition, in which
Victoria exploits many of the possible polychoral sonorities and textures, was republished

19 The altemdm

performance was observed, for example, in the famous Marian
shrine in Guadalupe. See Crawford, "Two Choirbooks of Renaissance Polyphony at the
Monasterio de nuestra Seiiora of Guadalupe," 145-74. For a discussion of the alternatim
performance practice and the use of insmimnts in the New WorId, see Michael Paul
Rosewail, "Sacred Polyphony in New Spain: Performance Issues in the Choral Music of
Mexico, 1550-1650" @MA. diss. Stanford University,1992).
20 Guenero in his memorandum to the Cabildo of the SeviUe Cathedral in the year
1586 makes a recommendation that, in the @ormance of the Salve Regina, for the sake
of varïety one verse should k played by recorders, another by cornetts and another on
shawms (see Stevenson's transhtion in Spanish Cathedral Music,167). However, there is
nill no agreement as to which verses were perfoxmed by instruments. For a survey of
performance practice in various Spanish centers see Kenaeth Kreitner, "Minstrelsin
Spaaish Qiurches, 1400-1600" Earty Music 20 (1992): 533-546.
21 A simiiar situation is found in Guerrero's Salve Regina altmatt'rn setting in
Guatemala MS 4 when the polyphonicany set odd-numbered verses were adopted fiom his
funy-polyphonie settkg in Sacrae canfz'ones of 1555. For details, see SnoW. "Music by
Francisco Guerrero in Guatemala," Nasame, Revista Aragonesa de Muskologia III, 1
(1987): 160.

six t i m s with a number of minor revisions and also the addition of organ in the 1600

publication. The polychoral setting of 1576 ho& a special significance since its material

serves as a prirnary source for his Mksa Salve regim for eight voices of 1592. Although
the more concise T o m version of this antiphon o&s variant approaches towards

contrapuntal and polychoral technique, it f o b w s the s a m o v d structural Iayout. In
contrast to these extended works in seven parts, Victoria's last Salve nom his prht
dedicatad to the Virgin Mary in 1583, represents his most compact composition. The

characteristic h t t u e s of this setting, such as syllabic writing, sporadic imitations, and the
triple time insat in the duple-domhatecl rhythm, may be descn'bed as representative of the

post-Tridentine Roman style. This work, in a continuous polyphonie movement, with just
one break in the &de, represents the fourth and last category.

Cornparison of Multiple Versions of Victoria's Sdve Regina
No matter which performance m e r was Hi demand, in designing the overall
layout of the polyphonie Salve Regina, Renaissance composen always took into
consideration the structure of the chant itself. In order to appreciate the clifikent
possioilties of organhtion availabIe to Victoria, it is necessary to become acquainted
with the textual division of the chant and the semantics of its particular segments. As

illustrated in Table 6.4, the text of the Salve Regina antiphon is consmicted in a prose

fom with irreguiar syllabIes and with a typical medieval rhyme schemc based on echoing
of final vowel sounds. In accordance with the sequence-like structure of the tex& the
musical phrases of Salve regina are nmarkably balancd Example 6.1 shows the enth
chant mlody in a texnial version recommended by the revised Roman Brevky of 1568
which in turn was modeled on its use in the Francisean order? To conform to Victoria's
setting with B £iat in the key signature and final on G,the chant has been transposeci a
fourth higher to a new tonal IeveL This texnial version certainly was a mode1 for all of

Victoria's p ~ t e works.
d
It is not clear, though, which rnelodic version Victoria followed
since in his printed settings the melody o f the chant was not uted extensively and when
bonowed, it was h e l y paraphrased. Nevertheless, in the Salve settuigs of the two

discussed manuscript versions, notable textual variants point to dinerent chant sources.

The Toledan version of the polychoral sening, for instance, d e s use of the earlier
Cistercian texhial mode1 of the antiphon which omits die word " m e r "in the f b t versicle

of the antiphon. In order to accorrrmodate this word in the text underlay, the 1576 prLited
version of this versicle shows only a fkw mînor rhythmïc and mlodic adjusurients. In the
Puebla setting, the word "semper"is inserted into the final verse, and the conjunction "et"
(preceding "spes nosna-) is misshg in the second verse. Akhough the mtlodic content of

Victoria's manusnipt versions does not slow as to point to one specfi source, these
zz This version of the chant is given accordhg to Liber Usuo[s,276.

Table 6.4: Text and Music Structure in Victoria's Salve Regilta Settings

1 Chant 1 Pwbla MS

TEXT

1576
(ris)

I

1 Salve regina,
mater misericordiae
2 Vila, dulceüo
et spes iiostra, salve,
3 Ad te clamamus exulcs
filii Hevae.
4 Ad t&uspiran& gementcs
et flentcs in hac lacrimarum
valle.
5 Ela crgo advocala nosira,
illos tuos misericordcs
aculos ad nos coriverie.
6 Et Jesum benedictum
fruclum ventris tui nobis
st hoc exiliurn ostetide,

Hail Q u m ,
mother of mercy.
Our Me, swcetness
and our hop. hail.
TQthee we cry, the cxiled
children of Eve.
To thec we sigh, monning
and crying in lhis vrillcy of tcars.

And so, out Advocale, duccf
lowards us th y merciful eyes,

a

I
polyphony

1polyphony

8'

1

b

1

(chant)

(chant)

1 1

II polyphony

III

e

III

IV

111 polyphony
-

( 9 O dulcis virgo Maria

e'

f

IV choir II

VI choir 1

-

(chant)

polyphony
oh pious,
oh sweet Virgin Mary.

III choir 1

(chant)

And show to us Jesus, the blesscd
fruit of thy womb, after this exile,
Oh merciful,

(chant)

Print 1576 &
Toledo MS (di?)
1 (chant)
choir 1
XI choir II

IV polyphony
(chant)

VI1 chairs 1 & II

1583

O

1(chant)
P~~YP~O~Y

textual nuances, refiecting versions of the chant used in s o m of the Spanish centers under
the influence of the Jeronymite order, provide important dues in deterrriuiing the

chronology.* Since in the new Breviaty of Rus V the 1st phrase appears without the
word "semper" and the first one with word "mater."we may assume that these works

weie composed before the Spanish dioceses of Seville (a mother institution of the

Guatemala Cathedral) or Toledo (a parent of Puebla Cathedral) adopted the Breviary of

Pius V in the mid-seventies-24
From the beginning of the polyphonic setting of the Salve Regina, Renaissance
composers were interestecl rnainly in the beginning of the chant and especially in the
characteristic openhg motive consining of four notes (A-G-A-D),
the head motive of the

sixth verse "Erleswntr(G-D-F-G), and in some instances, the beginning of its second part
"nobis"

(G-D-Efkit-D).z Victoria adheres to this tradition in

all of the Salve settings.

However, the satss he chooses to put on the chant varies fkom setthg to s e t ~ g In
. the
Puebla version, for example, the chant is employed moa extensively in ail of the three

polyphonic segments. Victoria's six-voice setting of 1572 is indebted to the chant to a
lesser degrce. As expezted, in this work he quotes the Salve and Et Jesum motives, but he
also paraphrases initial segments of the other versicles, such as "Ad te surpiromus," and

"O clmnens," His subsequent setthgs (à5 and 68 of 1576) use less and Iess of the

comsponding chant melody. In the last setring of 1583, the role of the chant is purely
symbolic which manifests itself in the oict the pre-existent rnelody is not necessarily
assigned to the proper textual units. Coincidentall~~this pLGdilection refiects a

characteristic trend in the developmnt of the Salve and the polyphonic motet in general

23 The textuai versions with the word

''semper" appears, for example, in the
Inronan2im Toletanwn (Alcala, 1515) and Breve Compendium (Seville? 1565), and the
version without 'et' in the Into-um
Toletmm oniy. I wouId like to th& Robert Snow
for providuig m with the four variants of the Spanish versions of Salve Regim chant

uoledo, Samgossa, Seville, and Mexico City).
24 See Snow, "Music by Francisco Guenero," 158 and 162
This formula provides a symbol for mode 1in a similar way as the Gauàeamw
ostinato e&ed
in Chapter IV. In Example 6.1 these forrnuiae are highlighted by the
diamond-shaped notes-

*

during the finai decades of the sixteenth century. The use of homorhythmEc texture and the

emphasis on clarity of text as reconmnded by the Council of Trent often prompted
composers to &ee themselves fkom the chant.

The Salve motive, which highlights the initiai Marian invocation, was not ody
emphasUed in all of the polyphonic settings of the Salve Regina antiphon, but it was also
used in other Marian antiphons, as in four settings of Ave regim caeforum by Lasso, or in
a combination with h l y invented rnelodies in other Marian motets as, for example, in

Guerrerots well-known setting Ave Muria S a n ~ ~ m The
a . association of this melodic
motive with the word "salve" itself was so swng that one m y speculate that this melodic
phrase becam a musical symbol or sort of m~tto,for the concept of Marian devotion in

Renaissance motet.

The first and the most important function of this demarcated initial phrase was, of
course, to define the mode of the piece; however, this function was ofien extended to the
openings of other successive verses of the antiphon as welL This exordium is usually
presenred in imitation, by aU parcicipating voices as depicted in Example 6 . 2 ~In the
hebla manuscript, the motive pervades the entire opening polyphonic segment when it is
presented successively by three pairs of V

O ~ S 01hi.s-cantus,
,

bassus-tenor, and (not seen

in this example) bassus-alta Aftu the "mater misericordine" imitative segmnt, which is

not based on the chant, the head motive returns for the introduction of the second verse.
As depicted in Example 6.2b, the "SalveIVita"motive provides the scaffolding for the topvoice citation of the chant nitlody for the text "Vita dulcedo" (mm. 22-29). The h a 1
polyphonic unit of this verse shows a much k r paraphrase of the pre-existent melody. In
the other versicles in the Puebia source, aii voices take part in the imitation of the head

motives, but the catms remaïns the prominent agent in paraphrasing the chant. In this
respect, this setting departs fiom the style found in Victoria's iater Salve Regina settings,
but it is more akin to the settings by his counaymen, Morales, Guerrero, and Navarro who
borrowed fbm the chant mlodies to a greater degree and favored the top voice a s the
carrier of the chant melody. Other stylistic feanires such as the scoring for four parts ody,
the consistent use of single mlodic phrases for a point of imitation, and the Josquin-like

181
duo beghmhg of O clmens versicle, reinforces the hypothesis that, if indeed the

attribution is correct9this is the earliest of Victoria's Salve settings.

Example 62: Salve Regùiu h m Puebla, Libro & coro 1
a) "Salve regha"

In the majonty of late sixteenth-cenniry Salve R e g i ~compositions, the head
motive appeared simulîaneously with a countersubject which could be either newly

invented or derived h m another segmnt of the chant. In Victoria's setting of 1572, for

exarnple. the newly invented counterpoint melody in the basus outlines the interval of the
W h It appears in the sinh measart after the pnsentation of the extended portion of the

chant in the tenor (mm 1-5) and the four-note Salve motive in the layers of altus primur
and CUMUS prîmus.

In the sening of 1572, we can obseme yet another function of the Salve motive,
that is, its use as a constructive and symboiic device in the form of ostinato. In this

composition, the c

a secundur
~
sings the Salve formula fourteen times on two sets of

or G-Ht-GD. The fint set is used six tmies in the prima pars and four
pitches: D-C-D-G
times in the secwida pars. The second set appears four times in the second section of the

motet. In addition, to display his technical ski& Victoria a t a t s the a h secundus part as
the second structurai voice. The seven-note melody staning on G alteniates with the one
starting on A. Altogether there are five statemenrs of this melody in the prima pars and

seven statemnts in the secunda pars. There is no doubt that Victoria's use of this rather
ou-fàshioned compositional method is modeled on Josquin's Salve Regina for five voices

where the mono i s repeated twelve times.26
It is the clear M o n of the Salve Regina text into nine distinct segments that
offered Renaissance composers numrous structural choices. As in the mjonty of Italian
Salve settings based on the alternatim practice, the Salve for five voices of 1576 is divided
into nine sections with four polyphonic seg~nents.2~
This particular layout, as well as the
strucnire of the remairing Salve settings by Victoria an cornpareci in Table 6.4. In the

mjonty of h o w n funy polyphonic Salve settings the most m u e n t choice was a tripartite
form in which the centrai unit was reserved for the fZth versicle which contains a direct
plea to Mary as the advocate of man (Eia ergo advocata nmtm).28 It is surprising that
Victoria did not compose any seaings in this mariner. Perhaps, this lacuna can be filied by

the Salve Regina fiom the Riebia source which transmits a disthct Eia ergo verse. In the
-

-

-

-

A detaîleci and@ of Josquin's Salve Regina à 5 is provided in Cristle C o h s
Judd, "Josquin des Ru:Salve r e g i ~
(à 3,"
Models of Ml~sl*cai
Anatysis. Music Before
1600,ed. Mark Everist (Odord: Basa Blackwell Lui, 1992), 114-153.
27 It is interesting to note that Spanish composers obsuved either a ten-part
division where both "nobispost hoc exilium ostende" and "O pin" phrases were iefi to be
sung in chant (e.g., Sahte Regina settings by Anchieta and Morats) or on eight-part
division where, "nobispost" phrase was chantai and the finalthree invocations were set in
polyphony (e-g., altemtr'm senings by N a v m and Guernro).
28 For the list of the compositions basxi on this Iayout, see Ingram, 'The
PoIyphonic Salve RegiM," 98-99.
26

sening dorriinated by a pervasive imitationai technique, th& versicle is set apart by the
employment of the hornorhythngc technique.
The Salve nom Victoria's 6rst print of 1572 is divided instead into four distinct
sections. As can be seen in Table 6.4, the prima pars sets the threz initial versicles which
emphasize the concept of Mary as a Queen of mercy. The secundo pars sets versicles four
and five, thus combining the most emotionai expressions of the antiphon ("sighing,
moanlig, crying") with the plea of mercy. The terria pars is reserved for the sixth versicle,
which dinas attention towards Jesus (Et Jesum), and the qwna pars sets the nnal three

invocations to the Virgin. It is not surprising that Victoria devotes a separate section to
the Et Jemm versicle since th& phrase was ngarded as a focal point of the chant where
the supplication is directed to Mary as the mediator of nian before her Son. It is inp,ortant

to stress that the Et Jesum motive @-A-C-D)was the only other melodic phrase of the
chant, besides the Salve mono, which was consistenrly used as a head motive for the

comsponding text. Because of this signiscance, since the early ~ e t ~ ofg the
s polyphonie
Salve fiom the Eton Choirbook, the beginning of this section, the segment setting the

words "Et Jeswn." was clearly separateci h m the rest of the verse and often emphasized
by chordal texture. Victoria foUows this practice both in the alternuth sening of 1576
and homorhythmk setting of 1583. In Victoria's last Salve for five voices, we can observe
this traditional separation of "Et Jesum" section where the four-no te chant motive of the

bas voice supports chordal hamiony. Of course, by 1583 this mthod for text emphasis
had becorne a cliche. The implernentaàon of chordal sonorities as a method of drawing

attention to the tex& to underline miportant liturgical or politicai nams, was very conimon
at that tune and it continued to be cultivateci weU after the sixteenth century- In addition,

this sper:ial versicle ofren inspired composers to bring changes in the K O M ~ and timbre*
In his compositions, Victoria reduces the number of voices to four in bo th the Salve for
six voifes of 1572and in the Salve for five voices of 1576. Also, in the polychoral settings

of 1576 and Toledo manuscript, the segmnt setting the "Et Jeswn" phrase is named by
the versicles set by a fullforce of the two combined choirs (see Table 6.4).

It seerns that Victoria's arrangements of Et J e s m were highly regarded shce the
music of this parricular versicle is aansniitted in differenr manuscRpt sources. For

exampie, in the Bogod source (LC-GFH) the music of Victoria's Et Jeswn and O Clemenr
fiom his 1572 setting were put together with versicles one and three composed by
Gutierre Feniandez Hidalgo.29 IncidentaDy, the assembling of Salve antiphons as
composite works was not at aIi unconimon and can be compared to a suliitar practice of
grouping the polyphonie versicles for eight tones into the Magnaicat cycles.30 Also, the
English soum (London. British Library, Adci. 29246) transmits an intabulation of the Et

Jeswn which is ataibuttxi to Victoria despite the fact that it differs h m all the hown
vocal settings. hcidentally, it is surprising that the sixth versicle was chosen for
intabulation since in organ settings of thk antiphon odd-numbered versicles were usually
set polyphonically. The appearance of the Et Jesm versicle as a separate item in sorne of
the souras indicates that, occasionally, this was the only segment performed

polyphonically among other versicles chanted
We cm also sense the importance of the Et lemm by the fact that somerkries more

than one version of this versicle was provided in one source. For instance, the Toledo
manuscript contains two &mate versions of this versicle.31 While the fim one confoms
to the version printed in 1572, it is surprising to find that the altemate sening does not
provide a variant reading of the version found in the 1576 pria as is the case with the

For the verses by Gutieae Fernandez Hidalgo, see the edition by Stevenson in
Inter-AmmecanMUSI-C7 (1985),39-42.
30 Foi exampie, in the manuscript at Cassale Moderrato of 1594, a Magnificat
cycle in eight tones was assembled koom six odd-numbered verses by Victoria, which were
drawn b m his 1581publication @-IV and VI-'M), with three verses by Wert (
I
V,
,and
vm).See David Cradord, "TheFranœsco Sforza Manuscript at Casale Monfèrrato"
J o m l of the A m e h Mt(~~*coiogical
Socie~y24 (1971): 457-462.
31 Another instance of two altemate setîings of the Et l e m verse is found in
Fernando Franco's sening of the Suive Regina d 5 in Puebla, Libro & coro 1.
29
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remaining sections of this anriphon and the other compositions in the Toledan source.

Example 6.3 provides a transcription of this pnviously unknown version of the Et Jeswn.
This shorter and less cornplex setthg appears to be Victoria's second choice since it is

p h e d in the manuscript at the end of the Salve Regina composition.32

Despite the remarkable sirrrifarity of melodic content in the points of imitation on
''Salve Regina," Et Jesm," and "nobis," an individual attitude can be observed in the

degree the paraphrased chant pervades the texture of this composition and in the way the

free and borrowed motives art organized. Only in the Toledan version, is the entire chant
mlody of the second half of the Et Jeswn versicle (that is, starting with "nobis")

paraphrased as if Victoria would intentionally wish to bow to the Spanish tradition where
this phrase was left to be sung in chant (see especially the intemal voices in measures 8-25

which very closely follow the chant). The printed compositions reved instead a symbolic
presence of the "nobis" formuia. In the 1572 version, for example, Victoria chose to
emphaske the transition to the second section of the versicle by harmonic rneans; that is, a
sudden shar fiom G major to C minor chorci, and by homorhythmic matment of the word
"nobis." Only a hint of the rnelodic formula of "nobis"remains in the inverteci intemal of

the Eth in the top voice (mm 24/25) and in the motive for the lowest voice which
provides the harmonic support for the "osrende" segment (mm 32-34). However, at the
outset of the q m a pars the "nobis"formula is m e r used as the counterpoint to the "O
clmens" chant mlody. Thus, as far as the attitude towards the pre-existent melody is

concemed, the choices in the Toledan Et J e s m are more akin to the approach found in
the three available polyphonîc sections of the Puebla source.

Furthemore, a dose examination of the stylistic and technical aspects of the Et

Jesum support the theory that the Tolcdan setting was composed before both the 1572
and 1576 p ~ t e versions.
d
The fïrst polyphonie section of the Toledan version (mm 1-8),
for

exarirpIe,

is conmcted exclusively from two tene components, the "Et Jesum"

Toledo, Mus. B. 30 is also a source for the two différent versions (6and d6) of
the Sicus eras verse of the Magnij7cat qum*toni.

motive (G-D-F-G) and a descending third @-C-B 5t/A-G-FFE-D) which are separated
by rests. The only effort to animate this transparent texture is the introduction of the
standard oniamntal figures in masures three and five. These chant-derived motives are

assembled in both horizonta1 (cannc~finnus)and vertical (countersubject) rnanner. Despite

the application of the simpIest types of manipulation of the m d e l - that is. the fiteral and
sequential repetitions - Victoria still feu into the mp of hidden paralle1 fifths between the
internai voices (rmn 415) forcing him to make a note adjustrnent in the canfus secundus

voice (see the change fiom E to F in m

4).33

The conmpuntal procedures found in the

p~ted
counterpoints of 1572 and 1576 show a much greater compositionai sk& I?.i.it of
all, the phrases Victoria chose to work with show greater rhythrnic diversity and melodic

expansion; and, second, they are subjected to canonic m t m n t : somthing seldom
encountered in Salve settings. The h a 1 nsdt is a much Mer and more flemie texture.
While the hexachord countersubjecr of the 1576 version relates to the Toledan one, the

countersubject of the 1572 version offers a clever disguise of the main "Et Jeswn" motive.
Some additional stylistic aspects of the Toledan Et Jesm, such as building the
contrapuntal fabric nom parallel structures, dependence on the breve notes in the

presentation of the important motives, and a few &ws in text-underlay relate it to the

Puebla source. This allows us to speculate that it is possible that early in his career
Victoria composed a Wy-polyphonie version of the Salve Regina setting, kom which the
d s i n g versicles diree (Ad te clmumus) and four (Ad te suspirmus) are yet to be found
Tuming now to the finai section - O clemens, O pia, O dulcis virgo Maria - it is

important to stress that in polyphonie settings of these invocations, composers very
seldom used the actual chant mlody. However, the sections highlighted in the chant by
long rnlismas over the exciamatory "0's" were ofien emphasized by melismatic writing
and the syllabically treated Virgo Maria phrase by homrhythnnc texnites. Shce these

short accIamations lend themselves especially wen to antiphonal play, even in the
- -

method of manipuiation of conaapuntal elemcnts by the use of a
sequence is fomd, for ewmple, in the Et J e m verse of the aiternutim setting à4 by
Morales.
33 A smiilar

compositions created in a densely contrapuntal style (such as the Salve of 1572). the
altemation of higher and Iower sound groups were readüy exploiteci. From a i l of Victoria's
Sahte senings, the two polychoral versions ~ o l e d a nand 1576) of the concluding versicle

allowed him to take full advantage of available resources. Although the basic layout of the
spatial e&ts

is c o m n for both versions, we cm find a few variant approaches to

polychorai technique. Significant differences can be observed in the interrelation between
the choirs and in the texture of polychoral segments. In antiphonal repetitions, for

example, the printed version favors separation of the chordal segments and the manuscript
version favors their overlapping (that is, the f i a i sonority of the fint choir is synchronized
with the enay of the second choir). Further, the Toledan version cleariy shows the

preference for block-like textures where the number of pseudo- imitation entnes is kept to
a minhum, w h k the p ~ t e version
d
accomdates more syncopateci textures by means
of cross-rhythm in one or more voices.
The sonority of the two versions is also influenced by a different response to the
text With exception of a few short melismatic passages highüghting each of the three

vocative phrases, the ToIedan seaing @es the words a completely hornorhythniic
treatment, On the contmy, in the printed version Victoria does not shy away £iom using

his contrapuntal skülin elaborating some of the melodic passages. For example, in the first
of the duee-fou invocations of the "O dulcLF" word-phrase, Victod chose to inrroduce in
the tenor voice of the second choir a descending mlisrna to be f k l y imitated by the
c m t u secundus (mm 12-16). Furthemore, Victoria

shows great diversity in his

reworking of this mlodîc materiai in the subsequent expositions of the same temal phase
by changing both the tirne interval ktween the entries and the order of ennies. The
melodic phrase is given to all of the participating voices inc1uding the lowest rnember of
the choirs which m the Toledan version is completely stnpped fkom any mlodic
responsibilities. It is obvious that Victoria's search for color here goes much further than in
the Toiedan version However, using more nstrained technical meam does not mean that

the Toledo version is less expressive. On the contrary, the chordd Wnting used by Spanish

coqosers infaborddn ncitation of psalms and Lamentations, becam extrernely popular

in the post-Tridentine Roman style of composition. These styIistic di&rences are siniply a

matter of aesthetic choice and can not solve questions of chronology between the two

sources. However, an examination of Vitoria's technical SHI,suggests that the printed
version represents a more advanced stage in the manipulation of polychoral textures. This
supposition is possible only if we compare these two versions in Iight of Victoria's chokes
for his Iater pdychoral works (for example, Missa Suive Regina of 1592) which allowed
him to exploit every possible contras between the choh and to integrate the contrapuntal

writing hto the polychoral sononty.

Despite these texniral differences, both versions share the identical harmonic
layout deiineated by a djuncr bass. A tonal cohercnce of this versicle is clearly secured by
fkequent puféct cadences on G (minor) and B fiat (major). The vital harmonic signiscance
of the intemi of die fifth is funher exploited in the extended chah of chordal pogressions
(see, for example, A-D-G-C-F-Baat-Efiat Ïn

m 6-16). Such harmonie directness

towards the tonal center of G minor (with rnuricaficta on F sharp and E flat) is possïïle
only in the homorhyrhmic sections supportad by the strong bas foundation (found &O in

sorne of the sections of the Salve of 1583). In the majority of versides based on the
imitative duet hmwork, the chordal progressions result fiom iinear counterpoint and
thek modal organization relies on much more diverdïed tonal centers.
According to the important modal indicators (the cadential finals, the shape of

opening motives, the range of the individual voices, and the species), all of the discussed
Salve settings are in the transposecl Dorian mode."

W e the linear aspects of

composinon accentuate the c o m o n feahxres of all settings belonging to the sarne genre,
the vertical aspects of music brïng forward the individual character of each composition.
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Taking under consideration systern (cantur mollis), clefnng (chiavette), and

k a l @asof the finaltriad), all of Viitona's Salve Regina setrings and the two masses
nom the Toledo irninusaipt, Ave maris steliu and Gaudeanzzis belong to the tond type bg2-G (following Powers' classification presented in 'Tonal Types and Modal Categories in
Renaissance Polyphony," 428-70). Also, accordhg to the position of the final within the
hexachord, they can be clasdied as representative of the Re tonality with re-la modal type

Although the most important cadential points at the end of the versicles are reguiated by
the final G and repercusion DTVictoria exercised a great fkedorn in deteminhg the

pitches for intemal cadences. He had at his disposal an impressive number of "mdally
conect" choices: the third (B flat), the second (A), and the foarth (C)degrees of the

modal octave. The particuIar cadence plan chosen depended upon the range (authentic or
plagai) of the two smctural voices and consequently on the location of the cantizanr and
tenorizans in the contrapuntal WC.
Also, the composer had the liberty to define a tonal

center by the choice and strength of the cadences (which can be d e s m i in modem ternis
as perfect, plaga phrygian) or to avoid clear hmonic implications by blurrjng or evading

cadences altogether. These aspects of composition re£iectthe Merences in sononty of the
individual settings. The most diversilied tonal exploration of the mode, as outlined above,
can be observed in the 1572 version which gives this setting a very fluent modal sonorïty.

In generai, in the rernaining versions local tonal centers are more focused: G. D,C (minor,
with m u e n t use of the flatteneci sixth) in the alternatirn setting of 1576 and G,DTB flat

in the polychoral setring of 1576. In the settings of both the Puebla manusuipt and the

print of 1583, cadenrial goals oscillate between G and D. An exceptionally cltar hamnic
direction in the iatea of Victoria senùigs is supporteâ by fuIl aiadic sonority.

This examkation of the multiple settings in a -range

genre, such as Salve

Regina, gives us a great opportunity to investigate Victoria's stylistic diversity in motet

composition. In the nairiework of settings designated for alter~tim,funy polyphonie and
polychoral type of performance, we can follow his aeniendous sqdktic and technical
development. The change from an htxicate counterpoint and constructive solutions
associated with a Netherlandish style, as applied to his 1572 setting, to the s h p h
homofiythrrn-c style of the 1583 sethg d o r s the rapid changes which took place in

Roman-styïe compositions; in pareicular, in an area of hamionic thinking and aeatment of
the te=

Moreover, Viktoria is known to have had a s p e d abiljr and fondness for

Cm Judd's classincation m "ModalTypes and Ut, Re, Mi Tonalities: Tonal Coherence in
m about 1500," 428-467).

S a d Vocal Polyphony h

combining diaerent styles, both new and old, in one c0mposition.3~In this respect, his
eight-voice Salve of 1576 displays nvo di&nnt compositionai techniques placeci side by
side. The traditional contrapuntal devices, such as imitative and canonic organization of
vokes, are featured in the sections for one chorus and the antiphonal and declamatory
devices, assoàated with the new polychoral style, are exploiteci in the sections for
combined forces of two choruses. Both the Puebla and Toledo manuscript versions
represent a valuable addition to the repertory of Victoria's Salve settings. They also albw
us a rare glinrpse into Victoria's early technicd solutions, some of which rnay have been
innuenced by Spanish compositional and performance practice as transmitted in the works

of his cornpamots. In this context, they shed some light on a perplexhg issue of stylistic
ties between the composer who becarne fully assidateci hto the sixteenth-century Roman

milieu and his Spanish heritage.

In generai, in all of the discussed Salve Regina senings we can find a great

sintilarity of const~ctionto a number of sixteenth-century senings of tbis antiphon which

are greatly indebted to the

srnicm

of the chant Victoria inherited most of the

conventions fkom his predecesson and adopted them to the changing musical tastes
prevalent during the final stage of the Marian cuit Victoria's Salve Regina settings
represent the culmination of the popuiarîfy of this chant in Ïts laic usage in the similar way
that, in the liturgical context, his Missa de Beam Virgine manifests a final chapter in a

symbolic adoration of the Blessed Virgin Mary.

35 In the 1600 print of the Magnflcatprimi toni à8, for example, the newly
composed three-voice canon (Et misencordia) is placed alongside the polychoral verses.

CHAPTER VI1

Victoria's Compositional Process

Multiple Aspects of Renaissance Irnitnfio
The cornparisons of die works fkom Toledo B. 30 with their cornterparts in the
Venetian pubkation of 1576 presented in the preceding chapters provides an insight into
Victoria's compositional process d e s t i n g various aspects of Renaissance imitatio.
W e investigating Victoria's revisions it becornes clear that ce-

parameters of the

works are always c o m n not oniy to both manusaipt and printed versions, but also to
other compositions belonging to the sarne genre. Although the objectives for emulating a
pre-existent polyphonie composition are principdy Werent kom those for revising the

same work, cenain techniques used by Vitoria in both processes are sniilar and reflect
the desire of the composer to change, enhance, and elaborate the mode1

The broad interpretation of the concept of Renaissance Nnitoro aIlows us to

discuss Victoria's art of bomwùig in the genres represented in Toledo B. 30, the three
Marian masses, the antiphon and the psaim. Victoria's borrowing techniques in the Missa
Gaudeamus, e d e d in Chapter IV, illuminated the concept of imitatio by species,

which in Burrrieister's terminology refèrs to emuiating the specifk mode1 (exenrplary

work), that is, Morales' Jubilate Deo motet' However, simiiar bonowing procedures
were also applied in somt portions of Victoria's paraphrase masses discussed in Chapms

II and III. The aspects of imitatio, therefore, m y be interpreted on three different levels:
(1) in the mass with the extensive use of a cmturfinnus (MLrso Ave maris stdla), (2)the
genuhe paraphrase mass (Missa de Oeata M a ) , and (3) the parody mass (Missa

Gazideumus). The dependence on Morales' polyphonic structures, therefore, graduaIly

increases with the decreashg role of strict presentation of chant rnelody.

The second type of borrowing, dehed by Burmexster as imitatio by genur,
involves emulathg general stylistic fêature of a genre (the works of many exceknt
cornposers).z This general category embraces the stylistic and technical features which cm
be applied to ail of the compositions discussed in this study, but it is particularly evident in
the d-SC&
genres such as the Nisi Dominus and the Salve Regina antiphon.

The

investigation in Chapters V and VI of the versions nom Toledan manuscript in the context
of Victoria's other conaibutions to these genres has already pointed to some aspects of

musical borrowing that was strongly motivated by a desin by a Renaissance composer to
preserve stylistic conventions of a particular genre.

In this chapter the polychoral Salve Regina and Nisi Dominus will be treated as
study-cases that embody two dinerent types of musical borrowing: (1) the fint case
represents a type of linear or horizontal borrowkig of melodic or contrapunral erordiwn in
the works based on an imitative duet m w o r k with a successive conception of voices;

(2) the second case represents vertical borrowing of chordal segments which is found in

compositions based on the simultaneous conception of voices. Although the fim type is
characteristxc for the majority of polyphonic settings in Renaissance music, hence' in the
senings in Toledo B. 30, it becomes especially evident in the Marian antiphon Salve
Regina. The second type can be best illustrated in the settings derived fiom the

hamionization of the psalm tone,such as the Nisi Dominus, but it is also representative of
Victoria's compositional process in many other works using chordal sections, particularly,

his polychoral motets, magnificats, and masses as weil as his Larrientations and Requiem
masses.

Linear borrowhg in the Salve Regina
One of the most important and most obvious compositiooal methods used in
defining a genre is the application of the same melodic, contrapuntai, or harmonic idea at
the beguining of a composition or at the beglining of a panicular verse or versicle. The

fkst and the most important function of this initial segment is, of course, to defie the

mode of the piece; however, if the same idea is recyclecl by différent coqosers, it also
symboltes and identifies a panicular genre.
In order to hitate the stylisac conventions in a given genre, Victoria as any other

late-sixteenth century composer, had at his disposal certain tirne-honored melodic,
contrapuntal, and hamionic solutions which could be adapted to changing musical styles,
dinerent perfonriing practices, or personal aesthetic tastes. This is why in the mjority of
the Renaissance settings of the Salve Regina antiphon and the Vespers psalms we c m find

m y similar contrapuntal, and hmonic solutions appropriate to the melodic and
structural characteristics of the chant.

In the case of the Salve Regina, kom the tirne of early settings of this antiphon in
the Eton Choirbook, c o q o s e n always made use of characteristic motivic material that
was inherent to the Dorian mode transposed to G by the addition of B fit. The most

important fixe that defines this geme is the opening motive for Salve Regina chant that
consists of four notes (A-G-A-D). This particdix pattern could be presented in imitation
by aIl participating voices as in Victoria's Salve Regim a4 nom Puebla.Libro de coro 1

(Example 6.2) or widi the newly invented counterpoint as in the Salve Regina 86 (1572).
The second d o d i c pattern consistently eqloyed in a i i Renaissance Salve Regina
setrings is the "Et

je^"

motive @-A-C-D). As shown in Exarrrple 7.1, all of Victoria's

versions of this versicIe share a remarkabk simkïty of melodic content The motives
used as the basis of points of imitation in this versicle and, in general, in the remaining
sections of this antiphon mpresent spical modal formnlae inherent m the Suive chant The
pivotai rnelodic phrases of "Et Jesum" (ExampIes ?a) and "MW'(Example 7d) are

composed h m the prPrary mlodic elements of the Dorian mode: the

one

Example 7.l: Melodic content of Et Jesum
a) " E t Jesum":bead motive

a) "EtJesum": counterpoint
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emphasizing its phgai, and the latter its authentic quality. The rneiodic phrases c o n f h the
mode by the articulation of stmcturally signaiCant intuvais and the graviration towards the

&al

G and the repercussion D (the pivotal pitches for both melodic and cadential

organization). The m s t exploited nielodic formula seems to be the rising and falling
tetrachord which figures prormiiently in the chant rnelody for this versicle (as seen in
"benedicria" and 'wtum"
in Examples 7.lb and 7.k, respectively). There are also

many diverse melodic COntoun outlliing the species of fifth and fourrh or the e n t h modal

octave that can be found (see especially the "nobis"phrase in Example 7.ld utiüPng a
standard formula with fa supra la) The existence of the multiple versions of the

concfuding polyphonic incise, none of whïch relate to the chat, o&rs us a rare ghqse
into Victoria's compositional process. The solutions for the "ostende" section (ExarnpIe
7. le) range nom the simple arched step-wise phrases of the Toledan version (mm 25-30)

to the emphatic multiple exclamations found in the 1572 prinr (mm 3242).

By studying Victoria's four p ~ t e dand two manuscript versions of this antiphon
and also his Salve Regina parody miss of 1592, we can observe his methods of borrowing
in a ch& chant-motet-mass. It is obvious that in the process of the composer's reuse of
his own materia.from one polyphonic composition to the other, he applied a l l the variants
of hear borrowing: fkom a single luic, two lines (uiat is, a chant melody and its
counterpoint) to the polyphonic complex of a mono or the point of imitation (in the case
of the mass). Owing to contempofary listtmrs' fkmihîty with these standard meiodic
motives, all this bowwing was clearly audible. In this context, the v h t s in bonowing
invohing a s i n e Iuie or polyphonic mit indicates a level of cornplexÏty rather rhan the

application of different compositional rnethods. Although the polyphonk wriMg cannot be
satisfactorily related to borrowing techiques used in literary models, ail of these nuances
in musical bowwing can be embraced by the musical Mt&.

Vertical Borrowing in the Nisi Dominus
Tuming now to the second case of borrowing, this segment wiil point to certain
harmonie progressions found in Victoria's Nisi Dominus psalm which show sim&ities

with those used in Spanish fdordon settings. Since the genre of the polyphonic psaIms

can be derived dinctiy nom a simple harrnonization of the psaim tone, Renaissance
composers aiways put fonvard a clear declamation of the

text

by means of chordal

textures. Although the chordal mamet of composition was cultivateci throughout the
Renaissance on the continent it had exerted a particularly strong influence on Spanish
repertories.

In the theoretical w r i ~ g sthe practice of sirnuitaneous composition did not
occupy as important a role as a successive mthod of composition. Various writers,
however, had acknowledged the importance of the verticai component of music, that is,
harmonic progressions.3 Triadic orientation of a polyphonic compositions is the subject
that is mntioned, for example, by Tinctoris (Liber de Ane Contrapuncri of 1477) who
refers to hhating the arranging of concords which are either perfect or imperfect, by
Simon de Quercu (Opucicdum murices of 1516) who provides a catalog of chord
formations, and by Pietro Aron (Thoscanello de la muSica of 1523) who acknowledges
the structuraLrole of the basas

The Spanish treatise on improvisation, Santa Manias Ane de tufier fantaria
(1565), is espeùally miportant because of its co~ectionto the compositionai process in
3 M e r genres exploiting vertical orîentation of Renaissance music, besides psalms,
are the Itaüan frottola and early rnadrigaL Benito V. Rivera, for example, explores the
harmonie principles in these nvo genres in ''The Two-voice Framtwork and its
Harmonimion in Arcadelt's F i Book of Madrigals," Mwc Amlysis 6 (1987): 59-88.
4 For the review of the moa important theoretical ideas in Renaissance pertinent to
the hamnic theory and a simuitaneous conception of voias inthe polyphonic cornplex,
see Benito V. Rivera, "Harmonie Theory in Musical Treatises of the Late F i n t h and
Early Sixteenth Ctnnrry, " Themy Specmun 1 (1979): 80-95; and Bonnie J. Blackburn
'On Compositional Rocess in the Fifteenth Century," JowMI d t h e h e r i c u n
Mtl~~~coiogicol
Sociery 40 (1987): 210-284.

psahs and to Spanish performance praccice, in generaL5 This treatise contains the earlien

description of an improvisational and compositional technique based on the doniinance of

a trebie-bass duet fiIled in with vertical sonorities. E%s presentation of the technique
referred to as 'Piaying in consonances" (tufier a consonancius) provides a mthod of

yriprovising or composing in a chordal style. Hû ideas are historicaiIy important because
they intluenrrd the mainsaeam theoiies of Pedro Cerone (who in his 1613 work b o w w s

s o m of Santa Maria's concepts) and, on a practical level, by the application of his
theories in a compositional technique by Antonio de Cabez6n and other organ composers
of the period Although the technique of "playing in consonances" is aîmed at organists
improvising in chordal scylc, it was certainly used by composers in writing polyphonie

music as weL Therefore, his opinions can also be related to the compositional process in
Victoria's psalms.6 Since falsobordones were used as teaching pieces. all Spanish
composers were capable of organ improvisation in a chordal styie. In fact, this ski11 was
required for the basic chapefmastership test We also know that falsobordoni were

intended for both choral performance as weil as for keyboard

Santa Maria indicates that in addition

to

the use in the process of cornposing a

fantasia, the technique of consonances is applicable in the harmonization of repeated notes
(unisonar) in fhrdones or chordal harmonizations of the psaim tones. In his aeatise

Santa Maria includes a chapter deallig with hanmnization of the a b l e hes with a bas-

supponed hornorhythic texture. He includes examples for three-note fkagments or
chordd chahs for the coqlete octave: in ascending and descendhg motion, wîth
repeated notes, and moving by leaps of 3rds, 4 t h ~ Sths,
'
or octaves. Especially valuable is
his description of a compositional process involveci h estabhhing consonances between
the bass-trebie fhm w

u subsequently,

is a d in by the '%est'' choices. He

* The following description of the theoretical ideas by Santa Maria is based on the
research by Miguel A. Roig-Francofi pnsented in 'TPlayg in consonances. A Spanish
Renaissance Technique of Chordal Iniprovisation" Eady Music 23 (1995): 461-71.
In 1569 Victoria was hired as c w r y sonodor dei drgmo at the AragoneseClatalanchmh of S. Maria di Monserrato in Rorrie
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reconimends to double one note only, preferably the bass note, and to avoid paralle1
perfect consonances.

Example 73: Tomàs de Santa Maria's Arte de W e rfmmia

Exampie 73: Victoria's Nisi Duminus
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Examde 7.4: Victoria's "Beanrsvira
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ûrganfalsobordone in Tone VI by Antonio de Cabet6n

Choralfalsobonlone in Tone VI, Barcelona MS 454

To inusarate his ideas, Example 7.2 provides chordal panerns of thrre-note
hgments based on the foiiowing intervalic progressions: 10-13-10,10- 13- 15,and 10-12-

10. The last presented chordai pattern is applied by Victoria in the harrnonization of the
Tone VI at the beginning of his polychoral Nisi Dominus (Example 7.3). Exactly the same

harmonk progression is &O used at the beginming of the sixth verse of the same work on
"Beatur vif and at the beginning of the DWt Donzinur psalm based on Tone 1 (both in
Example 7.4). However, this pamm is pnccded by a typicai chordal prognssion used in
harmonization of the repeated notes. The introductory progression with the bass voice
movïng a third down and the alnû voice stepping up cm be iïnked to progressions moa

often found infaLsobordone settings. The two excerpu a m Example 7.5 show that the
same chordal panun is used in choraLfalsobordonefor Tone VI found, for instance, in the

composer in planning contrapuntal events in Salve Regina and chordal patterns, rnost
likely in the score format, to whkh he could rekr when designing the hamnic plan of the
Nisi Dominus.

CHAPlrlERVIII

Toledo MS B. 30 and Victoria's Spanish Heritage

Spanish Developments in Earb Renaissance Music
In the majority of the vast and diverse sacred Latin repertory of the sixteenth
century, the merences between the Spanish and the universal language of the
Renaissance are not readily perceived owing to a remarkabIe stylistic sirriilarity in the
musical settings of the standard texts, especially, after the post-Tridentine u-ation

of

the liturgy. Renaissance rnasten, weU v e n d in the techniques of borrowing, often used
simiiar compositional procedures within the established genres of masses, rnagnincats, and

motets. Since the emtùation of the pre-existent polyphonie models constituted a primary
rnethod of leaming the craft of composition by young musicians and it was recognized as a
weii-accepted form of paying a triiute by mature masters to their colleagues and teachers,
imitatio became one of the most basic, yet fiexiible compositional principles.

Lo the compositions examhed in this study, Victoria applied many of the
techniques of his predecessors regarding the treatment of the bowwed material
(paraphrase and parody) and the methods of its organi7iition ( O S M ~ ~ Oand cams h m ) ,
the basic contrapuntal devices (canonic, imitation), and the cormnon mlodic patterns

characteristic to a particula. mode. However, his creative application of the techniques of
imitatio produced variant solutions in the Toledan manuscript B. 30 and the Venetian

pMt of 1576. The m a auâiile diflkences between the two versions of the masses,
magnificats and polychoral motets are always comected with the handlïng of texture and
the contrapuntal fkbrîc around the structurai chant The variants often involve a minute

adju-nt
and

Ïts

in the timing and order of the voice enmies, the interrelation between the chant

conntersubjects, the bais progressions, and the addition or deletion of

oniamentation,

The detailed analysk in the previous chapters also revealed that not all of these
manipulations can be explained by Victoria's des& to enhance, irnprove, or update the
original version and, therefore, the chronology cannot always be confidently established

In some cases we also can not nile out the possiibility that Victoria produced an ofigjnal
source f?om which he prepared the two versions with slightly different approaches which
may have been intluenced by the stylistic trends prevalent in the Spanish and Italian

centers. This chaptcr will identify those traits, relevant to the manusaipt versions, that
may be considered as characteristic for a Spanish compositional practice or, simply, which

were vdued more by Spanish than Italian audiences. The interpretation of sorne of the
differences between the alternative settings in the context of Victoria's Spanish heritage
will also enhance our howledge about those aspects of Victoria's style that put him apart

nom other continental coqosers.
The repertory h m the Toledo manuscript B. 30 presents an i n t e r e s ~ gcase in
studying Victoria's connection to Spanish tradition and his perception of what stylistic

features may have been appreciated in Spain. Fm of al, the manuscript was prepared for
the Spanish center and we h o w that, in generai, music nisnuscripts catered more to the
specific requirernents of the particular institution fol which they were prepared than the
prints, which were directeci to a broader market Second, the sources sharing the same
compositions were prepared at a very close tirne apart. Therefore, the differences in
execution of the same compositional principles may had b e n innuenceci by the source's
final destination. Fmaily, the compositions fkom the Toledo manuscript were written

comparatively early in Vitoria's career when his reliance on emulating the established

compositional models was much monger than it was in his later compositions. Before the
evaluation of the features of the manuscript in the context of the Spanish musical style, it
Ïs necessary to

look back to important developmnts of Spanish music at the begiMÙig of

the Renaissance and to discuss our current notions about the repertories &om that period.
On'ghUy, the musical developmnts in both Spain and Italy were iduenced by

the customs, repertory, and compositional styles associated with the Franco-Flemish

culture. As in the courts of Northem Italy, in the initial stages of f o m h g hk chape1 in
1461, Ferdinand of Aragon relied on the Burgundian modeL However, while the Etalian

musical establishments kept irnponuig Northem musicians until the mïd-sixteenth century,
the Catholic Monarchs - Isabella of C a d k and Ferdinand - fkom the beginning of their

joint reign (1474), inaeasingly hired locally trained musicians creating a f d e ground for

an indigenous musical culture whose developnient paralleled that of the continent1 The
Spanish memben of both the Casrilian and Aragonese chapels had many opporturùties for

interacting with foreign musicians, particularly, after the series of political marriaga of the
Monarchs' chüdren into the infiuenthl Habsburgs and Tudor dynasties.2 The Flemish
chapels of the future hein to the b o n e becarne an important parc of musical H e in Spain.

The choir of Philip the Fair (the husband of Joanna the Mad), for example, traveled
throughout Spain in 1502 and 1506 and that of Charles V (the grandson of the monarchs)
was first brought to Spain in 1518. The Spanish @ers

in the Aragonese and Castilian

chapels learned new repertones either nom the visiting Franco-Remish musicians (e.g.,
Ockeghem in 1470, La Rue and Agricola in 1502 and 1506, and Gombut between 1526
and 1540) or during their Own travels abroad (e-g., by Anchieta to Flanders in 1504-5 and
PeBaIosa to Rome in 1517).

There were also numerous opportunities for the major cathedials and royal chapels
to exchange repenones because of the muent visits of the monarchs to the main centers
of the Casttlian Uoledo, S e d e , Valladolid, and also Granada) and Aragonese (Barcelooa,
Saragossa and Valencia) kingdoms.3 The interrelation between the musical practices in the

For a study of the repenory during the period under the Catholic Mowchs, see
Tess Knighton, "Music and Musicians at the Court of Ferdinand of Aragon 1474-1516
(PbD. diss. Cambridge University, 1983). The Cancioneru musical de Paiucio which
contains the repertory fkom this penod is edited by Angiès in La m M c a en la c m e de los
Reyes CatOiicos, MME,VOL 1 (1941/1960),5 (1947), and 10 (1951).
Juana rriiim'edPh@ the Fair, the son of Manmiliÿn 1 and Juan marrïed his
daughta, Margaret of Ausrria
3 One of the well-documnted t o m took phce by Phüip with hk Flemish
entourage to Toledo Cathedral in 1502when the rnass with the joimd forces of the
Toledo Cathedra1and the royal chape&was celebrated, See Tess Eghton, "The Spanish

cathedds and the court can be seen, for example, in the adaptation of the Toledan rite in
the royal chape4 or the reverse

-

the singing of polyphonic Christmas songs in the

cathedrals. The repertories of both royal and cathedra1 chapels also show preferences for

devotiod compositions for the Marian and passiontide celebrations. Cathedrals were the

places where the Spanish musicians were eained before they e n d the royal chapels
anci, ultimately, after the death of Isabelia in 1504 and Ferdinand in 1516, they remained

the most stable institutions to which the Nigers could r e m as active musicians,

administrators, or to collect their benekes. Since Spanish musicians were excludecl fiom
the chape1 of CharIes V (1517-55), the cathedrals became the p ~ c i p a centers
l
for the
future development of Spanish music.

The k g e s t and most important surviving musical source documenting the
achievernents of this generation of Spanish composers is the manuscript held in the archive
of the Tarazona Cathedral ( T w C 2-3)P It contains 119 compositions (hymns,

Magnincats, motets, Lamentations and masses) prepared for the dl-important occasions of
the church year. W~thonly a few exceptions, the works in this source are amibutecl to
Spanish composers such as ~ c i s c de
o Peiialosa (36 compositions), Pedro de Escobar

(22). Alonso de Aiva (20). and Juan de Anchieta (6). Although this repertory was

compiled for the Seville Cathedral, the concordances with other Spanish and Portuguese
sources indicate that this music was sung throughout the entire Iberian peninsula. This
anthology of the best Latin polyphonic repertoxy of the i k s t quarter of the sixteenth
Court of Ferdinand and Isabelh," The Renaissance, ed. Iain Fenlon (Englewood Cliffs:
Prentice Hall, l989), 345-346.
4 Other manuscripts fkom this period which contain both northem and Spanish
repertory are: an unnwbered Segovia cancionero (SegC ss.)nom this period which can
be directiy connected wah the royal couri and Bardona 454 (nom which the
falsobordone setting in Example 7.5 was drawn). m e r Spanish sources which contain
settïngs infoOordon style are Medinad Cancionero ( M a6829) and the cimcionero of
the Biblioteca Columbina (SevBC 7-1-28). See WoEgang Freis, ûistObal de Morales,"
184-195, N o m Klem Baker, "An Umumbered Manusaipt of Polyphony in the Archives
of the CathedraL of Segovia" (Am Arbor,University MiaonlmIntemational, 1978). and
E d o Ros-Fibregas, The Manuscript BarceIona, Biblioteca de Catalunya, M. 454:

century represents, tkn, the national legacy which was inheriied by the next two
generations of Spanish composers such as Morales, who was trahed in Seville, and

Gu-

who served in this center tkom 1554-1599. Victork's c o ~ e c t i o nto this tradition

can be traced through his emulation of the music by Morales whose repertory is pivotal in
the transmission of the styles cultivated in the Seville CathedraL Victoria's link to the

Spanish tradition can also be traced through his education in Âvila Cathedra1 under the

chapelmastershÎps of Ger6nimo Espinar, Bernardino de Ribera, Juan N a v m , and the
organist Damiin de Bolea. It is also possiblc that he may have corne into contact with the
esteemeci organist and composer Antonio de Cabezh who had family connections in Âvila

and made a few appearances in the cathedral during Victoria's tmie as a choirboy? Fdy,
Victoria's link to his national roots was kept after he left Spain through his involvement
with the communities connected with the Spanish churches in Rome.

The research on the npertory from Tarazona 2-3 and the Spanish Renaissance
music before Victoria, in general, has been approached nom two points of view: its

indebtedness to the Franco-Flemish rnodels, and its importance in the developmnt of the
independent Spanish style? Kreitner, for example, puts emphasis on the Spanish debt to
the northem repertory and compositional procedures found in the senings based on the

intemationally-cîrcuiated secular mes (e.g., Pendosa's L'homme arme and Adieu mes
m u r s masses) and Marian chants (e.g., Peiialosa's Ave

Maria mass which in the nnal

Agnus incorporates the Suive Regina wirh the tenor of De tous biens piaine).7 However,
Freis articulates the C

O ~ M & ~of

the Spanish tradition by examking the cornmon stylistic

elemnts found in cornpetitive settings based on the same text, for example, Clmabat
mm mulier (Escobar, Ceballos, and Morales), Inter vesstibulum (Peiialosa, Morales,

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Study and Edition in the context of the lberian and Continental Manusaipt Traditions
(PkD. diss., City University of New York, 1992).
5 Stevenson, SpanLrh Cathedral Music,351-352.
For an extensÎve servey ofprevious studk on Spanish music see Freis "Qist6bal
de MoraIes and the Spanish Motet," 2-22.
Eeitner, ''Franco-Flerriish Elements in Tarazona 2 and 3," 13-34,

Cebalios, and Escobedo), and Salve Regina (Anchieta, Ceballos, Morales, Escobar and
Femitndez).*
These two approaches also represent a valid mthodology for invcstigattig the

techniques of the two pivotal composers of the next two generations

-

Morales and

Victoria It is important to stress that during their stay in Rome both composers adapted
the techniques Iearned in the Spanish c a t h W to current styles then Li vogue in
continental Europe. Aiso, by haWig access to the Vatican scriptorium and Itaiïan pMang
houses they in mm influencecl the practices of the papal chape1 and other Italian

institutions. Therefore, the quest for identifyirîg Spanish featnres in the music of the
composers with truiy international careers presents a much more coniplex issue because it

has to k conducted in the context of the musical styles cultivated by the post-Josquin,
Northern, and Itaüan coqosen. Additionallyt in the study of the composers of Victoria's
generation, the connection to Spanish practices has to be considered kom a slightly
different perspective owing to the changes in the liturgy (revised Breviary and Missal) and
musical style (text inteIügiLbiiiey) hposed by the refonns of the Councii of Trent.
There is a certain agreement that the influence of the Franco-FIemish musical

culture on the developments in Spain may be measured by the type of repertory and the
degree of contrapuntal artifice. However, the standards for learned techniques, such as the

use of vanous imitative devices, canons, ostinati, etc., used by Northemers in the
continental Euope changed drasticaIIy fiom the generation of Josquin to that of Gombert,
Mouton, and Wihert. For example, the use of canmfirmus as a structurai device faded
in fàvor of a syntactic imitation, the ûaasparency of two pairs of voices was rephed by a

seamless countupoint of balanced voices, and the florid counterpoint was compromised
for the text-doxnbted style. It then becornes essential to search for both unique and
conimon Spanish féatures in the compositions employing the contrapunta.1artince as well
as those with the chordai textures that cIearly dominateci the repertory of the early

Renaissance composers such as Alba, Eükra, Anchieta, and Escobar.
Ereis, "Crist6bal de Morales and the Spanish Tradition.," 44-63 and Idem,
"Crist6bal de Moralcs and the SpamSh Motet," 247-255.

Chordal Sonorities
That the Spanish music of the late Hteenth cennuy and early sixteenth cenhuy was
predominantly chordal or written in a non-imitative counterpoint is not only evident fkom
the suryiving sources, but it is also attested to in the writings of the theorist Juan Bemiudo

in his Declaracidn de instrrunenros musicales (1549).9 His con-unents regarding the
Spankh "sonorous" style becarne a source of the comrnon notion of the Spanish style as
simple and homorhythmic. Aho, Bermudo's nmark that the chordal techniques used by

Spanish music around 1500 were replaceci by the new equal-voice polyphony led to the
belief that the use of the pure homorhyrhnic textures were signs of irnmatuxity and
consematism of Spanish cornposen. This was, of course based on the belief that they had
used the homorhythniic techique only before they acquired more learned contrapuntal

sküls. However, it is evident that the composen of the status of Peiialosa and Morales
were equaily proficient in both chordal and learned sfyles of composition. The use of
chordal textures by Victoria in the 1570s, therefore, hdicates a certain continuity of this
aspect of Spanish compositional tradition.

A sfylistic distinction made by Hardie in the repextory of Pefialosa, bewcen his
devotional motets (e.g. Ave verwn corpus) with their exploration of chordal sonorities and

his b p i c a i motets (e-g. Ecce virgo concipiet) which used more diversibied textures and
leamed devices, can be applied only to a iïmited extent to the repertory of Morales and

Victoria10 Morales' liturgical motet Inter vestibulum, indeeû, contains syntactic imitation
with weU-baland voices. However, in his devotional motets, Morales usually applies two

kinds of textures where the homorhythniic textures are reserved for accentuating
important phrases (e.g., "Deus Fom3" [Mighty God] in the Ecce virgo concipiet), diren
speech Cui the Clamabat awmi mulier) or exclamations (Jdilare Deo). Victoria also
-

The comspondingpassages by Bennudo are cited and intexpreted by h i s in
"Crist6balde Morales and the Spanish Motet," 8-13, and 18-19.
Io Jane Hardie, 'The Motets of Francisco de Peoalosa and TheH Manuscript
9

Sources" (PhD. diss. University of Michigan, 1983). 229-230, and 237-238.

+

made a clear distinction between devotional and üturgicat use in his polychoral psalm
motet Nisi Dominus in the Toledo manuscript B. 30

and the four-part serting fiom the

Roman rnanuscript Ms. Mus. 130, nspectively. However, the chordal sections in
Victoria's works are always used in a balance with the contrapuntal segments and they,
certainly, extend beyond the boundaries of the genre of the motet.

In many cases the chordal textures in the Spanish Renaissann repertory are closely
C O M X ~ with
~ ~

the tradition of improviseci hannonization of the recitation formulas of

psaims, litanies, and prayers used, especially, during the observances connected with the
VÏgin Mary, Holy Week, and the liturgy for the dead. Chordal declamation as an

inrprovisational and compositional technique was acknowledged in theontical writings by

Bermudo and Santa Mariz. whose instructions were examined in the previous chapter. The
improvised hannonization of the p s h recitation formulas was by no means peculiar to

Iberian peninsula; however, it seem that it inaienced the compositional procedures of
Spanish composers to a much pater enent than those working on the con~ent.11We
know that in Spain all candidates for chapehtership were required to demonstrate their

skdi by împrovising on a psaim tone. Both cathedrals and monasteries culrivateci this
performance practice. For exampie, in the Escorial rnonastery chordal iniprovisation was
the oniy pemitted way of sinpirg polyphony. Furthemore, in Spanish sources, we cm

often h d the term fdorddn used for the polyphonie psalms w k h are wrinen in
conaapuntai techniques which go beyond a simple formulait pattem.12

In other contrapuntally conceived reepcnoies, chordal blocks are o h inserted on
the supplications such as ora pro nobis in Ave Maria motets (Ribera, Morales, Guerrero,

and Victoria) or miserere nobk in the Gloria13 Besides the Ofna p s a h , the

The expressive declamation in fdsobordone style in Josquin's Miserere mei,
deus psaim and Monteverdi's Tu solus, quifacit mirabilia are perhaps the most famous
exampies.
12 The inventories in the Tolcdo and o&er Spanish cathedrals refer to the
contrapuntaIly conceived p s a h by Navarro or Guenrro by the s a m term as the simpIe
functiond compostions.
13 A tradition of highlighting the important ~~y
words, such as "etJesumm
had its beginning in Brrrgundian tradition

counterpoint with W e independence of voices can be

&O

found in many setthgs of

Passions and Lamentations.14 The m e r of recirting Passions by Spanish singers and the
predomhmtly chordal style of the Holy Week music by Anchieta, Pefialosa, Morales, and
Victoria, stand at the core of our notion of the expressiveness or even mysticism of
Spanish music.ls However, this judgmnt lends itseif better to aesthetic Cnticism rather

than the anaiytical investigation with which this study is concemed.
As the discussion in Chapter Mreveaied, the compositional procedures involving

chordal textures forrn an important aspect of Victoria's styie. The comparisons of the

polychoral Nisi Dominus and Salve Regina presented there showed that Victoria prefenred

a much more pure presentation of the chordal textures in the Toltdan rather than the
Venedan source. The avoidance of the staggered entries is also obvions in many sections
of the masses. For exarnple, in the Gazidemus rnass, the preference for a strict
homorhythmic matment of the text is emphasîzed in those sections which, according to
Cerone, were c u s t o d y treated in longer notes in nnipler textures. such as Qui toilis

and Patrem omnipotentem. The block-lüte textures and. in gened, more synchronLed
voice leading in contrapuntaily conceived sections of the nianuscript, allow for a much
mon clear text presentation. It is not clear. therefore, whether or not Victoria was
idiuenced by the new idea of text intefigiiility or was mrely displayhg his Spanish roots.
However, the use of predominantly contrapuntai techniques in both versions of the three

masses examinai show linle evidence that at this point of his career Victoria was
concemed with the practical application of the post-Tridentine dogmas. AIl of the chordal

14 The innuence on the perfonriing prmîce of the Papal chape1 of the Spanish
tradition of setmig the masic polyphoriidy during the Holy Week and, Ïn particular,
expressive performance of the Lamentations has been docmrrnted by Johannes Binkhard
as early as 1493. See Richard Shexr, "The 'Spmïsh notion' m the Papal Chape4 14921521," Earty Music 20 (1992): 601-609.
HigSu AngIès, "Latin Church Music on the Continent Spah and Portugal"in
The New OMord History of MusiIcsrcs
VOL1, The Age of Hwnanîmi (I54O0I630),and
Howard Mayer Brown, 'W&a para la pasi6n de ûisto de Anchieta y otros: M e
espaiïola en un concïerto pan-europeo," 111 Semana de M&ca EspanOla. El
Renacimiento, Festival de Otoiio @iadrid, Consejeria de Cuin~a,1988).

*

wrïting exarriined belongs to those sections which traditiodly were set in homorhythnnc
textures, such as the phrases "Et Jeswn," or " c m Sancto Spiritu."

Sirnultaneous Counterpoints and Distinctive Bass Voice
As the analysis in the previous chapters has indicated, one of the characteristic

featwes that distinguishes Victoria's contrapuntal wxiting in the Toledan manuscript fiom
that in the Venetian print is the m u e n t use of concise and synchronized beginnings and
closures of the contrapuntal units. The type of counterpoint featuring the coordinated
entry of the countersubject with the chant melody, followed by the imitative answers in
other voices, belongs to one of the procedures bomwed by Victoria nom Morales'
models.16 Wagstatr considus this kind of connapuntal approach as typical of the Spanish

"learned" motets that can be traced back to the practices of the composers active in
Seville, such as its infiuential chape-er,

and possibly Mordes' teacher, Pedro

Femhdez de Castinejal7 Although the Salve Regina can be considered as the most
representative setfing because of its importance in the Spanish repertory (Example 8.1),
the principles of rhis technique are flexiily applied in many other works in the Toledo

muscript when more than two voices begin simultaneously in k e counterpoint.
The closures of the polyphonie incises wah the synchronized voice leading of the chant
and its counterpoints are supponed in the manuscript much more ofien by ' b ~ l e ' '

cadences with the sirnultaneou voice motion, than they art by Y o d cadences using a
syncopated suspension. By avoidhg the imitative intemIation with the other voices and by
16 Although the ust

the non-irrriitative counterpoint at the b e g i . g of the senuida
pms belongs to a standard procedure, Morales often starts his motets with full textures as
welL
17 To other traits typical for the contrapuntal wnting of the Sevîilian composers
Wagstan inclides: the use of non-systematic irmirmtation
psually involving ody two or three
voices of four-voice setting, the use of sequential npetition, changes of texture involving
the pairiag of non-adjacent voice pairs, and the use of the chant for structural purposes

limiting the number of cadences with the essential tenorizans element, Victoria fhquently

manipulates the bass in the manuscript into schematic patterns emphasizllig the skips of
the Hth and forrnh (e.g., Hosanna 1 Pi Missa de beata Mana). The bass voice in the

manuscript version, therefom, provides a strong harmonic foundation for the unfolding
chordal or contrapuntal fabnc.
Thc importance of the bass voice as the m

a consistent and, sornethes, the only

elemnt borrowed fiom a pn-existent polyphonic work cornes across in both versions of
works. Its constructive function is especially used ui the Credo of the Missa

the e&ed

-

Gazdeamus the extended sections of which are based on the clear harmonic pattern of

the ostinato bass fiom the seconda pars of Morales' Jubilate Deo motet.

Of

all of the

borrowing techniques used in the vocal polyphonic repertory, the irriportance of the bass
patterns has not yet received enough attention. However, thû technique of imitatio plays a
significant rok in Victoria's compositiona1 process, patîcularly in his later composinons
which use reciirring polyphonic segments as an important fornial principle. The use of
cleariy defined bass patterns of the type we find in Morales' motet and the sections of
Victoria's mass based on it alludes to the fundamental princip1es of the Spanish
insaumntal variations. The application of the bass o s t i ~ r iorigkiating
,
Li the performance
of the romance m e s , was crysfallized in the developrnent of variation patterns such as

rumnesca and pussamezzo anricoL8 Victoria's interest in this technique which had its

mou in the instrumental practice, represents yet another link to the Spanish tradition and
rnay be considered one of the characteristic traits of his personal style.

and melodic integration. Wagst., "A Re-evaluation of Music Attrîibuted to Pedro
F e d d e z de Castilleja," 1627.
18 The variations (differenciar>on a pattern of the romanesca (based on the court
Song Gwrdizme las vacas) were composed, for example, by Narvaez, Mudana, and
Cabe26a

Example 8.1: Salve Regina
a) Momies, à4

Q

-

ta du1

- ce

b) Victoria, à8 (MSB.30)

-

do,

vi

- a dul-ce -

Contrasting Textures and the Application of Ornamentation
One of Victoria's stylistic aademârks, already discem%le in his fkst published
works, is hû exploration of the diffiérent sonoritics possible in a vocal ensemble. nie

connast of performing forces, Eiherent in the practice of d t m ' n ~ the
g polyphony and
chant in the liturgical psaims and Marian antiphons, is brought to a higher dimension Ui
Victoria's works &en

in the new ltalian polychoral style. For example, the imitative
verses for four voices, such as Vanum est and Sicut suginae in the Nisi Dominas or the Et

Jesm versicle of the Salve Regina antiphon, are contrasted with the full forces of the two
choirs. The impact of this juxtaposition is m e r sacngthened by Victoria in the chordai
sections of the manuscript version by avoiding syncopations, cross-rhythm, and imitative
integranon between the voices.
In the masses, of course, the changes of textures an not as ciramatic and involve
the usual reduction of voices in the intemal sections and expansion in the concluding

Agnus Dei In the longer GIoria and Credo movemnts Victoria ofien switches to duos

and trios withh the basic texture of four (Ave maris stella), five (de beata Mana) and six
(Gazdeamus) voias, and these reductions, p h e d for selected textual phrases, are
usuaIly mon emphasued in the manuscript than in the printed source. Also, in the Toledan
version of the fÏrst Hosanna in the Missa de beata Virgine the sonoristic, rather than
canonic, eIement is accenniated by the addition of the sixth voice.

The exaniination of the comsponding mass movements by Victoria and his
predecessors nvealed that he was Uispired by Modes' inexhaustible rnelodic and
contrapuntal imagination, but in the mafters of texnn;zl interest Victoria ofien reached
back to Josquin's rnodels.19 The emphass on sonorous eficts puts hiin, thmfore, much
closer to the tradition of Spariish composen of Peaosa's generation who considerd
19 The styk of Morales' masses represents the ideal of seamless polyphony where
strong texhnal articulations are avoidtd.

te-

rather than pervasive imitation as a prominent means of organization.20 Even in the

works where imitation was used in an incidental or syntactic f'ashion, the imitative sections
with rhythniically animateci counterpoint were usually contrasted with non-imitative

hgments. It is believed that the segmentation by fidl and partial voice textures, nanative
te* and direct speech were used in the Spanish motets which, originally? m y had been
written for the stage.21
The use of texture as a structural and expressive device c o m s across particularly
in Victoria's magnificats. In addition to the usual exploitation of the higher (CI, Q AI,
AII) and lower (A, TI, TII, B) ranges of the four-part textures, he often experiments with

diffi=rent combinations in much larger vocal ensembles. For example, in the Magnincats
primi, quarti and octavi toni, Victoria uses no kss than sixteen different voice

combinations within the three-, four-, five-, six-, and eight-part textures cm the 1600
vmion of the Pnmi toni only).* The cornparison of textural solutions found in both the
Venetian print and Toledan muscript, indicate that in the manuscript venions of the
magnificats Victoria achieved more varied sonorities by increasing the nurnber of voices Li

the three verses and by linnting the homogeneous voice leading by emphasizing

conaasting textures. For exampie, the addition of the quinta pars in the "Quia fecit"
verse in the Magnificat octavi introduced an antiphonal imitation in pairs of voices not
found in the printed counterpart.~

The emphasis on duets, ofien with voices moving in parallel motion in thnds and
slnhs, is much more obvîous in the compositions in the manusaipt source. There is no
question that duet structures, a nademark of Franco-kmish composers such as Josquin

z0 This type of countupoint is defied by Freis as "modular counterpoint" and is
discussed by hmi in the Ave Maria settings by AIba and Ribera, and in the Clmabat
autem mulier by Escobar. See Freis, "Csist6bal de Modes and the Spanish Motet," 18 1184,
21 Freis,

"Crist6bal de Morales and the Spanish Tradmon.," 45-49.
* For a discussion on Victoria's versatile textmal solutions, set Wojcicka, 'The
Magnificats by To& Luis de Victoria," 27-37.
For the musicalexample of this particular te-,
set Lucy Wojcicka-Hniza, "A
Manusaipt Source for Magniscats by Victoria,'' 88.

"

and Piure de la Rue, remained an essential constructive element in aIl of the

conaapuntdy conceived compositions in Renaissance regardIess of the place of their
ongin. However, the echo of the duet technique was heard much stronger and for much

longer in the works of the Spanish composers such as Morales and Guen-ero. Further, in
Victoria's compositions, the dueu often becorne an important expressive IlSedium when
they are used as embellishmnts within the full texnues.

Both sources display rnany exampies of written-out ornamentation which inchde
standard passing and neighbor notes. The manuscript versions, however, O&

choices, which typically are associateci with their encounter in the sec&

mon varied

stearn of music,

such as the long chains of dotteci rhythms of tierces coui6es, or portmento. In the printed
version, the oniamntation is used in a more balancecl fashion in a i l the voices and
textures, but in the manuscript versions Victoria usually resaains fiom omamenting in the
chordaI sections and the bas voice. For exaniple, the cadential omamented 4-3 suspension

or the f2led-in interval of the cambiata are found in both sources, whereas in the
manuscript they are usually limited to melismatic passages only. In general, the

ornamentation is used mon extensively in the n*uiusa@t versions where it is an
expressive vehicle for projecting important words or phrases.
The use of embellishmnts in vocal music by no mans indicates any national bias
as far as pefiofmance practice is concemed; however. it is significant that the Spanish

theoretical sources are especiaIly rich in references to vocal omamentation." It is mie that
the rnost infomtive instructions on the use of the oniaments are directeci to

insaumentalisu such as Diego Oniz's Tratu& de glosas (1553) and Tom& de SanctaMaria's Arte de t

e fontaria (1563).

But, the authors of the conesponding treatises

acknowledge a close interrelation between the vocal and inshnimntal practices. The most
valuable sources for vocal ornarrientation are Luis de Milan's El maestro (1535) and

Pietro Cerane's El melopeo y maestro (1613).
Except, perhaps. Bermudo who k known for hk aversion to vocal
omamzntation. See Charles Jacobs, "Ornamentation in Spanish Renaissmœ Vocal
Music," Pe.$omce Practice Review 4 (1991): 1 16.
24
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Victoria's apt response to the text in the manuscript versions by the use of

ornamntation as a text painting device, alternation of d"erent textures, and pure
homorhyhnic Wnting brings up a peqlexing question regarding the priority of influence
of the contrasting textures and the prediiection for the declamatory style of the early

sixteenth-centnry Spanish motet over the Italian hunianicitic sensitivities expressed in the
rnadrigals and the new polychod medium It is reasonable to conch.de that a versatile

composer of Victoria's stature (who did not lave any secular music) looked for
inspkation fiom both Spanish and Itaüan modeis. In the contrapuntal genres of motets,
rnagnificats and masses, established by the Franco-Fîemish predecessors, he embraced
some of the devices characteristic of a secular medium as weil as the new Lath devotional
qeR0rY.

In any case, the examination of the variants shows that Victoria's diversineci

and individual attitude to the settings of the manuscript can be directly linked to the
compositionai traditions in Spanish music, while his more homogeneous approach to the
texture and contrapunîal devices symbolizcs the universai pan-European style of
composition.

CONCLUSION
Tom& Luis de Victoria was one of the most pubkhed composers of the
Renaissance. Consequently, his

COmpositions

are trammitted m a d y through p ~ t e d

collections issucd by the leading publishing houses of 1ta.i~'Spain, and Gcmiany.
However, there are a number of manuscripts that preserve Victoria's compositions in
different versions fiom those found in his printed editions.1 For insrance, the manuscript

Ms. Mus. 130 fiom the Biblioteca Nazionale in R o m , copied by Francisco de Soto ca.
1592-4 for performance in the Chiesa Numa, is of special interest because it presemes the

late sixteenth-century versions of Victoria's four-voice psalms that were prepared for a

print that never materiaüzed. Portions of compositions fiom this collection appeand

previously in the polychoral psalms p ~ t e din 1576 (Liber primus) and 1581 (Hymni
totius anno. The two other Roman manuscripu C S. 186 and the manuscript B. 30 firom
Toledo Biblioteca Capitufar, aansrnitting some of Victoria's Holy Week and Marian
repertory, respectively, record Victoria's compositions âom an eaily stage in his stylistic

development These sources, therefore, are extrernely valuable for trachg the composer's
iinks to his Spanish roou. The Lamentations, Magnificats, Marian masses, Vespers

psalrns, and Salve Regina represent those of the genres, originally ûansplanted nom the
Franco-Fledh centers, that were particdar1y embraced by Spanish composers.
While the nine Lamentations were entered (ca 1565-?) into the Vatican

manuscript for the performance by the Papal chapel the Marian repenory was copied into
a choirbook destined for the Spanish Primatal cathedral by Johaanes Panms in ca 1576
77, possibly under Victoria's supervision There is strong evidence that som of the

Lamentations were composed in Âvila Moreover, some of the works in the Toledo
manuscript, or, at least, their k s t drafts, could have been coaceived by Victoria wkde still

in Spah, although the nnal venions had ro have be composed during his stay in the
For the list of the sixteenth-cennirymanuscripts containùig Victoria's
compositions, see the fonhcoming publication by Cramer, To& Luis & Victoria: A
Guide to Resemch (NewYodc Garland Publishg k
).

G e m CoIlege. Since Victoria substantially revlsed the h n t a t i o n s in 1585 for the

0ffZciu.m Hebdomadae Sanctae, the variants present valuable data for studying his stylûtic
developmnt over a twenty-year period However, the differences b e m n the two

h compositions mdied here do not reflect a radical change in
compositional goal because the manuscript and its p ~ t e dcouterpart, Liber pnmus of
1576, were prepared at approxhateiy the same t h e . In the absence of any sketches or
versions of the M

autograph manusaipts by Victoria, the study of the variants between these options o f f a

us a glirripse into his compositional workshop. S o m of the choices resulted fiom the
Merent destinations for which they were preparrd: the manuscript source was created for

a specinc audience in Toledo, while the printed source was for a more generai market.

The detaiied analysis in diis mdy and the author's previous master's thesis has
reveakd that, on the one hand, the manuscript indudes the relatively early compositions
(e.g., Et Jeswn fiom the Salve Regina) and, on the other hana it contains ~ v i s e ditems

fkom the printed versions (e.g., Sicut erat à6 fkom the Magnificat quarti tont].2 AIthough
by ~ i n the
g seps in the revising process, the relation between individual compositions

nom the two sources can be determined on the basis of a technical proficiency (e.g.,
Sanctw of the Missa Ave maris sreIIu) or the use of di&renttextual variants (e.g., Salve

Regina), in the majority of cases, however, the chronology based on the styhtic f e a m
cm not be definitely resolved. However, the nature of some of the alternative readuigs

anow us to link the Toledan versions to Spanish compositional traditions. The
investigation of both physical k t u r e s of the book and its contents suggests that the
commission h m Toledo carne during the preparahons for the p ~ t e dedition. Wh*
Victoria drew the selected Marian items fiom the pMt, he also included some of his older
compositions which wen suitable for the Toledan center.
The polyphonie fabric in the manusnipt version of the compositions examinal in

this snidy is marüpulated in that

the imitative and highly melismatic passages are ofren

contrasteci with pure homorhythmic sections. This textural conaast is e r n p h k d in the

manuscript rmch more fkquently tban m the print, In addition, textural richness of the

sections of the manuscript with added voices compensates for the printed version's more
integrated contrapuntal writlig. Although the reliance on duets and contrasting textures is

characteristic of both versions, Victoria puts more ernph-

on varicd sononties in the

manuscript source. These katwes refiect Victoria's indebtedness to the Josquinian

tradition which was kept alive in Spain tinoughout the en& sixteenth tennis, even
though the continental developmnts emphasized q u a l part writing and pemading

irrritatioa Further* the pure declamation and synchnùed contrapuntal w r i ~ gof the
Toledan versions indicates that Spanish composers appreciated hornorhythmic textures
long before they became sanctioned by the Council of Trent. The k t that the settings of
Animuccia's masses had littie effect on the repertory in this muscript attests to the idea
that in the 1570s Victoria s
alooked to the well-established models of his Franco-Fiemish
and Spanish predecessors rather than to those of the current idols propagated by Church

refomiers. However, Victoria did eagerly embrace the new geme of polychoral devotional
music, first developed in Northem Italy, which provided an ideal artistic medium for text
projection and chordal structures of Spanishfoborddn.
From aü of the influences on Victoria's contrapuntal vocabuiary7 the strongest
impact was exerted by the compositions of his older compatriot, Morales. This
indebtedness c m be traced in the most diireet hhion in Victoria's Missa Gaudeamus
based on Morales'motet Jubilate Deo. h m which he bomwed not only the melodic ideas

and the structural organization of the tenor and bass ostinori, but also the techniques of
contrapuntal relations between the chant and its countersubjects. Although the borrowing
f?om the specific polyphonie composition is considend the most representative f o m of

Renaissance imiturrio, which was theoretically a f h n e d in the m-tings by B m i s t e r and
&one, its principles were also appiïed in the other masses by Victoria The adaptation of
the conaapuntal ideas k m the two Missae de beata Virgine of Mordes can ako be found

in Victoria's conespondkg paraphrase mass MLssa de beata Ma&, especiany, in the

Sanctus. It is even possible to link sorne of the variant rnanuscript and printed readings
directly to either the four- or five-voiœ masses by Morales.

The identihtion of Morales'

2 See Wojcicka. 'The Magnincats by Tom& Luis de Victoria,"45-46.

sramp in the final two mvements of Victoria's Missa Ave maris steliu and that of Josquin
in the Gloria and M
that influe&

o allows us to point to s o m of the specific contrapuntal procedures

Victoria's compositional style. However, in the well-established genres of

the Missa de beata Virgine and the k
m
m masses, the identification of aIl of the posslik

uifluences pnsents an impossible task. Victoria, like other iate sixteenth-cenniry
coqosers, iearned his crafr by irnitating well-established conventional fonnuiae
developed during a long tradition of composing the canturfinnus and paraphrase masses.
A broad interpretation of the Renaissance Nnitorio, that expands beyond the

approved and codified rnethods of composition in the parody m m , allowed us to discuss
Victoria's art of borrowing in ali genres represented in the manitscript. The investigation
of the cornpositional process in this study reveals that Victoria's reworking of the

borrowed material is not lirrrted to the contxapuntal complexes9such as standard exordia
buik on the chant incipits of the individual movenrents of the masses and the versicles of
the Salve Regina, but

&O

chordal structures and bass patterns. Many of the standard

hamionic progressions eniployed, for example, in Victoria's polychorai Nisi Dominus are
directly c o ~ e c t e dto the specinc formulac established in the long tradition of chordal

improvisation. The technique of fabordon

&O

influenced compositional procedures in

Victoria's other compositions such as the Lamentations, the Requiem, and his later
polychoral niasses.
Victoria

treats

the principles of îmitatio as an important means of arastic

expression: his borro wing fiom established models is always conducted in a creative way.

Even in the parody mas, Victoria never transplants an identical polyphonic block, but
manipulates its contrapuntal components by techniques such as switching the parts,

changing the relationship between the chant aad its counterpoints or the

tim

Ïnterval

between the enaies, cornpresshg or expanding mlodic lines, and addiDg new

comterpoiots or oniamntal passages. Furthermore. rhese techniques of reworkiog the
rnodel that were developtd in the process of emdating other composer's polyphonic

works, Vitoria also used in revishg hisown compotitions.

Since the p ~ c i p i e sa i imiratio were consdered to be a part of the basic

compositionai practice of every Renaissance composer and their fkxible application does
not iend itseIf wen to a rigid classincation, this concepr was seldom undertaken in the
writings by the contemporary theorîsts and writers on music. However, our understanding

of the ide& of imitario and the methods of their application provides a useful analytical

tool in dealing with those aspects of a Renaissance composer's compositionalprocess that
reflect the continuity of musical naditons. The examinarion of the basic princip1es of
imitario as applied by Victoria in the compositions from the Toledan manuscript has

dowed us to conduct the multi-level cornparisons between the parafle1 settings based or.
the same text.

The Roman choirbook brought to Toledo by Canon Juan Navarra represents an
important addition to the nch holdings of the cathedraL Not only did this beautifully

prepared presentation choirbook transmit the art of book making in the Vatican

scriptorium, but it

&O

introduced the repertory of the new ltalian polychoral medium

which Spain would embrace with a special fervor at the end of the century. The Toledan
manuscript B. 30 provides a valuable source for the alternative versions of Victoria's
Marian repertory which has allowed us to explicate those feams of a mainsneam

Renaissance music that may have been inspired by Spanish compositional tradition.
My work on the Marian repenory nom the Toledan manuscrÏpt Mus. B. 30 and
current research in the field of Spanish Renaissance music reveals that, with the exception

of the use of the Spanish versions of the chant, it is difficult to distinguish any unique

features that would be ernployed exciusively by Spanish composers. But, regardless
whether we refer to cenain cornmon technical solutions as Spanish feaures, predizections,

or bias, in-depth examination of compatible ccomposiàons based on the same text dows us
to trace the ~ 0 n ~ U iof
t ySpanish tradition. The use of the techniques of imitatiu as the

anaiytical tool and the comparison of variants fiom the Spanish manuscripts and Italian
prints, therefore, may heighten our sensitivity to the contributions of Spanish composers
to the developnient of Renaissance sgle.
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APPENDIX 1: Victoria's Dedication to the Liberphus (Venice, 1576)
TO THE MOST XLLUSTRIOUS AND
REEREND ERNEST, BY TREGRACE OF GOD
COUNT PALATINE OF THE R I D E ,
PRINCE OF BOTH BAVARIAS, AND
MOST WORTHY ADMIMSTRATOR OF THE CHURCHES
OF FRISING AND HlLDEsHmx

TOMAS LUIS DE VICTORIA
OF AVILA, MODERATOR OF MUSIC
AT THE GERMA..COLLEGE IN THE CITY OF ROME
SENDS HIGHEST GREETiNGS.

Moved by many, and those indeed most gave, motives, O Most Luustrious Rmce, I have
desired that these my musical labours, such as they are, should appear under the great name of
Your Amplitude. Sorne of these motives 1 share with everyone, othen an properly mine. For if
1 shouId use what is a kind of fomuia ncomrnended to aimost everyone. [namely] that I have
been enk.indled by zeal for your nobiliry, magnincence, iiirality, talent, learnhg, fÎiendship,
and the rest of your divine wntes, and that thuefore 1 wanted some monument of my respect
and devotion for your divine majesty, as 1shodd c d it, to stand out, 1would be speaking the
truth. But 1 fear that 1 should seem to be speaking d e r h m common custom,than h m my
own sense. Now, since there are other reasons for this decision of mine, 1 shall add, to the ones
which have customarily been taken over by other people, those which, it is cutain enough,
would have made it impious of me to omit this duty or even postpone it Gregory XIE, who has
made htnself worthy of heaven fkst by his merits and virtues and now by his dignity and rank,
piously founded this College for the education of Gemian youth in the best disciplines and m
religious morals. Could I, mdeed, Servmg as Moderator of Music in that College, dedicate the
h i t s of my genius more justly or willingly to anyone else but you, who seem to have shone
fonh as a lünd of new brighmess for the illumination of aü Gemiany? If thîs w u e nor the
greatest [nason], whkh it ce-y
is, it would lead me, even though superfiuosly, to the next
[mison], namely that you yourself are preemuient m that art nom which so many and nich
great bene* have onfor the human race with the highest pleasure, so that Ît is no
wonder thar [music]gets aS name kom the Muses, authors of a l i the good arts, and is
celebrated forever on the thrones of bkssed mmds. Why, therefore, since in ancient times lyres
of an types, and the vocal organs whkh are like tbem, were wnsccrated to Phoebus, shouid
works of this geme in our own day be coIlSecrated to anyone but yai, who are easily the prince
in this field? And since a single one of these motives by itself woald have moved anyone, what
e f k t could the influence of a l l of them together be expeaed to have upon me? Now you know,
O most Ample Leader, why it has happened that 1 chose the shade, as Ît were, of pur
patronage, so that the art [of m w , which [remaios] young, and my talent which ù [an oid
man]wom out by labour, dght rest together m k Receive hmi with that bIessed countenaoce
of yours, by which you make glad all th@ that m e 1 to stand fixed in youc gaze, and
coofinn by this prchf what is alrrady wen known to a& [namely] that you are more p h e d
with the spirit in which something is of&& to you, than with the thmg onerrd. FareweL

APPENDIX 2: List of Victoria's Publications of Magnîficats, Masses,
Palms and Antiphons
(According to Rgpenoire Intermtionai des Sources Musicales).

..Liber primas qui mtssas,psalmos, Magr@cut ad VirginemDei Matrem
salutationes, aliaque complecrim..., printed by Angelo Gardano, dedi*cated to Emsto C-ci
Palatin0 Rheni, Venice, 1576.
Lantica B. Virginis vulgo Magnijïcat quatuor vocib~t~.
UM cum quanior antiphonis Beatae
Virginisper annwn: q u e quidern, putth quim's, parth octom3 vocibus concinunnu..., printed
by Francisco Zanetti @omenienico
Basa), dexücated to Michde B d , Rome, 1581.
quae partha octonk, alia duoden&
..Missae, Magwcar, mutecfu,psalmi, % alia quant piununma,
vocibus concinrcnntr, haec omnia s w in hoc iibro ad pulsandum in organis..., 10 volumes,
printed by Ioannem Flandnrm, dedicated to Philip Il& Madrid, 1600.

MASSES

...Liber p r h u s qui missas,psalmus, Magn@cat ad VirginemDei Matrem
salutationes, aiiaque compiecnntr..., printed by Angeio Gardano, dedicated to Ernesto Carici
Palatin0 Rhcni, Venice, 1576.
..Missmum iibn duo q u e pomSmquater&, pam-m quinis, punint senis. concibW..., printed by
Francisco Zaneîti, dsdicated ta Phüip II, Rom 1583.
..Hissae quahior, quitque, sex et octa vocibus concr'nendae, una c m AnnphonrS Asperges...,
printed by Ascanij Donange& dedicatcd to Cardinal Albert, Rome, 1592.
quae pamh octonis, alia duodenis
..Missae, Magnâfica, mtecta, psaimi, & alia quam plmUI1ma,
sunr in hoc libro ad puisundum in orgam's..., 10 voIumes,
vocibur concimimur, haec O&
printed b y Ioannan Fiandnim,dedicatedto Philip III, Madrid, 1600.

..Liber prirmrî qui missc~s,psalmos, Magn@car ad VirginemDei Matrem
salmtiones, aïfaque complecntlu..., primeci by Angeio Gardano, dedicated to Enicsto Comici
Paiatinn Rheni, Venice, 1576.
..Hymnr* fotius anni secundum Sanctae R o m a ~ eEcclesiae consueniàïnem...
Domenico Basa, dedicatedto, Gregory XIII, Rome, 158 1,

printed by

..Motecta Que pamh, quaternis, pariim, quinis, aiia, senis, a h , duodenis..., printed by
AleSSandrO Gardano, Rome, 1583.
.,Misme, Magn@cat, mtecta, psaim*, & aZia quam plurima, quae partim octonis, dia duodenis
vocibur concinunnu, haec omnia sunt in hoc liliro ad pulsandum in orgmis.., 10 volumes,
printed by Ioannem Flandnim,dedicated to Philip IIi, Madrid,1600.

..Motecta que partint quaternis, partim quinis, dia senis, alia octonis vocibus concinmur...,
printed by Antonio Gardano, ckdicatexi to Ono Cardmal von Tnidisss. Vknice, 1572
..Liber pnmw qui missas,psa/ms, Magnijicat ad VirginemDei Matrem
sulurationes, aiiaque complectiiW..., primai by Angeio Gardano, dedicated to Emcsto Cocnîci
Paiatîno Rheni, Venice, 1576.

...Cantica B. VirginrS vulgo Magnificat quatuur vocibrcs. Uha cum quatuor antiphonis Bearae

Virginis per annum: q u e quident, pam-m quitth, partina ocronis vocibus concinuntur..., printed
b y Francisco Zanetti (Domenico Basa), dedicated to AWcheleBonelfi, Rome, 158 1.

..Motecta Que pam-m, quatermk, parti-m, qui&, alia, senis, a h , duodenis..., printed by
Alessandro Gardano, Rome, 1583.
..Masse quatuor, quique, sex et octo vocibus concinendae, una c m Antiphonis Asperges...,
printed by Ascanij Donangeli, dedicated to Cardinal Aibert, Rome, 1592

APPENDIX 3: Contents of Victoria's Pubiications
* The compositions which appear in a di&rent versions in MS B. 30

Motets:

à4

Doctor bonus, M u g i videmu, Ne tirneas, O decus Apostolicum, O magnum
rnysterim, O quum glon'osum, O regem caeli, O sacnun conviviurn, O vos
ornes, Qm
pulchn' SUN,Swtcto Mana, Sena puenun, Vere languores,

à5

m coderennu; Ecce Dominrcs venier, Cum beancr
Ignanics, Descendit Angélus, Gaude Maria Virgo,
Q u m vidistis, Vadam et circumibo, Tu es Petrus, Vidi speciosarn, O
s u m comivium, S m a * tPasror, CongrutuIcarunimihi,
Ave Manu,

86
à8

Antiphons: a4
à5

Ascemiens Chrr'srus,D

Pueri hebraeonun
Ave Regina coelonun
Regina coeli
Alma Redemptoris Mater
* Sabe Regina

CONTENTS OF THE 1581 PRINT ( C d aB. Virgnîs vulgo M a g mat...)
Magnîficats:

à4

* Primi toni
Sec&

roni

Tertii toni

* Quani toni
Quinti roni
S m i roni

Seprimi toni

* Octavi foni
a5
à8

- Aru'ma mea

- Et exsuZrmit
- Anima mea
- Et exsuituvit
- A n h rnea
- Et exsuitavit

- Anima mea
- Et exsuitmit
- Anùna mea
- Et exsultavit
- Anima mea
- Et emdtuvit
- Anima mea
- Et exsdtavit
- Anima m a
- Et aultavit

Alma Redanprori$, Ave Regina caelorumRegim coeli
*Salve Regirra
Alma RedemproriS, Ave Regim ctzelorwn, Regina caefi,

*Salve Regina

Appendix 3 (cont.)
1581 PRINT ( Wmni toturs W..)
Hymis:

à4

Condiror aime sidenun, Christe Redemptor, Salvetefloresmartyrm.
Homs Herodes, Lucis creator optune, Ad praeces mst~as,VaïIa regis
Trimiutas,
Pange h g u a , Quodcque vinclis, Decor egregiae, Ave m n s
sella, Ut queanr lm's, Aurea Luce, LA&
mater ecclesiu, P e m beaw
Ad c o e m agni providi, fesu noma r e d q t i o , Veni Creator,O lux beata.
Quicumque Ch*.
Tibi Chnne, ChrLnc redemptor,ExuItec caelum,
Tristes eram apostoli. Deus tuorwn mMLIitum,
Sartctorunt meriris, Rex
glon*ose,Isle Cot@essor,Iesu cororut virginwn,Hujw obtentu, Urbs beata,
Pange linguu.

Contents: 53 compositions (mcluding reprints of *Salve d6 and dB).
AU 33 from the 1572 Motecra print, 13 from d e r 1576 Libcrprimus, and 1581
Cantica beatae books,
8 new compositions:

*SalveRegina
Domine Mn Sü??l
M
Duo seraphim
à5
O Ircx et decus
Trahe me post
à6
à12 Laetanis sum
Tannun erg0
à5

Antiphon: à5
Motets: 24

IPsalIIX

Hynin:

Litaniue B. M,Virginis

Appendix 3 (con+)
1583 PIUNT ( Missiuum übn'duo...)
Masses:

à4
&4
à4
à4
a4
à5

ii5
à6
à6

Masses: à4
i4
à4

à5
iî5

* Ave ma&

stellu
Sintile est regnum coelorum
Qumn pulchri sunt
O quam gloriosum
Pro dqûnctis
*De Beata Muria
Surge propera
*Gaudeamus

Dum complerenw

O mugnwn rnysten'um
Quarti toni

Pro d ~ c t i s
Trahe me posr te
Ascendens Christus

à6

Vidï speciosam

à8

SalveRegina

CONTENTS OF THE l6ûû PRINT (Missae, Mag@kat, moleci&, p s a h L )

Masses:

-

CI8 (2 choh & organ)

-

i#9 (2 choirs & organ)
à12 (3 ctioirs & organ)

Magnificats:

88 (2 chairs & organ)
912 (3 choirs & organ)

Motets, Wms, and Hyrxns:

a8 (2 choirs & organ)

'

-

Alma Redemproris
Ave R e g i ~
cneiurm
Salve Regina
Missa pro victoria
Luetutus s u .

- *Pn*mi toni
- Sd toni
- Victimepaschali
- VeniSanae

- Lauda Sion
- Oildephome
- Litaniae Bearae Mariae

-

AveMaria

-

Superflumina

-

Luetam s m

- A h Redemptoris
- Ave Regina
- Regina cadi
- *salve Regina
- D h i t Dominrcs
- Laudate pueri
- * Nisr' D o m i w
- Laudate Dorninran
- Ecce nunc
à12 (3 choirs & organ)

-

-

Te Deum LaPangue Zingua
Ave maris stella
Nunc dinùtir
Asperges
Vidiaqam
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